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DISCLAIMER 
The Board of Regents oí the State oí Florida, the State oí Florida, the University oí Florida, 
the Institute oí Food and Agricultura! Sciences, the Florida Agricultura! Experiment Station, 
and the Florida Cooperative Extension Service, hereinafter collectively reíerred to as "UF-
IFAS," will not be liable under any cli:cumstances fOl direct 01 indirect damages incurred 
by any individual 01 entíty due to this software 01 use theleof, including damages resulting 
from 1055 oí data, lost profits. 1055 oí use, interruption of business, indirect, special, 
incidental or consequential damages. even if advised oí the possibllity oí such damage. This 
limitatíon oí liabllity will apply regardless oí the íorrn oí action, whether in contract or toft, 
including negligence. 
UF-IF AS does not provide warrantíes oí any kind, express or implied, including but not 
limited to !IJ1Y warranty oí merchantabllity or fitness íor a particular purpose oí use, or 
warranty against copyright or patent infringement. 
The entire risk as to the quality and performance oí the program is with you. Should the 
program prove defective, you assume the entire cost of all necessary servicing, repair, or 
correction. 
The mentíon oí a tradename is solely for illustrative purposes. UF-IFAS does not hereby 
endorse any tradename, warrant that a tradename is registered, or approve a tradename to 
the exclusion of othel tradenames. UF-IFAS does not give, nOl does it imply, permission 
or liceuse for the use of any tradename. 
IF usa DOES NOT AGREE WITR THE TERMS OF TRIS LIMITATION OF 
LlABILI1Y, usa SHOULD CEASE USING TRIS SOF1WARE IMMEDIATELY ANO 
RETURN IT TO UF-IFAS. OTHERWISE, USER AGUES BY THE USE OF TRIS 
SOF1WARE THAT USER IS IN AGREEMENT WITH THE TERMS OF TRIS 
LIMlTATION OF LIABILI1Y. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTlON 
BEANGRO Version 1.01 is a proccss-oriented computer model wbich simulates vegetative 
growtb, reproductive development and yield of common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L). The 
model has becn developed under the auspices of the mSNAT1 (International Benchmark 
Sites Network for Agrotechnology Transfer) Project. BEANGRO was developed at the 
Uníversity of Florida by an interdisciplinary research team of crop physiologists and 
agricultura! engineers of the Departments of Agronomy and Agricultura! Engineering. 
During the inítial phase of this project a clase collaboration was established with the Sean 
Program of the Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (ClAT) in Cali, Colombia. 
The purpose of this guide is to provide users with information on how to implement and 
operate the model on their own microcomputers. PIease contact the authors for any 
questions related to the operation of the model, modification and adaptation for your 
application, or any other problems or questions you might have. 
General 
The present version was developed by making numerous changes to earlier versions of the 
grain legume models SOYGRO and PNUTGRO (Hoogenboom et al., 1986). The original 
version of the soybean model SOYGRO was developed from 1980 to 1983 and published 
by WilkelSOn et al. (1983a). That version was coupled to a soil water balance model 
developed by JotteS and Smajstrla (1980) and docwnented as SOYGRO V4.2 (Wilkerson 
et al. 1983b). Tbis model was tested for two cultivars (Bragg and Cobb) grown in Florida 
on sandy soils and under various irrigation regimes. It was subsequently used to study the 
economic risks of irrigation management in Florida (Swaney et al. 1983; Boggess et al. 1983; 
and Boggess and Amerling 1983). The soybean model SOYGRO also served as the crop 
component in an integrated pest management model called SICM (Soybean Integrated Crop 
Management model, Wilkerson et al., 1983b, Mishoe et al., 1984, Jones et al., 1986). 
In 1983, a cooperative effort between the UF team and the mSNAT Project was inítiated. 
A major goal of this work was to make models more robust for use in other regions of the 
world where soils and climate differed from those in Florida. The first step in this process 
was to adapt a more general soil water model developed by Ritchie (1985), wbich included 
an evapotranspiration model developed by Priestley and Taylor (1972). In addition, a 
preliminary phenology model developed by J. W. Mishoe (unpublished) wbich predicts 
development of vegetative and reproductive stages of soybean in areas with diverse 
I mSNAT is a program of the Agency oC International Development, implemented by 
the Uníversity ofHawaii under the Cooperative Agreement No. AlD /DAN-4054-A-OO-7081-
OO. 
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photoperiods and temperatures was included in the model. A new versíon, SOYGRO V5.0, 
was documented and released (Wilkerson et al., 1985). 
DSSAT 
Over time, problems were discovered in applying SOYGRO V5.0 to diverse environments 
and we recognized the need to make a number of important changes in the model to 
improve its performance over a range of soils and environments. Concurrently the IBSNAT 
project had defined standard input and output formats for climate and soil in an attempt to 
make all the models in this project more useful with mjnima) incompatlbilities. Thus, the 
soybean model was revised to tit this standard formal. 'Ibis standardization allowed the 
various crop models 10 be integrated into an overall Declsion Support System for 
Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) (IBSNAT, 1989; Jones, 1986; Jones et al., 199Gb). 
Severa! other important changes were made in the model to improve its performance over 
a range of soils and enviromnents. 
The first version of the legume models which were adapted 10 tit within the general 
IBSNAT structure were SOYGRO Version 5.4 and PNUTGRO Version 1.00 (Boote et al., 
1987; Jones et al., 1988). The Version 5.4 of SOYGRO (Jones et al., 1988) included the 
many improvements and enhancements. The coefficients for the phenology model were re-
solved using the night temperature effects of Padrer and Borthwick (1939) (Jones et al., 
1991). More genetic coefficients were developed for a range of cultivars. Cohorts of 
flowers, pods, and seeds were now maintained through reproductive growth. AIso 
improvements were made in several other submodels including those for soil water and 
photosynthesis. SOYGRO Version 5.41 and PNUTGRO Version 1.01 were created to 
correct some errors in the soil water balance that were found in earlier versions (Boote et 
al., 1988; Jones et al., 1988). Al the same time other correct1ons were made in the two sets 
of source codeo SOYGRO Version SA2 and PNUTGRO Version 1.02 were developed to 
tit within the Declsion Support System ror Agrotechnology Transfer of the mSNAT Project 
(Boote et al., 1989a; Jones et al., 1989). A new graphics feature was added to allow the user 
to graph simulated and measured soil water cantent data in the same graph, similar to the 
crop data graphics option. In addition as part of the DSSAT, long term simulations could 
be made for management and strategy analysis (IBSNAT, 1989). 
BEANGRO Y1.01 
BEANGRO has been under development since 1986, parallel to the development and 
enhancement of the other two legume simulation models as described earlier. Although 
results have been reported at meetings and conferences. the first version of the model had 
not been made available for release to the general public (Hoogenboom et al., 1986; 1988b; 
1989, 199Od). BEANGRO Versíon 1.01 ís a modification of BEANGRO Version 1.00 
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(Hoogenboom et al., 1990f) and includes improvements witb respect to temperature 
responses of tbe model and some otber minor corrections. 
Tbe dry bean model includes many recent improvements which have not yet been 
incorporated in tbe released versions of SOYGRO (Version5.42) and PNUTGRO (Vendon 
1.02). Photosyntbesis is now predicted on an hourly basis. Geometricalligbt interception 
is calculated for tbe botb sunlit and shaded lcaves in tbe canopy and for tbe bare son 
between tbe rows. Based on this ligbt interception and single leaf photosyntbesis traits, total 
canopy photosyntbesis is calculated and integrated over sunlit and shaded leaf area (Boote 
et al., 1990). As a result tbe geometry ol tbe canopy is estimated, including tbe heigbt and 
widtb ol tbe row and tbe leaf angle distribution. BEANGRO also has an option in tbe 
sensitivity analysis section 10 modify tbe weatber inputs to simulate tbe effects of global 
climate change on potential bean production. Maximum and minimum temperature, solar 
radiation, preclpitation, and daylengtb can be modified. BEANGRO also responds to 
changes in ambient COz concentration, affecting botb photosyntbesis and transpiration. 
Tbe modeI includes an option for sensitivity analysis which permits tbe user to interactively 
modify tbe variables whicb define tbe genetic coefficients. This option can be nsed 10 
cahbrate the model for new cultivars or to simulate growth and development of hypotbetical 
lines for breeding applications. Tbe user can also select an alternate crop parameter file 
to test alternate plant response 10 temperature or otber environmental variables. FinaUy 
tbe user can modify a parameter whicb simulates tbe effect ol poor son fertility or otber 
environmental conditions whicb in general reduce biomass production. 
Tbe output section of the model creates several files not yet available in tbe otber grain 
legume models. One output file contains values related 10 tbe canopy photosyntbesis, ligbt 
interception and canopy geometry of tbe model. Some simple values related 10 nitrogen 
concentrations of leaves, stems, pods, and seeds are presented in tbe nitrogen output file. 
Botb tbe nitrogen and photosyntbesis values can be plotted witb tbe graphics routines oC tbe 
model which can be used 10 compare simulated and measured data. Finally two files 
contain SlImmary information witb respect 10 weatber conditions during specific development 
periods during tbe growing season. Tbese two files are written in a format which includes 
delimiters so tbat tbese files can be imported in10 LOTUS for further statistical analysis and 
graphics display. 
Some details of earlier versions oC BEANGRO have been described in several publications 
(Hoogenboom et al., 19888. 1989, 199Oc; Iones et al., 199Oa). Furtber documentation is 
currently being developed; pIcase contact tbe fint autbor, i.e. Gerrit Hoogenboomz, 10 
request additional information about tbe current status of tbe documentation. 
2 Current address: Genit HoogeDboom, Department of Biological and AgrieulturaJ 
Eqineering, Tbe University of Georgia, Geol"lÍa Station, GrifIin, GA 30223-17'7, USA; 
Pbone: 404-228-7216; FAX: 404-228·7270; Email: GHOOGEN @ GRlFFIN.UGA.EDU. 
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Plans for future improvements of the modeIs include: adding capabilities to simulate 
nitrogen uptake, fixation, and mobilization (Hoogenboom et al., 1990b); expansion and 
improvement of the evaporation and transpiration simulation similar to the hedge row and 
canopy photosynthesis modífications (Pick:ering et al., 1990); potential effects of diseases and 
ínsects; a modífication of water flow, infiltration, and a perched water table; expansion of 
the root growth and water uptake: new generic input and output me structures; and 
simulation of phosphorus botb in tbe soil and plant A "generic" grain legume model, which 
can simulate grain legumes besides dry bean, peanut, and soybean is under development 
(Hoogenboom et al., 199Oc). 
The otber two legume crop growth simulation models which are available and have been 
incorporated in DSSAT are for peanut (Amchis hypogea L), PNUTGRO Version 1.02, 
(Boote et al., 1989a) and for soybean (Glycine max [L] Mer.), SOYGRO Version 5.42, 
(Jones et al., 1989). Within tbe IBSNAT Project simulation models have been developed 
for coro (Zea mays L.), CERES·Maize Version 2.10 (Ritchie et al., 1989), and wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L.), CERES-Wheat Version 2.1 (Godwin et al., 1989). Crop models for 
sorghum, rice, miIIet, barley, and potato have been developed but have not been finalized 
and released yet. Please contact the mSNAT Project for further information abaut those 
modeIs and tbeir availability. 
3 mSNAT Project, Departrnent of Agronomy and Soil Science, College of Tropical 
Agriculture and Human Resources, University of Hawaii, 2500 Dole Street, Krauss Hall 22, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. 
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Chapterl 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 
BEANGRO V1.01 predicts dry matter growth, leal area index (LAI), crop development, and 
final yield of common bean depending on daily weatber data (precipitation. solar radiation, 
photoperiod, maximum and mínimum air temperatures), soil profile characteristics, and crop 
management conditions. Soil parameters describe tbe ability of tbe soil profile to store 
water and to supply water to plant roots based on processes of runoff, percolation, and 
redistn'bution of water in a one-dimensional profile. Thus, soil characteristics and weatber 
data are required inputs. The model also is sensitive to cultivar choice, planting date, row 
and plant spacings, and irrigation management options. 
This version of BEANGRO was designed as a research tool. Users can input soil, weatber, 
and management data as well as measured crop growth data from experiments or from 
farmers' fields for testing or validating tbe model íor specific conditions. Experiments can . 
be simulated witb tbe model and compared in tabular and graphical forros witb measured 
data. Scientists can easily conduct sensitivity analyses by interactively nmning tbe model 
witb difierent combinations oí soils, weatber, cultivar and management faetors. And finaIly, 
users can conduct risk analysis studies by simulating many cropping seasons over time and 
space by varyíng weatber and soil inputs. 
Pests are not included in tbe current model, altbougb efforts witb cooperators are underway 
to evaluate effects of insect damage on plants and pods. Also tbere are otber factors, 
particularly various plant nutrients, tbat are not inc1uded in tbe present version of tbe 
modelo Results from tbe model, tberefore, should be viewed as potential yields under tbe 
specified regimes of weatber, soil, and crop management condition. There could be otber 
factors, such as pests, diseases, or poor fertility, which migbt be limiting to growth and 
development and further reduce yields. 
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Chapter3 
SYSTEM REQUlREMENTS 
BBANGRO V1.01 was developed using mM-AT (8 MHz), AST-386 (20MHz) and Everex 
Step-386 (33MHz) microcomputers; Pe-DOS 3.3 and MS-DOS 3.31; Microsoft4 Fortran 
Vemon 4.1 and Version 5.0, and Microsoft Quick Basic Versíon 4.0 and versíon 4.5. The 
model runs raster on machines with a 80386 or better CPU and a math coprocessor, a clock 
speed of 33 MHz or fuster, and with all input and output mes and executable code located 
on a bard-disk drive. BBANGRO will also ron on a basic two-floppy disk drive 
microcomputer with a mínimum memory requirement of 256K. However, this setup has 
some limitations and will result in long execution times. 
80th the Fortran and Basic section oC the BBANGRO model require DOS version 2.0 or 
higher. To display grapbical results, your Pe must have a grapbics adapter (mM Color 
Grapbics Adapter [CGA] or Enhanced Grapbics Adapter [BGA] or equivalent) and a color 
or monochrome grapbics monitor with either a CGA or EGA screen resolution. The 
grapbics section oC the model will not operate with a Hercules grapbics cardo 
On a two-floppy disk system. you are limited by the amount of storage space on your 
diskettes. You must allow room on your drive B: (Data Disk) for the output files created 
by the model and a work me Cor grapbics display, wbicb is approximately half the size of the 
OUT2.BN me. The size of the mes depends upon the number of runs and the total number 
of simulated days in the output mes. The number oC days per ron me can be reduced ir you 
ask for less frequent output in option no. 2, "Select Simulation Output Options," after you 
have selected your experiment and treatment case study. Use a max1mum of five runs per 
session ir you have a two-floppy system and write the results to an output me every two days 
(default output frequency). If you exceed the amount of space available on the diskette, the 
grapbics program will give you an error "NOT ENOUGH SPACE FOR RANDOM WORK 
FILE." 
A very basic microcomputer with 256K memory and two floppy drives has enough room on 
the floppy diskette for approximately 5 runs per session. If you ron out oC diskspace, the 
system will come to a halt during ellccution of the model or in the grapbics portion while 
re/IC!jng the output files generated by the model. If tbe system aborts because tbe computer 
ran out of diskspace you must reboot your system and reron the model. 
The BBANGRO model will ron on all mM Pes, XTs, ATs, PS/l's and PS/2's and true 
compatibles. Unfortunately we do not have nnlimited access to hardware. We have 
successfully ron BBANGRO on the on various microcomputers that meet the minimum 
requirements descnbed aboYe. In a benchmark comparlson, tbe fustest ron was made on 
a Pe Brand 386 (33 MHz) with a matb coprocessor and took 13 seconds. The slowest ron 
4 Microsoft Corporation, 10700 Nortbup Way, BeIlevue, WA 98004. 
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was made on an mM pe (4 Mhz) without a math ooprocessor and took about 35 minutes. 
The ron time oí BEANGRO Version 1.01 was increased about 75 % over that oí SOYGRO 
Version 5.42 primarily because of the hourly photosynthesis calculations. 
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Chapter4 
GE1TING STAR.TED 
BEANGRO V1.01 is supplied on four floppy diskettes: 1) Program, 2} Data, 3) Grapbics, 
and 4) Source Code diskettes. A directory ol each of these diskettes is contained in Tables 
7, 8, 9, and 10, respectÍvely (Appendix A). Before proceeding further, insert the diskettes, 
one by one, into drive A: and obtain a directory. H all the directories match the ones in 
TabIe 7-10, you may proceed. H there are differences, such as missing files, pIcase contact 
the suppliers ol the model before continuing. 
A back-up copy of each diskette should be made before trying to ron BEANGRO. All 
diskettes are supplied to you with write-protect tabs so that the model will not ron with the 
disks you received. This will protect your original copies in case your execution copies are 
lost or damaged in some way. PIcase label your copied diskettes the same as the original 
ones. H you plan to ron BEANGRO from the diskettes, then the Program (No. 1) and 
Grapbics (No. 3) diskettes must contain the system file COMMAND.COM. If you ron 
BEANGRO from your bard-disk, then you will not have lo create these system diskettes. 
The step-by-step procedure for installing BEANGRO to ron on diskettes and on bard-disk 
systems are given in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. 
When your microcomputer is booted (first turned on oc when DOS is loaded) a file called 
CONFIG.SYS is used to establish the characteristics of the computer. To ron BEANGRO, 
you must create the file CONFIG.SYS (oc edit it if it is already on your disk). This is an 
essential file and BEANGRO will NOT ron unless it is on your system disk (floppy or bard-
disk). PIcase follow the instructions in Chapter 5 or Chapter 6, depending on your 
hardware, lo create this file. 
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Chapter S 
RUNNING BEANGRO ON A 1WO·DISKE1TE SYSTEM 
InmlJation 
To ron BEANGRO on a two-diskette system, you must format two of the four diskettes with 
the IS optioo, that is they must be formatted as system diskettes. Theo, copy 
COMMAND.COM, ANSI.SYS, and GRAPffiCS.COM from your DOS diskette to each of 
these two diskettes (No. 1 and 3). In additioo, you must edit the CONFIG.SYS file and add 
the following tbree statements: 
DEVICE = ANSI.SYS 
FILES = 2S 
BREAK = ON 
You need a total of 4 blank diskettes. The following list describes the step-by-step 
procedure for creating your diskettes to ron BEANGRO. 
1. Insert your DOS system diskette (Version 2.0 or bigber) into drive A:. 
Turn on the power to start the system. 
2. Insert a blank diskette into drive B: 
3. Enter: 
4. Remove the DOS system diskette from drive A:. 
S. Insert the distribution BEANGRO Program diskette (No. 1) into drive A:. 
6. Enter: 
The computer should te~te with "3 fiJes copied,' 
7. Use your editor to create the file CONFIG'sYS descn'bed aboye and save it to your 
B: diskette. 
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8. You now have your Program disk ready, and your computer will boat on this drive. 
Remove tbe diskettes from botb drives. 
9. Label tbe new diskette from drive B: "l. PROGRAM BEANGRO Vl.OI: 
10. Insert tbe DOS system diskette into drive A: again. 
11. Insert a blank diskette into drive B: 
12.. Enter: 
13. Remove tbe DOS diskette from drive A: 
14. Insert tbe Graphics BEANGRO diskette (No. 3) into drive A: 
15. Enter: 
The computer sbould termínate witb "19 files copied: 
16. Remove diskettes from botb drives. 
17. Label tbe diskette from drive B: "3. GRAPHICS BEANGRO V1.01: 
18. Insert DOS diskette into drive A: 
19. Enter: 
20. Remove tbe system diskette from A: 
21. Insert tbe BEANGRO Data diskette (No. 2) into A: and a blank diskette into drive 
B:. Press any /rey to malee the copy. 
22. Remove botb diskettes and label tbe one from drive B: "2. Data BEANGRO V1.01: 
23. Enter l' in response to tbe prompt, "Do you want lo malee anolher copy?" 
24. Insert tbe Source Code diskette (No. 4) into A: and a blank diskette into drive B:. 
Press any /rey lo malee Ihe copy. 
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25. This will create a backup of the Source Code diskette. Note that this diskette is not 
required lor running the modelo It is required only if programming changes are to 
be made. 
26. Remove the diskettes and label the one from drive B: as "4. SOURCE CODE, 
BEANGltO VI.OI." 
Execution 
To run BEANGRO on your two-diskette system use the following steps: 
1. Insert Program diskette (No. 1) into drive A: and the Data diskette (No. 2) into drlve 
B: 
2. Turn on the Dmr.>er to fue computer or reboot the sysl:em depressing and holding' 
. key and releasing them fue and JI! i keys, fuen pressing the 
all. 
3. Enter: 
lO set up fue COInptlter 
printed using the 
4. Enter: 
to start fue BEANGRO program. 
results (if you wish to have graphs 
.' screen dump command). 
5. After fue simulation is finished you wi!l be prompted to replace fue Program disk 
(No. 1) with fue Graphics disk (No. 3) to run the graphics section of the model. 
Press any key to conJinue. 
You will be prompted lO select items from screen menus lO simulate growth and yield oí a 
bean crop. An example run is included later in this User's Guide (Chapter 9). , 
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Cbapter' 
RUNNlNG BEANGRO ON A HARD-DISK SYSTEM 
lnual1atiQD 
1. Start the system. H the system power is off., tum on the power. When the system is 
00, press and hold the B!\1I and . keys, then press the arIlI key, and 
then release themall lo re-boat the system. 
2. Create or edit the file CONFIG.SYS in the root directory, by entering: 
DEVICE = ANSI.SYS 
FIlES = 25 
BREAK = ON 
Save the new or modified file CONFIG.SYS. 
3. Create a subdirectory by entering: 
4. Go into the new subdirectory by entering: 
S. Copy BEANGRO Program, Data, and Graphics diskettes (No. 1, 2, and 3) into the 
subdirectory using the following steps: 
a. Insert BEANGRO program diskette (No. 1) into drive A: 
b. Enter: 
The computer should terminate with "3 files copied." 
BEANGRO can be instaI1ed on any partitioned harddrive and is not restricted to 
operation on Orive C: only. 
c. Remove BEANGRO Program diskette from drive A: 
d. Insert BEANGRO Data diskette (No.2) into drive A: 
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e. Enter: 
or any other 
The computer should terminate with "SO filer copied. " 
f. Remove Data diskette from drive A:. 
g. Insert Graphics diskette (No. 3) into drive A:. 
h. Enter: 
or any other drive or directory where yeu want to run the model. 
The computer should terminate with "19 files copied." 
i. Remove the Graphics diskette 
The following section is optional. 
j. Insert Source Code diskette (No. 4) into drive A:. 
k. Enter: 
or any other drive or directory where yeu want to run the model. 
The computer should terminate with "6() files copied." 
L Remove the Source Code diskette 
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ExecutiQn 
After installing tbe model in subdirectory BEANGRO, yon are ready to ron tbe model by 
simply entering BEANGRO. Thereafter, whenever yoo start tbe computer to ron the 
model, use tbe following steps: 




y ou wi1l be prompted to select items from screen menus 10 simulate growth and yield o{ a 
bean crop. An exa.mple ron is included later in this User's Guide in Chapter 9. Note tbat 
the command 10 start tbe model from the hard-disk is different from tbat used on the 
floppy-diskette system. Also note that you may wish to copy tbe source code from diskette 
No. 4 mto the BEANGRO subdirectory on your hard-disk. However, you need to do this 
only ifyou want to make programming cbanges in tbe FORTRAN codeo Example programs 
are included {or compiling and Iinking tbe source codeo 
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Chapter 7 
SYSTEM SETUP FOR BEANGRO GRAPHICS 
The BBANGRO graphics program is designed lO a1Iow users to plot simulated and observed 
data so they can visualIy evaluate the abillty of the mooel to mimic experimental results. 
Users can select crop variables (such as leaf area index, seed weigbt, etc.), weather/soil 
variables, crop nitrogen variables, or photosynthesis data. When more than one BEANGRO 
simulation is performed in a session, the user can also select the run number for graphical 
analysis. For example, users could choose to plot seed weigbt for two different simulations, 
irrigated and rainfed. Or users could select to view leal weigbt, seed weigbt, and total 
canopy weigbts for a single run. Up to six variables at one time per graphics display can be 
selected for viewing, from various run and variable combinations. There is a restriction, 
however. Because the graph has only one vertical axis, users should not select variables of 
different scales for viewing on the same grapb (Le., LAI and seed in Alter 
a is displayed on the screen, the user can press the I IJi!!! i !¡¡~~!I" . I keys lO print the graph on a printer (if a printer is "VALlAL''''; J. 
When BEANGRO graphics are run for the first time, the system will prompt you for the 
system setup with the following questions: 
1) Type drive and path of graphics program 
If you are on a two-disk drive system enter: 11 
Ifyou are on a bard-disk drive system enter: 11111111 i :1 ili or the appropriate drive 
and directory where you installed BEANrGllO. 
2) Which data drive contains the selected data? 
If you are on a two disk drive system enter: 11 
If you are on a hard-disk drive system enter: 11 or the appropriate drive wbere you 
installed BEANGRO. 
3) The following secrlon descnbes how to set your monitor type and graphics-
adapter cardo 
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NOTE: 1be graphlcs seetion of BEANGR.O Vl.ol will not work on a system with a 
BERCI!IU graphlcs earos. 
Graphles OptioDS Availahle 
[lJ - CGA-LOW - 320 x 200 pixels, 3 color graph 
[2J - CGA-HIGH - 640 x 200 pixels, monochrome graph (HERCULES NOT 
AVAILABLE) 
[3J - EGA-LOW - 640 x 200 pixels, 6 color graph, requires EGA 
[4J - EGA-MED - 640 x 350 pixels, 3 color graph, requires EGA 
[5J - EGA-HIGH • 640 x 350 pixels, 6 color graph, requires EGA el: 128 video 
memmy 
Enter graphics option ? 
Enter the Oraphics Option appropriate to your setup and preferences. The greater 
the number of pixels, the higber the resolution on the screen (COA is Color 
Oraphics Adapter or regular color graphics; EOA is Enbanced Graphics Adapter or 
higber resolution graphics). H you enter the wrong option for your graphics setup, 
the program will abort. You can reset your graphics definitions by deleting file 
·SETUP.FLE" and in some cases also file ·SELPGM.DAT' from either the graphics 
disk (No. 3) or your bard-disk (see next seetion). 
4) Wou1d you üke 10 save disk drive and graphics option for future runs ? Y/N 
H you answer I to this prompt, you will not be asked the system setup questions 
again and a file. ·SETUP.FLE," will be created. H you answer Ji the system will 
repeat the system setup question eaeb time the graphics option IS run. To change 
the system setup after you have answered I to the setup question, delete the file 
"SETUP.FLE." In certain cases you also migbt bave 10 delete the file 
"SELPGM.DAT from either the graphics disk (No. 3) or your hard-disk. 
5 Currently there are utilities available which can emulate COA graphics for a Hercules 
monochrome graphics card. One of these utilities, SIMCOA, can be obtained from the 
authors, althougb we do not guarantee that it will work for all Hercules or Hercules 
compatlble cards. 
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Chapter8 
PROBLEMS 
Many types oí microcomputers currentIy are available on the market. We have been 
unable, tbereíore, to test the simulation model BEANGRO Vl.Ol on all possible systems. 
If the model does not work after you have created your floppies or hard-disk files, please 
check the instructions given in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. A check list oí four possible problems 
follows. 
1. '!be original disks will not run on your system because tbey do not include the 
required system files. 
2. Either your "Program Disk" or "Graphics Disk" does not have a COMMAND.COM 
file. 
3. Insufficient CPU memory (not diskspace) is available. Make Sure that you have at 
least 256K of memory available, e.g. with the DOS oommand CHKDSK, and that you 
do not have any resident programs which use additional memory. 
4. Fües were inadvertentIy erased or copied with errors. Go through the oopyíng 
process once more to check that you followed all the instructions oorrectly. 
If problems persist and your system is "mM oompatible," please inform the authors about 
your problems. Make a oopy oí your error message and clearly describe what type oí system 
you have: brand Dame, model type. amount of memory, video display, graphics card, prlnter, 
type and version of operating system and other information which can help determine the 
reason for your problems. 
If the model executes, but aborts during the real-time nlDning process, reboot tbe system 
and start again. If the same error occurs,try to choose a difIerent experlment and treatment 
for tbe next ron. If tbe model oontinues to abort, please malee a screen dump of tbe error 
message. follow tbe instructions in No. 5 above and oontact tbe autbors of the model. 
If tbe model operates oorrectly, but the graphics secrlon does not work, check if you have 
a graphics board in YOur system. To be able to plot tbe results to tbe screen, a oolor 
graphics or monoehrome (not HERCULES) graphics board is needed. Follow tbe 
instructions given in No. 5 above if the problem oontinues and oontact tbe authors. 
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Specific Errors 
In SlIrnmary, possible errors which could occur are: 
1. Wrong operating system. 
2. Your machine is not a true "IBM compatIble" microcomputer. 
3. Not enough memory to execute the model section oC BEANGRO. 
4. No CONFIG.SYS file defined in your system. 
5. Not enough disk space on either your floppy disk or your hard-disk to run the 
modeL 
6. Not enough memory to execute the graphics section of BEANGRO. 
7. No graphics card present in your microcomputer. 
8. You have a Hercules graphics cardo 
9. You used the wrong setup when you first defined your system in the graphics section 
of the model (see previous instructions). 
10. You used the wrong batch file to run the model: 
model fora floppy disk system and I I!!I: 11 i i . 
on a hard-disk system. 
is the command to run the 
command to run the model 
11. Your program disk is not placed in disk drive A! andyour data disk is not placed 
in disk drive B:. 
12. Sorne files are missing on your disks; in this case check your original copies or 
request another set of original copies from the authors. 
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Cbapter' 
EXAMPLERUN 
An example ron is provided below to demonstrate tbe model's operation and to provide 
users witb data to compare witb tbeir results. There are various types oC output from tbe 
modeL The screen output is shown in tbe eumple below. A1so, output data files are 
ereated on tbe floppy- or hard-disk to store sereen output (OUTl.BN), simulated plant 
variables (OUI'2.BN), weatber and soil variables (Ol.IT3.BN), plant nitrogen variables 
(OUT4.BN), photosyntbesis and light interception variables (OUTP.BN), end oC season 
summa!')' results such as yield and season lengtb, Cor each season simulated (OUTS.BN), and 
summa!')' biomass, developmental and environmental variables (OUTB.BN and OUI'9.BN). 
The last section in this report contains documentation on mSNAT erop model input 
(Appendix B and C) and output files (Appendix D), including descriptions of files 
OUTl.BN, OUI'2.BN, Ol.IT3.BN, OUT4.BN, OUTP .BN, and OUTS.BN (Appendix F). 
Files OUTS.BN, OUTB.BN, OUI'9.BN, and OUTP.BN were ereated after mSNAT . 
Technical Report 5 (mSNAT, 199Oa) was published, and tbereCore are not described in tbat 
reporto In addition, some new variables were added to OUI'2.BN and Ol.IT3.BN to allow 
grapbical display of more variables (Appendix E and F). 
Before proceeding, users should follow tbe instructions given in this example ron to confirm 
tbat tbeir outputs are tbe same as tbose reported for the example. The example ron was 
made by selecting from tbe "Case Study Experiments: tbe first experiment (1986 ClAT) and 
tbe first treatment in tbat experimenL Remember to enter GRAPInCS before nmning 
BEANGRO so tbat grapbs which are displayed on tbe screen can be printed to your printer. 
Sinw1ation Mode1 
To ron tbe model on a floppy-diskette system, type l1li (see Chapter 5 Cor detailed 
installation instructions and of disks in tbe disk drives). To ron tbe model on a 
hard-disk system, type (see Chapter 6 for detailed installation instructions). 
The following is an example oí tbe output as it appears on tbe screen during tbe simulation 
and tbe different selections you can make as a user. Tbe outputs of this example ron are 
also shown in Appendix F and in tbe OUT?.BN files on tbe distribution diskette. 
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IIEA/IGIIO VI.Ol 
Gerrit Mett," be ce., J .. W .. "'he, J .. W • .lenes, end K .. J .. Ioote 
Dept. of 81010llll,al end Agricultural Englneerlng, The unlver.lty of 
Georvi., Grlffin, Georgla & unlverslty of florida, Gelnesvillo, florida, 
In _atlan .. Ith aean PhysiolOfll/ progra, CIAT, cali, Col_la. 
IIEA/IGIIO l. a PI'''''''''. orientad .~er _1, ""id! .I ... lates 
_tatl"", SlrOllth, ropr<>cluctlve _lOlftl't, end yield of c-. hean 
(_1 .. VIIlllllrl. l.). Th. _GRO _1 .... adaptad fr .. the _1 
IIOI'GRO 5.42, ""Id! _ orlglllllUy _Ioped at the unl"",rslty of florida 
to atLdy irription and pest "_,,_!lit dee'alona.. se. lIinor .adifi .. 
catl_ In the coda we.e _ end ""._ter. In th, erap end cultivar 
apoclfic 1f1lUt fil ..... re dIanged, bo.ad an •• p.trl_tal end literature 
data. _GRO .... _lOlftl't for .. e in the Int ...... ti_l 8enc'-rk 
Slt .. flet_k for AgrotechnolOfll/ Tr_f.r C18S11AT) Projact end ha. 
1f1lUt end output data .tructurH, ""Ieh are e_tibie .. Ith the Dacl.lon 
SUpport $yOta (DSSAT) of IBSllAT. Users can sl .. lat. apoclfle 
experf.m:a by either eh..",i"" cultiva ... , loH, wuther t or _111gB.! It 
condltlons. end __ re .1 ... latad reaul ta .. Ith ."",ri.entel deta. 
Press .. or 111. 
!1ST. liTE EXPT. 
CASE ITIIlY EXPERIIIElITS ID ID NO YEAR 
----~ ... _ .... ------......... _------
1) 3 CUlTIVAR!, 2 AOW WIDTMS, 2 DENSITIES ee PA 29 1-2) ICTA-OSTIIA,IWIIA DE GATO,TURBO'III;I989 16 QII 03 1989 
]) 4 CUlTIVAR!, IRA. & DIRAIGATED UF GA 01 1985 
4) 2 CUlTIVAR!, 5 IRAIGATlON TREATMENTS Uf GA 01 _ 
1) .... CASE STUOY SELECTEO 
c,-, IIEW SELECTION? 
Type: • ami press 111 or 
INST. SITE EXPT. 
NO. 3 CUlTIVARS, 2 AOW WIDTHS, 2 DENSITIES ID 10 NO YEAI 
.~-_ ...... -----_ .... --------... -----_ ... _---
1) Porf! 110 Sin. 0.3 .. roN by 15 pl/lli! ce PA 29 1_ 
Z) Porrillo Sin. 0.3 .. roN by 3D pl/lli! ce PA 29  
3l Porrillo SIn. 0.6 .. rOlO by 15 plllli! ce PA 29 
1_ 
4) porrillo Sin. 0.6 .. rOlO by 3D plllli! ce PA 29 1986 
5) IlAT 4T7 0.3 .. roN by 15 pl/lli! ce PA 29 1_ 
6) IlAT 4T7 0.3 ... 011 by 3D pl/lli! ce PA 29 I  
n IlAT 4T7 0.6 .. rON by 15 pl/lli! ce PA 29 1986 
al IlAT 4T7 0.6 ...... by 3D pl/lli! ce PA 29 1986 
9) lIAr 881 0.3 .. rON by 15 pl/ll2 ce PA 29 1986 
10) IlAT 881 0.3 .. roN by 30 pl/lli! ee PA 29 1_ 
11) IlAT 881 0.6 .. rON by 15 pl/lli! ce PA 29 1986 
12) IlAT 881 0.6 • fOIl by 3D plllli! ce PA 29 1_ 
U __ lltEATMENT SELECTEO 
< ••• NEW SELECTIOH? 
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Type: I and press .. or 
IlllAT IOlLD YQJ LID TO DO 1 
O) RUIi SIMULATlOII. 
1) SELECT SENSITIVITY ANALYSI' OPTIOIIS. 
2) SELECT SIMULATlOII MM OPTlOIIS. 
__ CHOICI!? < DEFAIIL T • O > 
Type: I and press .. or .. 
<*"* RUIi 1 lDENTIFIER 1 
Type:1 (Use a 5 character string for COA display and a maximum of 14 
cbaracters for all other displays). 
RUIi 110. 1 SIMULATIOII IEGI.S : _ 21 
IMST_IO: ce liTE_ID: PA EXPT_IIO: 29 YEAR, 1986 TRT_IIO' 1 
EXPERIMENT : 3 CULTIVARI, 2 RON VIDTHS, 2 DENSITIES 
TREATMENT : Porrillo Sin. 0.3 .... by 15 pl/1i2 
WEATHER SET : CIAT, PALNIRA, COL_lA 1986 
YAIIIETl : Porrillo Slntetico PIIOTOPElUCIl GRP: 3 TEllPERATUltE GRP. 1 
IRRIGATlOII : ACCORDING TO THE FIELD SCHEIlULE 
PLANTING DATE: SEP 26 PLANTSIIG!: 15.00 ROW $PAeIIG: .30010 PLAIT SPAeING: .2Z211 
SOIL PROFILE DATA SHty Clay LOM(FI ....... llty,.httld,loohyperth.Aqulc Hapludoll) 
SOIL AL8EOO : .09 U:l1.0 SWCOII, .40 CURVE 110.: 84.0 PHFAC3:1.00 
DEPTH-. LL DUl SAl EXTR IIIT IIOOT SWCN 
.00- .05.204 .340 .392 .136 .340 1.000 .000 
.05' .15.204 .340 .392 .136 .340 1.000 .000 
.15, .25.209 .345 .390 .136 .345 .750 .Il00 
.25' .35.209 .345 .390 .136 .345 .500 .000 
.35· .50 .1911 .335 .390 .137 .335 .350 .Il00 
.50· .65 .1115 .323 .395 .138 .323 .200 .Il00 
.65· .110 .185 .323 .395 .138 .323 .150 .Il00 
.80- .99 .201 .328 .408 .121 .328 .100 .Il00 
.99· 1.22 .1911 .325 .410 .127 .325 .050 .000 
1.22' 1.31 .159 .288 .399 .129 .288 .Il00 .Il00 
1.31' 1.59 .110 .242 .402 .132 .242 .Il00 .Il00 
1.59- 1.84 .047 .177 .351 .130 .177 .Il00 .000 
1.84' 2.09.050 .193 .410 .143 .193 .000 .Il00 
SUM.. 313.6 593.2 824.2 279.5 593.2 
Pnota < ENTER > key to continuo 
Press (HUI or 
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RUII 110. 1 
ce pA 19116 
SIIIJLATlOII MM 
porrillo 19116 
I/IITER BALANCf _ENTS _lIT 
DAtE CRO!' GRalrH BIOIIASS LAI y. ES El' El RAIN laRIG STRESS lOE STADE KG/NA STADE.. _ _ _ _ PIlOTO TURGOR 
SEP 30 4 _ROENCf 11. • 02 • 0 69 • O. 69 • 92. 30. .000 
SEP 30 4 EllO JUVEN. 11. • 02 .0 69 • O. 69. 92. 30. .000 
OCT 6 10 nOolER 1110 24. .05 • 9 95. O. 95 • 124. 30. .000 
OCT 7 11 IIIIFOI.IOI.. 28. .07 1.0 99. O. 99. 137. 30. .000 
IIOV 3 311 FlOolERING 1918. 4.07 8.3 155. 42. 196. 276. 30. .000 
IIOV 8 43 FIRS1 PQD 2778. 5.32 9.7 157. 58. 216. 324. 30. .000 
_ 15 50 fULL POO 4187. 5.99 11.8 160. 85. 245. 327. 30. .000 
1IOV16 51 FJRST SEED 4436. 6.08 12.1 161. 89. 250. 327. 30. .000 
IIOV 16 51 ENO IISIIOOE 4436. 6.08 12.1 161. 89. 250. 327. 30. .000 
IIOV 21 56 ENO PQD 5442. 5.60 12.1 162. 107. 270. 329. 55. .000 
NOY 26 61 ENO lEAF 6'563. 4.88 12.1 165. 125. 290. 355. 55. .000 
IIOV 30 65 PHTS. MAT 6920. 4.30 12.1 166. 136. 302. 368. 55. .000 
DEe 9 74 IlARV. MAl 6037. .28 12.1 184. 154. 3311. 375. 55. .000 
DEe 2 67 PllTS. MAT 7145. 4.01 11.4 169. 142. 310. 368. 55. .000 
DEe 9 74 IlARV. MAT 6334. .47 11.4 181. 156. 337. 375. 55. .000 
Preso < ENTEI • key to continuo 
Presslllor 
RUII 110. 





POO YLD (KG/HA) 
SEED YLD (I:G!MA) 
SHELLING PERCENTAGE 
WT. PER SEED (G) 
SEED _ (SEEDIIIZ) 
SEEDSIPOO 
IlAXJIU! LA! 
BIOIIASS (KG/HA) AT R8 
















15eod YLD ond 81 on ORYlIIl!GHT DAS!Sl 
PressIBorlflll 

































2 IRRIGATION APPLICATIONS a 1.00 EFFICIENCY. 
CItOP AGE o 55 
_T._ 30. 25. 
DRY BEAII YlELO, 3367.8 WlIA [ 3006.0 LBS/ACIIf ] 
_ SIIIJlATlONS ? 
y (lit N ? IOEfAUI. T • -''''] -> 
Type: 11 and press 111 or 
Stap • 'I'0Il'_ teralnated. 
Wben you are nlDning BEANGRO on a floppy-diskette system you will now have to replace 
tbe Program disk (No. 1) witb tbe Graphics disk (No. 3). On a hard-disk system tbe 
program will immediately proceed witb tbe graphics seroon of tbe model. 
Type Orl ... ..,.¡ p"th of ,""""leo pr .. r_ ? 
are using a floppy-drive system. or enter tbe drive and patb, e.g., 
if you are using a hard-disk system. and press .. or .. 
"',eh dete cll'i ... cantel ... tlle .. Iet'" dete? 
1)pe: 11 if you are using a floppy drive system. or enter the drive name, e.g .... if you are 
using a hard-disk system. and press .. or _ 
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Graplll", llptl .... Availlble 
[1] - CGA-UII/ - 320 x 200 pixels, 3 color grapll 
l2l - CGA-HIGII - 640 x 200 pixel., -..-- IrapI! (HERaLES IIOT AVAl LABlE) 
!31 • EGA-UII/ - 640 x 200 pixels, 6 color grapl!, requl ..... EGA 
[41 - EGA-lIEIl - 640 x 350 pl,..,I., 3 color $lrapI!, requlrea EGA 
151 - EGA-HIGII - 640 x 350 pixels, 6 color ,rapll, r_l.ea EGA 
" 1281< video _ry 
Enter ,."""1 •• optlon 1 
Type: I or any other number wbich represents your system and press ,. or 
_Id you 1I1<e to .. "" disk d.lve _ graplll", optlon for fut ........... 1 
Type:l]if 
Reir 
want to save your setup on your floppy- or hard-disk system (or 1> and press 
SELECT _ TYPE 
1. Crop varllbtea 
Z. IIetIth .... ene! 1011 Vldlblea 
3. Nltroten varllbl .. 
4. Hervut varl/lblea 
5. GraplllClI dllplay of pI_ 
ó. PbotOlyntlleal. Vlrl/lblea 
O. Exlt Irapll 
Optlon (0,1,2,3,4,5 or ó)7 
Type: I and press .. or 1_ 
I!EAl)ING GATA ••• PLEASE IoIAITI 
fl~E RIIII POINTI _ 
11: 1 311 345 
Do you -.t to plot tl.ld *""PIe data polnto (MI)? 
Type: I (for tbis example) and press" or 
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VMIABLES AVAIWLE FClR _HIIIII ME: Uf AVAIWLE FOIl SELECTIOII ARE: 
1. Vegetat! ... Growth Stege 1. Porrillo 1986 
2. Luf Aro Index 
3. MUIIbe. of Pads IIrt2 
4. St ... Dry llelght (i<I!ha) 
5. leed Dry llelght (i<I!ha) 
6. Luf Dry llelght (kOlhl) 
7. canopy Dry llelght (kO/hI) 
8. Pod (lry lleight (i<I!ha) 
9. Shall Dry llelght (kO/ha) 
lO •• oot Dry lleight (i<I!ha) 
". _ of Seeds "rt2 
12. Hlrveot Index (seed/Top) 
13. Shall 1l1li " (seed/Pod*100) 
14. Sptclfic Luf Aro (crt2!g) 
15. leed Slze (I11III"""") ...... Ii.~~.l UN PAGE IP or PASE llOWII te lee llOre SELECTIOIIS I 
16. Mltrogen" n canopy 
17. Relati ... Drought St ..... Indlcator 
111. Root Length DenaltY L_I 1 c./CIIl 
19. Root Length DenaitY L_l 2 c./CIIl 
20. Root Length Denalty L_l 3 c./CIIl 
21. Root Length DenaltY L_l 4 c./CIIl 
22. Root Length DenaltY L_I 5 c./CIIl 
23. Root L_th Oenal ty Level 6 c./CIIl 
24 •• oot Length o..,.ltY Level 7 Cll/CIIl 
25 •• oot L_th D..,.ltY L_t 8 c./CIIl 
You .ay plot 1 lo 6 linea wlth __ Inatlon of varlllbl .. Md runI 
__ l 'neo de you WInt to plot ? 
'JYpe: I (for this example) and press" or lill!!m!! 
LIME' 1 • ElTER VMIABLEt,ItUIIIII 
LIMe, 2 • ENTE. VMIABLE',1tUIIIII 
LIME' 3 • ENTEN VMIABLE',1tUIIIII 




'JYpe: l andpre5S and press . and press . ; and press 
Do you WMlt to eh_ X-axl., Y-axis or ,r..",ICII diopllV (Y/I)? 
Type: 11 (for this example). 'Ibis option aIlows yoU to change type oC grapbics display, sca.le 
of tbe X-axis and Y-axis and to switch between Day of tbe Year and Days After Planting 
for tbe X-axis. 
An example of a BEANGRO output graph is displayed in Fie:ure 
hard copy of the graph and have a printer available, press tbe 








nn ... LlAF-glia:POl'PilJo 1986 
- D SEED-kilia:Pol'PilIo 1986 
-1 SrDl-kilia:pol!ll!lillo 1986 
o 
- o CAllO" wr :POl'Pillo 198' 
FIgure l. An Example oí BEANGRO Graphics. Stem Weight, Seed Weight, Leaf 
Weight, and Canopy Weight as a Function of Day of the Year or Date. 
Remember to enter the . . command before you start lo run the 
S~!1~~~ model. If the screen is your printer without the lines, you 
fe to enter the I mili·' I . commanq while in DOS. !! 1II . or _ i i . does not F. Grapbics Mode. In case, the type of 
grap.bics display and select option 2, COA-HIGR, by responding with 1 lo the prompt :"Do 
you want lo change the X-axis, Y-axis or graphics display" after selecting the variables (see 
previous page). For certain laserprinters a special driver is required to make hard copies 
of your screen display. 
More Grepll Y /II? 
Type: 1 (for this example) and press IJI!"(I or 
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SELECT GRAPM TYPE 
1. Crap VIIriobles 
2. lIuther and soil voriabl .. 
3. Nltr_ voriables 
4. Harvest YIIriables 
5. Grophical diopley of plont 
6. PhotOOynthHi. variables 
O. Exlt groph 
Option (0,1,2,3,4 or 5)1 
Type: I (to exit the graphics program) and press _ or 
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Chapter 10 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Besides nlDning case study experiments or your own field experiments, there is also an option 
on the display to ron sensitivity analysis studies with the model. After you have selected a 
particular experiment and treatment case study, enter option I when the computer prompts 
with: 
\/IUIT IIW\.D YClIJ LlI(I¡ 10 00 7 
O) RUII SIIIULATlOII. 
1) SELEeT SENSIT1VlTY ANAl. YSI5 ClPTlONS. 
2) SELECT SIIIULATlON MM ClPTlONS. 
CHOICE? I DEFAULl = o 1 = = = > 
The model will inform you that any time you cbange a particular parameter in the sensitivity 
anaIysis section, the model predictions will not correspond to the measured field data. 
MANAGEMENT I SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS. 
_ ... 
. ............. 
FollOlllng opt! .... lre Inltla!ly ... !gnod val_ accordlng 
to the CIIH ItI.rIy Md treat.nt .. l""ted. Wlth_ 
cleflUlt val ... _ vlll bo Ibte to vaUdate the .1 .. latlon 
....... 1 t •• v .... cIIange the deflUtt val ... to .... h.t. alter· 
nate _g_,t .trateal ... or MQ _tlcal decl.¡ ..... 
If _ chooae not lO changa any of the current •• l""tlana, 
""""" ENTER In reapanu to _ti ..... 
IIOlE: IRIS IESSAGE WILL IOT BE REPEATED 
Do ___ t to continua to dlaplay fleld ......-..1 data 
In the output table for e_rlson bot,,"" .¡ .. llted 
Md _aurad datl ? 
y OR N 7 /llEFlWLT .. "YO] _> 
The following options can currently be cbanged in the management or sensitivity analysis 
section of the model : 
1. Cultivar 
The cultivars currently available are listed in 
Table 2 artd Table 20. 
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2. SimuIation date : a. start of soil water balance simulation (no crop 
development and growtb is simulated). 
b. planting date. 
3. Planting density : a. row spacing 
b. plant spacing 
c. row orientation (row orientatíon) 
4. Irrigation management: a. rainfed 
b. field or treatment schedule 
c. stage specific autoirrigation as defined by the user 
depending on specified extractable soil water for a 
certain depth. 
d. no water stress (soil water balance not simulated). 
5. Soil series, type, or location: 
The soil promes currentIy defined in the model 
are Iisted in Table 14. 
6. Weather fur a certain site and year: 
a.year 
7. Weather modification: 
b. Mte 
The weather data currentIy available are Iisted in 
Table 12. 
Each variable can be specified as either a relative or 
fixed change of the current value or set to a fixed value. 
a. Carbon dioxide 
b. Daylength 
c. Photosynthetic Active Radiation 
d. Precipitation 
e. Solar Radiation 
f. Maximum air temperature 
g. Minimum air temperature 
8. Photosynthesis I soil fertility 
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a. Growtb reduction factor. This variable is used to 
reduce photosynthesis and biomass growth in the model. 
It accounts a growth reduction due to a poor soil fertility 
or due to a pest or disease which is present during the 
entire experiment 
b. Switch for photosynthesis submodel (daily or hourly). 
The model has two optíons to ca1culate photosynthesis. 
The defaults ca1culates photosynthesis on an hourly level 
9. Crop parameter selection 
tbrough detailed light interception and canopy 
photosynthesis procedures. The second option only 
calculates photosynthesis once daily and is much simpler 
in approach. 
The current crop parameter file is llsted in Table 
21. The definitions of the crop parameters are 
given in Table 38. 
10. Cultivar specific parameters 
a. Select a difierent cultivar specific parameter file for 
calibration. 
b. Interactively modify the cultivar specific parameters. 
More detailed examples of sensitivíty anaIysis runs with the model BEANGRO VI.01 and 
the other crop models have been presented in various publications (Boote et al. 1989b; 
Jones et al, 1991; Hoogenboom et al, 1988&). 
The user can also modify the frequency at which variables are being stored in the output 
files and the types of files which are being saved. In general the more data are being stored, 
the slower the program will operate. The options are specified under "Select Simulation 
Output Options: 
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Cbapter 11 
PROCEDURES 1'0 AnO NEW EXPERIMENTS FOil SIMULATION 
Data Base Minaeement System 
There are two ways that input data files can be created for mnni1l8 BEANGRO Vl.01. The 
files can be created mam!3l1y using a file editor on the Pe, or they can be created directly 
from the mSNAT minimum data set alter the experimental data bave been entered on the 
forms supplied with IBSNATTechnical Repon 1, 2Dd edition (mSNAT, 1986a),or 31d edition 
(lBSNAT, 1988). Programs have been developed to enter the data into DSSAT Data Base 
Management System (DBMS) and retrieve the data into the proper IBSNAT file format 
(mSNAT, 1986b, 199(8). All these programs are pan ofDSSAT (mSNAT, 1989). Contact 
mSNAT directly to order a copy of DSSAT or the software for mínimum data set entry and 
data retrieval for the crop simulation models. The formats for all input and output files . 
(F1LEl through FlLE9 and FILEA, FlLEB, and FILEC) are documented in Technical 
Repon 5 (mSNAT, 1986c, 199(8). mSNAT has also defined standards on field and 
laboratory techniques for collecting mínimum data sets (mSNAT, 1990b). 
Manual Cremon of Files. 
In creating each of the files indicated below, refer to IBSNAT Technical Repon 5 
Documentation far mSNAT Crop ModelIoput & output Files, Version 1.1 (mSNAT, 
199(8) fur the formats. The new files must use these formats or they will not work 
correctly. 
1. Add a 3-Jine entry to file BNEXP.DIR to indicate to BEANGRO that a new 
experiment is available for simulation (See Table 11 wbere an example is 
higblighted). 
2. H the experiment was performed during a new weather year or at a new site, create 
a new weather data file (Le., CCP A0112.W86, see Table 13) and add one entry to 
file WIllDIR to indicate its availability (See Table 12 where an example of a new 
entry is bighlighted). Verify that weather data are available for the wbole range ol 
days for which you want to run your simulation because the model requires daily 
weather data. The model cbecks Cor missing and negative data enmes (solar 
radiation and rainfall only) and will give the user a warning if the data do not match 
the required input formats. 
3. H you want to use a son type not found in the model's data base, add a new set of 
data to file SPROFlLE.BN2 (Table 14). H the data for the son at the experiment 
site is already in SPROFlLE.BN2, then there is no need to add the son again. 
Every soil sbould bave a unique number in the file. mSNAT has developed a 
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special soil data entry program to generate the parameters required for a particular 
soil type and this program is part of the DSSAT system (mSNAT, 1989). The soil 
series name is needed lo identify the particular soil profile you are defining and the 
soil family or son taxonomy name, which currently only accept the American soil 
taxonomy convention, is used lo calculate some of the input parameters. Mínimum 
characteristics needed are: percentage sand, silt, clay, organic carbon, stoniness or 
roeks; and wet bulk: density for each honzon. The pH value, percentage aJumirnJm 
saturation, and nitrate and ammonia concentration are needed for future soil fertility 
aspects of the modelo Some of these data can be obtained from the Soil 
Conservation Service (SCS) database in Uncoln, Nebraska (contact the anthors of 
the model or mSNAT to check if your particular son type is available), your local 
or state ses representative, or your local soil pbysics laboratory. The SMSS Project 
of SCS has collected soil profile information for many internationaJ sites, mainly in 
the lesser developed countries. This internationaJ soil database is currently 
distributed with DSSAT. 
4. Create file .BN4 with initial soil nitrogen balance parameters, including 
weight of organic residue of previous crop, depth of surface residue incorporation, 
C:N ratio of surface residue, and dry weigbt of root residue (Table 15). Currently 
the BEANGRO model does not simnlate the soil nitrogen balance, but this will be 
included in future versions. 
5. Create file .BN5 with initial soil water conditions, initial N03 and NH.. data 
fOleach treatment (Table 16). Note, if a sensitivity analysis is run and soil type is 
changed during simulation, the initial condition values will need to come from the 
soil profile data, not from FILE 5. The number of soillayers and their thicknesses 
must be exactly the same as those in the soil data file SPROFILE.BN2, for that soil; 
otherwise the model will abort and will give you an error message. 
6. Create file .BN6 with all irrigation events for each treatment, including 
date and amount of irrigation for each irrigation event (Table 17). The last entry 
for each treatment is -1 for Day of Year and -1.0 fOl irrigation amount. 
7. Create file .BN7 with all fertilizer application events for each treatment, 
including fertili2er application date, type and amount of fertilizer and depth of 
incorporations (Table 18). The last entry for each treatment is -1 for Day of Year 
and -1.0 for the other variables. Currently the BEANGRO model does not respond 
to fertilizer applications, but this will be included in future versions. 
8. Create file .BN8 with a 2-line entry for management variables for each 
treatment. H there are 5 treatments, then there are 10 lines in this file. The file 
name designated by shonld have 8 characters and be named according 
to Technical Report 5 (mSNAT, 19908), te., CCPA8629.BN8 is FILE 8 for institute 
CC (ClAT), site PA (Palmira, Colombia), year 86, and experiment 29 (Table 19). 
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CurrentIy defined institute id's are given in the DSSAT User's Guide (lBSNAT, 
1989). 
9. If there is a new cultivar, determine genetic coefficient data and input into 
GENETICS.BN9 (Table 20). In diskette No. 2, the GENETICS.BN9 data file 
contains coefficients fOl many cultivars, ranging in adaptation from the tropics to 
temperate latitudes and climates. If you bave a cultivar that is not included in the 
list. you should select a similar one from the current list defined in 
GENETICS.BN9. These cultivars are also presented in Table 2. The photoperiod 
response number is based on the photoperiod sensitivity and response as defined by 
ClAT. 80th the pbotoperiod response and temperature response parameters are 
an indication oí tbe adaptation oí a cultivar to a certain environment. Lower 
pbotoperiod numbered cultivars are less sensitive to photoperiod, with O being 
almost insensitive. The higbesl photoperiod numbered cultivars are most sensitive 
to photoperiod, with 8 being the most sensitive. A detalled procedure to determine 
genetic coefficients for a new cultivar is descnbed in Cbapter 12. 
10. For field comparisons, put treatment final yield data (averages) in file 
.BNA, 2 lines per treatment (Table 22). The following field measured 
-vana--:'''''''b'''!'''les-are defined in file .BNA : seed dry yield (kg/ba), weight per seed 
(g/seed), number of seeds per mZ (#/rrlJ, number oí seeds per pod (#/pod); 
maximum LAI measured during tbe growing season (m2/m'1J. total above ground 
biomass at barvest (kg/ha), stem dry weigbt at barvest (kg/ba), flowering date (Day 
of Year), physiological maturity date (Day of Year), first pod date (Day of Year), 
full pod date (Day ofYear), and pod dryyield (shells and seeds, kg/ha). Follow the 
format of the example shown in Table 22 to enter the data. 
11. For graphical time-series analysis of simulated and measured crop growth and 
biomass data, put seasonal replicated growth and other measurements in file 
.BNB. An example of this file is on the data disk, No. 2, in file 
""CCP=A862"'!"'::'''''9.BNB (Table 23). The order and the type of variables for file 
.,.....,, __ i.BNB are given in the GLABELDAT file (Table 27). The first line 
defines the ID codes for institute, site, experiment number, year, and treatment. 
The explanation of these codes is given in Technical Report 5 (IBSNAT, 1990). 
The second line of each treatment defines which growth variables are present in the 
file. The numbers used in file .BNB should correspond to the numbers of 
the variables as defined in file GLABELDAT (Table 27). The first number on this 
second line defines the total number of field measured variables defined in file 
.,......,::---:-. BNB, excluding the first column which is the Day of Year. This variable 
is fixed, while the other variables can vary dependent upon the type of data 
collected during the growth-analysis experimento The following lines contain the 
experimental data, stárting with the Day of Year in tbe first column. Always keep 
at least two spaces between each column and a1ign the data below the first input 
lineo After you bave entered all experimental data for a particular treatment, enter 
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a I on the next lineo Repeat the same setup for the other treatments ol your 
experiment. More infonnation is given in Technical Report 5 (IBSNAT, 19908). 
12. For graphical time-series anaIysis ol simulated and measured soil water cantent, 
evapo-transpiration, and weather data, put seasonal replicated measured data in file 
. .BNC. An example of !bis file is on the data disk, No. 2, in file 
""cep=A862"""""':: 9.BNC (Table 24). No soil water content data were taken during the 1986 
bean experiment, and therelore no measured field data are shown as an example in 
!bis file. The funnat for the data is identical as described for file .BND. 
The order and the type of variables for file .BNC are given in the 
GlABE12.DAT file (Table 28). The first line defines the ID codes lor institute, 
site, experiment number, year, and treatment. The explanation ol these codes is 
given in Technical Report S (IBSNAT, 19908). The second line of each treatment 
defines which growth variables are present in the file. The numbers used in file 
=~=.BNC should correspond to the numbers of the variables as defined in file 
GlABEl2.DAT (Table 28). The first number on !bis second line defines the total 
number ol field measured variables defined in file .BNC, excluding the first 
column which is the Day of the Year. This variable is fixed. while the other 
variables can vary dependent upon the type of data collected during the growth 
anaIysis experiment. The following lines contain the observed data, starting with the 
Day of Year in the first column. Always keep at least two spaces between each 
column and align the data below the first input lineo After you have entered all 
measured data for a particular treatment, enter a I on the next lineo Repeat the 
same setup fur the other treatments of your experiment. Becanse of memory 
limitations, the graphics program can only handle a maximum of 50 dates per 
treatment. 
13. For graphical time-series anaIysis of simulated and measured plant nitrogen 
concentrations, put seasonal replicated measured datá in file .BND. An 
example of!bis file is on the data disk, No. 2, in file UFGA8601.BND (Table 25). 
No plant nitrogen data were taken during !bis 1986 bean experiment, and therefore 
no data are presented in !bis tableo The order and the type of variables for file 
.BND are given in the GlABE13.DAT file (Table 29). The first number 
-on--tb"'!"is-seco"': nd line defines the total number of field measured variables defined in 
file .BND, excluding the first column which is the Day of Year. This 
variable is fixe<!. while the other variables can vary dependent upon the type of data 
collected during the growth anaIysis experiment. The following lines contain the 
observed data, starting with the Day of Year in the first column. Always keep at 
least two spaces between each column and align the data below the first input lineo 
Alter you have entered all measured data for a particular treatment, enter a 11 on 
the next lineo Repeat the same setup for the other treatments of your experiment. 
Because of memory limitations, the graphics program can only handle a maximum 
of 50 dates per treatment. 
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14. For graphical time-series anaIysis of simulated and measured ligbt interception, 
canopy architecture, and photosynthesis data, put seasonal replicated measured data 
in file .BNP. An example of this file is on the data disk, No. 2, in file 
UFGA8601.BNP (Table 26). The order and the .type of variables for file 
.BNP are given in the GLABELP .DAT file (Table 30). The first number 
-on--:th-:"¡s-seco-nd line defines the total number of field measured variables defined in 
file .BNP, excluding the first column which is the Day of Year. This 
variable is fixed, while the other variables can vary dependent upan the type of data 
collected during the growth anaIysis experiment. The following lines contain the 
observed data, starting with the Day of Year in the first column. A1ways keep at 
least two spaces between each column and align the data below the first input lineo 
After you have entered all measured data for a particular treatment, enter a I on 
the next lineo Repeat the same setup for the other treatments of your experimento 
Because of memory llmitations, the graphics program can only handle a maximum 
of 50 dates per treatment. 
15. Crop-specific parameters are defined in file CROPPARM.BNO (Table 21). The 
values of these parameters have been derived from the Iiterature or carefully 
calibrated and, therefore, should not be changed. The definitions of the variables 
in CROPPARM.BNO are given in Table 38. 
After the files have been created properly, you can ron BEANGRO for your experimento 
The experiment, treatments, weather, soil, and cultivars will appear as choices in selecting 
simulation conditions for mnning both the case studies and the sensitivity-anaIysis section. 
Sometimes the simulation model will be unable to predict your field-measured data and the 
graphics representation will show a poor fit to the data paints. This might be caused by 
using a difierent cultivar which is not defined in file GENETlCS.BN9, a soil type which is 
not defined in file SPROFILE.BN2, an experiment or set of treatments which cannot be 
simulated by the model because the options, i.e. fertility effects, are not available, or various 
other reasons. In mast cases you can calibrate the model to your experimental data and 
carefully change a few parameters one at a time to properIy fit your data. A detailed 
explanation of this calibration process is given in Chapter 12. 
1f you are trying to simulate two treatments which difier in fertility or soil pH or other 
aspects to which the model is not presendy sensitive, you may wish to consider FORTRAN 
code changes to make the model sensitive to the desired feature. 1f you successfully make 
and validate sucb coding changes, we would appreciate receiving copies to review and 
consider for possible inclusion in future model versions. 
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Chapterll 
ES11MATING GENETlC COEFFICIENTS FOR A NEW DRY BEAN VARIE1Y 
Information on differences among bean genotypes are input to the model through file 
GENETICS.BN9 (Table 18). These coefficients allow a single bean crop growth model to 
predict differences in development, growth, and yield among cultivars when planted in the 
same environment. The genetic coefficients can be divided into those that relate te 
development, to vegetative growth, and te reproductive growth. Definitions oi the 
coefficients are provided in Table 1, and values oi the coefficients are given for thirteen 
cultivars in Table 2. (Hereafter the word "cultivar" will be used, it being understood that 
the material being cahbrated might also be a bred line or land race). 
Each cultivar is described in the GENETICS.BN9 file by seven lines of coefficients. As 
shown in Table 2, many of these coefficients are reasonably constant among the cultivars 
whereas others vary considerably (particularly those related to season length and yield 
components). One of the major questions asked by new users of the BEANGRO model is 
how te estimate these coefficients for a new cultivar. The following is a set oí procedures 
to guide users oi the model in estimating these genetic coefficients relative to experimental 
data collected on bean growth, phenology, and yield under field conditions. 
E.¡pedmenta! Conditions and Measurements 
ldeally, the experimental conditions ior estimating genenc coefficients should be those 
allowing optimal growth, i.e., no water, nutrient, or pest stresses. Also, the set of data 
should include severa! planting dates or locations so that the data will include informanon 
or response under different daylengths, temperatures, and solar radiation1evels. Currently, 
there are no genetic coefficients in the model that relate to differences among cultivars to 
responses to pest or nutrient stresses. When the experiment has encountered pest, nutrient, 
or water stresses, the procedures outlined below can still be used to estimate the 
coefficients, but the uncertainty in their values meases considerably. 
The measurements that are needed to estimate the genetic coefficients are described in 
lBSNAT Technical Report No. 1 (lBSNAT, 1988, 1990b) and are referred to as the 
Mínimum Data Set. Daily weather data are required. Soil properties are required, so the 
model can simulate the daily availability and distnbution of water in the son. Data on 
vegetative and reproductive growth and development are also needed. Data requirements 
are summarized in Table 3. 
Genera! Procedures 
Once experimental data are available, one can use a tria! and error approach to estimate 
the approximate values of genetic coefficients for a genotype that is not descnbed in the 
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Table 1. Description of the Genetic Coefficients tbat Need to Be Estimated for a New 
Cultivar. 
IVltGRP Photoperlod rospoNe aceording to CIAT evlluetlons .... r 18 h Irtlflclally extended phot"""rlod. 
IVltTEII T_.turo rHpoNI el ... 
e$OVAR Threshold daylength for varlety 1, -... whlch ........ I.tlon of the daylength ...,...,Iator proc:eeds It 
.xi .. rete .. 
ClJ)VAR Threshold doylength for varlety 1, bel ... whlch ........ l.tfon of the daylength accuoul.tor PI _ at 
.i"i .. ",ate. 
T"VAR Phot"""rlod ..... Itivlty defino<! as _1_ r_ti ... In devel..-ntll rlte at day length. gNllter than 
CLDVAR 
PIITIIIlS lhreshold which .... t be crossad by elther the nlght ti .. accuoulator or the physlologlcll doy 
aca.Jlator In arder for """,,,,1011'"1 evant I to occur: 
1. __ (Y·O) 
2. Flrst tull leef (unlfollate) V" 
3· End ot juvenile phi" 
4. FI_ring Inducad (RO) 
5. Ffrot ti ..... eppearance (Rl) 
6. F I rot pod eppearence (8 • 1iPOOO) 
7. Flrst full pod (R4 • l1li3) 
8. F I rlt full·. I lad ooad eppearance (RS) 
9. End of pod "'*lftl.., It.",. (IIDSET) 
10. Physlologlcel _turlty (17) 
11. Hsl'Wllt _turlty (lB). 
12. end of _In at. (vegetatl"", IIrC01th 
13. end of leef _Ion (IIDUAF) 
SHVAR _t.un grCOlth rate of In Individual pod of varlety 1, If t_ature l. optl_I, "",(shell·day). 
$OYAR _1_ grCOlth rate 01 In Individual eead of varlety 1, lf t_rature l. optl_I, "",(~day). 











_i_ rate of pod "'*lltfon for variety 1, rutber,day''¡'. 
_i_ rote of fl_ eckIftlon for varlety 1, rutber/day/'¡'. 
Fractlon of .oad IIOlght whlch lo proteln. 
N'-r 01 trlfollolatos per phyolologlcel day fer varlety I (_i_ rate of Y'stego f_tlon). 
The OlZO of I noflllll _r nodo l .. f of "arlety I usad to no.-II •• area per plant uslng ratio of 
SIZELf/SIZREF, ~'leaf. 
Speclfl. I .. f a ... (SLA) for NW 1_ durlng pelk vegetativa grCOlth for cultivar l. <11-'8. 
_1_ leaf photooynthetle rlte In .. turltad llght, l1li COz .-2.-1. 
IIaproductlva pertitionlng coafflclent dlt_lnlng _1_ f .... tlon of dolly .Vlilabl. photooynthHI. 
_Habl. for _ and shell grCOIth. 
A lIIitoh whleh .11_ elther Indecentlnet. (O) or det_lnote (1) luf .... _Ion (laef 
thl.kanlnu). 
Fractlon of _Hable vegetativa protoln pool whloh lo _lllled per phyolologlClI day for vorlety l. 
_1_ threohing percent .U_, _ ""Ight in _ glven ego el ... of frulto l. not 11I_ to 
exoeed thla percentego of shell • eead IIOlght. 
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Table Z. Sample Genetic Coefficients for Drybean Genotypes Adapted to Different Environments. 
GBlfftIC COIIrPICIIDmI t 
Porrillo ICTA -.t. lCA 
VAllEn Sfntortlco IAT '71 ... f ...... e-zo IAT l1li1 
__ 
de llllto TurIIo 111 a. •. tww CIorf .... I .... n. IIInltou u_a 
IVltGRP 03 01 01 01 01 01 03 03 01 01 01 01 08 
IVltTEII 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 
CSDVAR 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 
CLDVAR 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 
THVAR 0.20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.30 0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45 
PHTHRSll) 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
PHT8RS(2) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 05.0 5.0 04.0 
PHTHRS(3) 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PNTHRS(4) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
p"TMRS(5) 27.0 26.0 21.0 28.0 28.0 25.0 20.0 28.0 25.0 25.0 21.0 24.0 28.0 
PHTHRS(6) 4.0 3.0 03.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 02.5 07.0 03.0 
P"THRSCT) 11.0 10.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 12.0 11.0 8.0 13.0 06.0 
PHTHRS(8) 12.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 12.0 9.0 14.0 08.0 
PHTHRS(9) 17.0 15.0 22.0 25.0 15.0 19.0 25.0 19.0 17.0 17.0 15.0 18.0 12.0 
p"THRSel0) 26.0 26.0 32.0 35.0 26.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 27.0 31.0 32.0 38.0 29.0 
PHTHRSel1) 9.0 10.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 09.0 09.0 
PHTHRS(12) 12.0 10.0 7.0 7.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0 12.0 0.0 00.0 0.0 
PHTHRSeI3) 22.0 22.0 15.0 20.0 22.0 22.0 5.0 5.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 15.0 25.0 
SHVAR 45.0 45.0 35.0 39.0 27.0 28.0 50.0 21.0 40.0 30.0 48.0 50.0 56.0 
SOVAR 20.0 20.0 17.0 17.0 16.0 15.0 20.0 la.O 30.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 19.0 
SOPOVIt 5.2 5.2 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.4 5.4 5.4 3.2 4.0 2.5 2.5 3.2 
POOYAR 33.0 30.0 18.0 15.0 31.0' 30.0 35.0' 20'.0' 40.0 23.0 24.0' 25.0 20'.0' 
FLWMAX 66.0' 60.0 36.0' 30.0 62.0' 60.0 70.0' 40.0' 80.0' 46.0' 60.0' 50.0' 40.0' 
SOPRO 0'.230 0.230 0'.230 0'.230 0.230 0'.230 0.230' 0.230 0.230 0.230 0.235 0'.235 0'.255 
TRIFOL 0'.400 0'.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 0'.400 0'.400 0'.400 0.400 0'.400 0'.400 0'.400 
SIZELF 133.0' 133.0' 133.0 133.0 133.0' 133.0 133.0' 133.0' 133.0 133.0 133.0 135.0' 133.0 
SLAVAR 295.0 295.0 295.0 295.0 295.0' 295.0 295.0 295.0' 295.0 295.0 295.0 295.0 310.0 
LFMAX 1.20 1.20 1.0 1.0 1.20 1.20' 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.0' 1.0 1.0 
XF.T 1.0' 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 t.O 1.0' 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
DETVEG 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
CNMOB 0.040 0'.040 0'.040 0.050 0.040 0'.050 0.050' 0.050' 0.040 0'.040 0'.050 0.050 0.050' 
THRESH 78.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 82.0' 78.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 72.0 72.0' 72.0 
t T~. val ...... Iven here ere bu ... an • .....,.. of dlfferent _I ... t.; thuo they..., ehenge ..... re data are Icqul"", """ they ere provlded for IlUldenee 
anly. 
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genetics file (GENETICS.BN9). The general sequence of steps in applying this method is 
as follows: 
1. Select initial genetic coefficient values for the genotype in question. Do this by first 
identifying in Table 2, a genotype similar to the genotype in question. Then, based on 
that genotype's coefficients and other available infonnation, such as relative earliness or 
lateness, seed size, or photoperiod response, develop a list of "best guesses" for the new 
cultivar. To facilitate this exercise, blank columns are provided in Table 4, so that it 
may be used as a work sheet 
2. Create a new genotype entry into the GENETICS.BN9 file, entering the name of the 
genotype in question, and the selected initial coefficient values. Y ou may use any file 
Table 3. Summary of Minimum Data Requirements for Estimating the Genetic and 
Cultivar-specific Coefficients. 
A. Wreether 
1. Deily Air Te.pereture; Mext.u. end Mini.u., Oc 
2. Delly Relnfell. """dey 
3. Delly SOler Radletlan. "J/('; dey) 
B. !!enegwnt Dete 
(e) plantlng dote 
(b) rON specina, • 
(e) plant _letlan. pl/'; 
(d) cultiver .,.. (ond _turlty e......,. if _l. 
c. ~ 
1. Det .. of: 
(a) flrat true luf. V·l 
(b) 501 of planta "ith fl_r. onyIIhere an plant 
(e) 501 of planta "Ith poda just atertlng to expend. ~ 1.D COI In length. onyIIhere an planto 
(d) 501 of planto "ith l .. t l .. f expended 
(e) 501 of planta et phyalologlcol _turlty (R·7 •• I.ller to aoybeen .. deflned by Fehr et el. 
(1971». 
2. GrOllth _lyala Dete (et four or .ore dot .. In the 8eeoon) 
(e) total dry ... ight. V';' 
(b) l .. f bl_so. V'; 
(e) 8eed bl_.a. V'; 
(d) I'Ullber of poda/'; 
(e) leaf aree Index (LAI). 





I'Ullber of poda/'; 
I'Ullber of 8_/'; 
above eround dI"}! ... Ight. e/';' 
pod ... Ight. e/" (or seed ... Ight. or both). 
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Table 4. Worksheet for Calibration of New Cultivars. See Table 2 for Coefficients of Additional Cultivars. Mean and Range 
oC Genetic Coefficients are Shown for Certain Variables and Cultivars as an Example. 
IUBU I _alLTl _ _ ILUlI IMIA I YMIETT ,,11m. DE CA10 I 
I'IIot_tod '"pano. (CIAl) 03 03 01 1 • • I r ....... ture ."pano. 01 01 01 1 lhrHhold, ahort"t photopertod lZ.11 lZ.11 12.11 12.17 I lhr~old, longe.t photopertod 1'.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 Photoperlod sonsltlvlty 0.20 0.30 0.00 0.0 • 0.45 I 
PH1HRS(I) • Emergence 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
PHTHRS(Z) . VI 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
PHTHRS(3) • End Juvenlle ph. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 
PHTMRS(4) FIOYer Inltlatlon 5.00 5.00 5.00 I 5.00 PHTlIRs(5) • FIOYerlng 21.0 20.0 21.0 1 •• 0 • 30'01 
PHTIIRS(6) • Flrat pod 04.0 04.0 02.5 I 2.0' 9.0 
PHTIIRS(T) • Flrst full pod 11.00 10.00 •• 00 5.0 • 15.0 
PHTIIRS(8) • Seed ttowth stert 12.0 12.0 9.0 I 1.5' 15.01 PHTHRS(9) • End pod IIddltlon 17.00 25.00 15.00 10.0 • 24.0 
PHT8R$(10) . Phya ... turlty 26.00 30.00 32.00 25.0 . 40'01 PMTMRS(11) • Herv. moturlty 9.00 8.00 9.00 9.00 
PRTMRS(12) • End MS ,rowth 12.0 00.0 00.0 0.0 • 13.01 
PMT"RS(13) • End 1m oxpenalon 22.0 05.0 22.0 05.0 • 28.0 
SHYAR • Shell , ...... th rate 45.00 50.00 48.0 20.0 • 60.01 
SOYAR • Seed ,rowth rate 20.0 20.0 19.0 15.0 • 30.0 
SOPOYR . Seeds/pod 5.2 5.4 2.5 3.0' 5.51 
POOVAR • Pad _.rllnCe ret .. 33.0 35.0 24.0 15.0 • 35.0 
FLWMAX • FIOYe' appear. 'Ite 66.0 ro.O 60 30.0 . ro.O 
SOPRO . Seed proteln COMent 0.230 0.230 0.235 0.20 . 0.25 
TRIFOL • MS , •• f appear. rato 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 
SIZELF • Index of leaf .Ile 133.0 ln.O 133.0 133 
SLAVAR • Index of SLA 295.00 295.00 295.00 2ro . 310 I 
LFMAX • tuf photooyn. rata 1.20 1.20 1.0 0.9' 1.0 
XFRT • Reptad. ps.tltlonlng .... ':1 1.00 1.00 1.0 I 1.0 I DETVEG . Doter./lndot. swItch 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 I 
CNMOB • Nltrogon reoablll.atlon I 0.040 0.050 0.050 I 0.03 . 0. 061 TMRESM . Th~lng porcentlga 18.0 18.0 12.0 12.0 • 82.0 
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editor, being careful to save it as an ASCII file. Avoid using tab keys or alternativeIy, 
save the file using a NOTABS option. 
3. Run the model for one location/treatment combination íor whích data are available. 
4. El!amíne and .I:W1C. the goodness of fit between the predicted and measured variable, and 
decrease (Ol increase) the coefficient as descnbed below, until the fit to observed data 
is satisfactory. 
5. If more treatments/location combinations are available, note the values estimated for 
the first treatment/location combination, and then repeat (steps 3 and 4) for all other 
combinations. When all runs are complete, compute mean values for the genetic 
coefficients and enter these into the genetic coefficient file. 
Phenolo&)' oí Cornmon Bean 
Phenology of common bean is affected both by temperature and photoperiod. Most 
evidence suggests that there are cultivar differences in response to both íactors (Laing et 
al. 1983; White and 1 aíng, 1989), and these differences are thought 10 be related to the 
different gene pools recognized íor common bean (Singh, 1989). 
BEANGRO predicts phenology based on the concept of developmental rates whích 
determine progress over time toward growth stages, whích can be considered as critical 
developmental events. An event is considered to have occurred when the amount of 
developmental progress is equal to a previousIy specified threshold for that event. 
In the absence oí information on the underIying physiological processes controlling events 
such as ftower initiation or onset oí seed growth, the definition of units of developmental 
progress become arbitrary. One might try 10 define the developmental units in terms of cell 
numbers, concentration of a growth regulator, or other variable, but a particularIy 
convenient approach is to use units of physiological time. Thís is because the threshold 
number of Developmental Units (DU) can be conceptualized as the mínjmum number oí 
days or amount oí time whích must elapse before an event occurs, assnming a 
developmental rate of 1 DU per unit of time. The basic time c10ck of BEANGRO is in 
days, so rates in the model are given in DU per day. Algebraically this approach is 
equivalent to accumulation oí photothermal time, but we find that the underiying concepts 
are more accurately represented by using the concept oí rates of accumulation of 
developmental units. 
In predicting cultivar differences in phenology, the critical parameters are the thresholds 
whích determine whether a developmental process has reached completion and the 
sensitivity of the developmental process to environmental factors, usually temperature and 
pbotoperiod. Tbe thresholds, parameters PHIllRS(1. .. 13), are specified directly from the 
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file GENETICS.BN9 (Table 18). Responses to environmental factors are calculated by 
assuming that the reaJ.ized developmental rate fur growth stage i (R¡> is a multiplicative 
function of the maximum developmental rate (Mi) and modifier functions representing 
temperature (T¡) and pbotoperiod (PI)' 
R;.=M,*r,*P. 
_ ! 1 1 
The modifiers vaty from O to 1, and the sbape of the modifier functions is varied by 
cbanging parameters in GENETICS.BN9. 
The basic temperature modifier assumes a trapezoidal response (Figure 2), and is evaluated 
on an bourly basis. These values are converted to the relative modifier Ti for a 24 b period. 
Differences in temperature responses among cultivars are poorly understood, so only two 
sets of responses are provided These are selected by a switch, lVRTEM, wbicb determines 
wbicb set of response functions are used for a cultivar. For lVRTEM = 1, the responses 
represent those of a cultivar of Mesoamerican or Brazilian origin that is broadly adapted, 
and grows well in warmer bean production environments. The responses for IVRTEM :: 
1 are sbown in Figure 2. For IVRTEM = 2, the responses are for bigbland adapted 
cultivars, wbicb differ primarily from the previous group in being inbtbited by temperatures 
over 2O"C.. If there is future evidence for additionaI temperature responses. bigber values 
of the lVRTEM could be used providing that the responses are correctly specified in the 
file CROPPARM.BNO. 
The photoperiod modifier. P, is varied as a function of daylengtb (Figure 3). Pi is equal to 
1.0 wben daylengtb is below CSDV AR, the thresbold daylengtb below wbicb there is no 
effect of pbotoperiod. For daylengtbs above CSDV AR, Pi decreases linearly unless the 
daylengtb exceeds CIDV AR, the threshold daylengtb wbic.b sets a limit above wbicb the 
pbotoperiod inbtbition proceeds at it's maximum effect. This maximum level is set by 
rnv AR (rigbtband axis on Figure 3). To date, no cultivar differences in CSDV AR ol 
CIDV AR bave been used in GENETICS.BN9. It is suggested that all cultivar differences 
in pbotoperiod response be aceounted fur by varying rnv AR. An exa.ct relation between 
rnv AR and the ClAT scale from 1 to 8 fOl photoperiod response (White and 1 aing, 1989) 
has not been developed Any cultivar wbicb is known to have a day-neutral response (ClAT 
score of 1) sbould be assigned a rnv AR of O, while any cultivar wbicb is known to be 
extremely seDSÍtive to pbotoperiod (ClAT seore of 8) should be assigned a rnv AR of 1. 
The ClAT photoperiod score is included for reference in the file GENETICS.BN9, but is 
not used tor any computations in the modelo If it is unknown, a value of O may bé specified. 
Diapruttjc Key for AssjlDiD~ Genetic Coefficients to Cultiyars of Common Bean 
To assign a bean cultivar appropriate genetic coefficients for BBANGRO Version 1.01, a 
key is provided for classifying cultivars in relation to the 12 cultivar whose coefficients 
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FIgure 2. Temperature Modifier for Vegetative Development and Reproductíve 
Development for Mesoamerican cultivars. 
appear in tbe file GENETICS.BN9. The classjfication parallels tbe concepts of gene pools 
and races developed by S. Singh, P. Gepts, and D. Debouck in recent years. Growth habits 










erect, indetenninate bush 
prostrate, usually heavily branched, indeterminate bush 
climbers 
BEANGRQ has not been used to model climbing beans yet, so no cultivars are suggested 
for growtb habit IV. Blank spaces for otber types as well 
If information is not available on photoperiod response, tbe user may consult White and 
Laing (1989). CIAT maintains a database of photoperiod response, and will evaluate 
cultivars upon request. Research is currently underway between tbe University of Florida 
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Figure 3. Photoperiod Modifier for Reproductive Development 
and CIAT, which should lead to clarification of relations between various genetic 
coefficients and seed size. Table 5 gives an overview of the current cultivars defined in 
BEANGRO and there associated grain types and growth habits. Names in parenthese 
indicate grain classes or well Imown cultivars; names written in bold face indicate cultivars 
calibrated in the file GENETICS.BN9 of BEANGRO Version 1.01. 
EstjmruiPi Phenolo,¡¡y Genetic Coefficien1s 
Table 4 gives phenological thresholds (1HVAR's) for three typical dry bean cultivars: 
Porrillo Sintetico, a small, black seeded line commonly grown in Central America; Rabia 
de Gato, an early maturing line from Guatemala; and Isabella, a large seed kidney bean. 
Table 4 provides estimates of the ranges of genetic coefficients which may be possible. 
In calibrating the various coefficients for phenology, the user should first attempt to tit time 
to flowering by varying PH1HRS(5), the number of developmental units between tlower 
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Table S. Diagnostic Key for Assigment of Genetic Coefficients to Bean Cultivars. 
Mesoamericap lP'ªin t)l!eS (SIDa!! reds. blacks. mulatinhQS. naV,yS) 
Lowland to mid-elevation adopted 
Growth habit Type I 
Indeterminate habits 
TypeU 
Day-neutral photoperiod response 






ColO, BAT 881 
Porrillo Sintetico 
Cuarentena 





Highland adopted (bayos, pintos, flor de mayos, great northems) 
Typem 
Grown in the U.S.A.¡Europe 
EarIy-maturlng 
Normal-maturlty 
Grown in Mexiean highlands or similar enviromnents 
Type IV 
Andean Win types 
Lowland to mid-elevation adopted (U.S.A.jEuropean cultivars) 
Type l/U (red kidney, sugars,large whites) 
Early maturing Isabella 
Normal maturlty Manitou 
Typem 
Highland adopted (large reds, red mottles ... ) 
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ICA linea 24 
initiation and first flower appearance. H different planting dates or locations are used, and 
the fitted and observed data show large discrepancles, then TIIV AR needs to adjusted to 
increase or decrease the sensitivity to photoperiod. &cause actual flower initiation is very 
difficult 10 observe under field conditions a fixed number of 5 developmental units is used 
between the end oí the juvenile phase and flower initiation (PHIHRS(4». We recommend 
that users do not modify PHTHRS(4). During the first step oí the cahbration process an 
initial number for PHTHRS(S) can be selected from the values shown in Table 4. 
PHTHRS(S) can subsequently be adjusted in the sensitivity anaIysis section of the model 
until measured and observed flowering dates are similar. At the same time 'IHV AR 
(sensitivity 10 photoperiod) can be modified if PHIHRS(S) exceeds the speclfied limits in 
Table 4. 
Probably the most important coefficlent is PHTHRS(10), because this determines the time 
from beginning flower (Rl) 10 pbysiologica1 maturity (R7). It is important because it sets 
the lengtb of the reproductive periad, and is a primary detennin8nt of the seed filling 
period. Tbus, it has a major impact on yield potential. In some cases it is difficult lO 
predict harvest maturity of common bean because of the different standards and definitions 
used by various groups. In some cases beans also show regrowth during maturity which 
should nol significantly affect final yield. Remember. before you simulate for other general 
situations, you should Kt the PHIHRS(lO) to give you the normal expected maturity date 
for your selected cultivar. Tbe values for PHIHRS(lO) for sorne of the cultivars in the 
GENETICS.BN9 file are preliminary estimates, and may require adjustments fur new 
locations. 
H during tbe calibration to fit physiologica1 maturity PHTHRS(lO) reaches very small or 
very high values, it migbt indicate that the pbotoperiod sensitivity is set at the wrong value. 
In that case the photoperiod sensitivity should be adjusted and theprocess of fitting 
flowering and physiologica1 maturity should be repeated We recommend that you either 
inercase or decrease 'IHV AR slowly, while keeping both CSD\! AR and ClDV AR constanl 
For calibration of other tbresholds versus field-observed pbenological stages, follow tbe 
sequence of steps given in Table 6. Tbe most critica1 one's to predict correctly are those 
detennining onset of pod growth (R3) and onset of seed growth (RS). PHIHRS(6) controls 
the number oí developmental units between start of flowering and beginning pod sel 
Furthermore, if one has field observed data, PHIHRS(6) can also be calibrated from the 
measured number of pods as a function of time. H the timing of the measured and 
simulated number oí pods is different, especlally the initial points, PHTHRS( 6) requires an 
adjustmenl SimilarIy PHIHRS(8) controls the number of developmental units between 
start of flowering and beginning of seed growth and determines the timing of the seed 
growth curve. Again seed growth data as a function of time can be used to adjust 
PHIHRS(8). 
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Table 6. Calíbrating Important Genetic Coefficients by Comparison to ObselVed 
Phenological Date, Vegetative Traits, and Reproductive Traits. 
'1 _ YUIMU! 
Date 01 flrot 110wer (Rl) 
Date of flrot flower (Rl) 
Date of boIlmlllll pod (13) 
Date of full-shed pod eR4) 
Date of boIl" .....el _11 (R5) 
Physlol. or llarvest .turlty 
Ti .. of lut _Inat. node * 
TI .. of lut I .. f exponsl ... * 
No. _ I No. Podo 
at final harvest _le 
SHd lit •• 100 I Pod lit. 
(Shell i ... X, final llarveat) 
Dry llelglit per saod VII. TI .. or 
at final IlarvMt _le § 
No. 01 poda,'; ... TI .. , 
Shell lit •• g¡,¡. VII. TI_ 
SHd lit., g¡,¡. ... TI_ 
Shelll ... X "". TI .. 
NarvMt Irdex, Pod lit. , 
veg. lit ... TI_ , 
Vat_ YIO. TI .. 
LAI VII. TI_. prior to V8 
$lA YIO. Ti_ 
Rate 01 veg. Prot. Moblll.atl ... 
D.M. _. Rete (linear PIiaaa) 
8enot'n>lc Dlf1 .. _ In 
SOII Fertlllty Effects 
... D.M. _. Rete 
COEffICIEIIT sr_ 
eb!l!llll!!llll: , 1mb ,_.t 
(_l~.l ... Its t) 
THVAR 0.20 0.0'0.45 
PIITHRSC5l 25.0 18.0-30.0 
PIITHRS(6) 4.0 2.0-9.0 
PII1HRS(7) 11.0 5.0-15.0 
PHTHRS(8) 12.0 7.5-15.0 
PHT8RS(10) 26.0 25.0'40.0 
PHTHRS(2) 12.0 0.0-13.0 
PHTHRS03> 22.0 5.0-211.0 
R_oducSlD lirowtb 
$OPOVR 5.2 1.0-5.5 
THRESM 78.0 72.0-82.0 
SHVAR 45.0 20.0-60.0 , 
$OVAR 20.0 15.0-30.0 
POOVAR 33.0 15.0-35.0 
SHVAR 
C __ l 
<0 .. _) 
SOVAR,PHFACl.lFMAX 
C __ ) 
e ... _) 
$OVAR.SHVAR,SOPOVR, THRESM( __ > ( ... _> 
IFRT 1.0 1.0 
~-lllve ~t!!IIIb 
TRlfOL 0.400 0.400 
SI%ElF 133.0 133.0 
SLAVAR 295 270-310 
CIII08 0.04 0.03'0.06 
lFMAX 1.00 0.9-1.0 
PHfACl $ 0.5-1.0 
t _I_tal ... i U are equl .. lent to ectual days If ttllperature _ pliotoperlod are cpti_ fo. 24 hour. 
per doy. 
* fo. cllllbl ... beana tliaae .. 1_ should be _ gr .. ter th ... PHTHRSOO). Althougl¡'.ny c-. _ culti""rB 
are Indetaral .... te. tila .. Is. point in tila llfe cycle ......... rete 01 I .. f _renee .1 .... -. dr_tlcally 
_ tila ""lcIl _inat .. IIborto. 
S UlGSH and SHVAR tovether control tila oh. of the pod IIiIlch In turn .tI .... I gl-. al." of oeed to flll tila 
_Ity. I.IIGSH la at pruent • ""riable In CROPP_.8/lD. If $OVAR la cancurrently too l ... , .....el alu and 
th. ahelllllll percent_ .. 111 not r_h the deaired .. Iue before the ....... ende. If $OVAR 'a too great, 
the ahelllng percent_ and pod grollth ......... "tll raech e .... 1_ (plet .... ) too .. rly before lIa ...... t. 
, eo...t only thoae poda lIiIich ___ 1""ly growfng lnalda tIIaa. If you co...t .... ry _11 and "stallad* 
pod. your pod nuaber ,,111 be t"l"" u gr .. t .. "I .. ¡ared. 
, IFlr should only be alt et a ""Iua _lIer than 1.00 10r cllllbl ... beana or Indetel'llinat. beana IIiIlch _ 
a very atrone vegetatl"" g..-h durlllll .. turity. In both _u th .... Itth DETYEa ahouLd be aet to O. 
S The PHFACl coafflcient la daflned In th. 1011 proflle characterlutlon fll" SPROFlLE.8/l2. 
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The variable PHIHRS(9) determines the number of developmental units until the last pod 
has been set and added, is normally delined as a fraetion (0.66) of PHIHRS(lO), Le. 
pbysiological maturity. 
Estjmatjna VeaetatWe Growtb Coefficíems 
Variation in parameters affecting vegetative growth is usually less important than for 
phenology coefficíents. These vegetative growth coefficíents should be adjusted only if 
adjustments to phenology and pod growth coefficíents are insufficíent to describe genotypic 
differences in growth and yield. TRIFOL can be varied until the V-stage vs. time is 
predicted, and SIZEI.F can be varied within certain limits to fit leaf area vs. time during 
early vegetative growth until V -8 stage occurs. 
If data on LAI and leaf mass were collected, then you can compute the specífic leaf area 
(StA), and may wish to vary the StA V AR to give a doser fit to StA during peak 
vegetative growth. The CNMOB coefficíent should be set to 0.04. This value can be 
ehanged if yon have data on % N in leaf tissue vs. time. 
The termination oí the main stem apex can be observed from either field data or 
interpolation of the vegetative growth stages and can be used to set PHIHRS(12), í.e. end 
of main stem (vegetative) growth. PHIHRS(13) is the end of leaf expansion. Again this 
variable is very difficult to observe under field condítions, but can determined from the LAI 
curves. In the model the deerease in LAI cansed by a relatively high leaf seneseence rate 
and the terminanon of leaf growth is very sensítive to the value selected for PHIHRS(13). 
Reproductiye Growth Coefficients 
These coefficients are important in defining the ability of the cultivar to develop a seed and 
pod load and in determiníng secó filling perlod duration and in determining final seed me, 
shelling %, and harvest index at final harvest. The coefficients SHV AA, SDV AA, 
SDPDVR, PODV AA, XFRT, and ntRESH are among those influencing reproduetive 
growth. 
Seeds per pod (SDPDVR) and shelling percentage (ntRESH) can be computed directly 
usíng harvest maturity data, provided no stress oecurred, whereas the other coefficíents 
(PODV AA, SHV AA, and SDV AR) are vaned to fit pod numbers, sheU weight, and secó 
weight versus time curves, respectively. If pod numbers versus time are too low, then 
PODV AR is inereased until the rate of pod addítion matches observed data, and vice versa. 
FLWMAX, te. flower appearance rate, is normaUy set double the value of PODVAR. 
FoUowing the calIbration oí PODV AR simulated shell and seed weíght are compared with 
observed data. If simulated shell weight is too low, then SHV AR is inereased until observed 
and simulated shell weight agree and vice versa. In this case SDV AR should be inereased 
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Ü simulated seed weight is lower than observed seed weight or Ü simulated single seed size 
is lower than observed single seed size. Changes in either SHV AR or SDV AR will affect 
both simulated sheU and seed growth because of the carbohydrate supply/demand 
relationships in the model One may have 10 adjust these coefficients iteratively until both 
shell and seed weigbts match observed data. Unlike in soybean, there are no set ratio's of 
SDV AR 10 SHV AR because of the differences in seed size and number of seeds per pod 
among common bean cultivars. 
Another vaJuable aid to setting SHV AR and SDV AR is to compare simulated seed size 
(mg/seed) and shelling percentage to observed weight per seed and observed shelling 
percentage. If the slope of simulated seed size is too low inerease SDV AR. If the slope 
oí simulated seed size is too great and shelling percentage maximizes too soon, then reduce 
SDV AR. IF the slope of seed size is correct but seed size and shelling percentage rearo 
a platean and seeds fail 10 achieve final seed size. then inerease SHV AR. In this case the 
seed size is limited by the pod cavity. 
Qther Genetic Coeffjcients in GENETICS.BN9 
The other coefficients should simply be copied from another cultivar, which assumes that 
these reaily vary only sligbtly amOng cultivars. 
BjmnªS$ Growtb Bate 
In some cases, we have found the simulated top growth is significantly greater than observed 
top dry weight during the linear phase of erop growth (mid-season, full canOPY, but prior 10 
the middle of seed fin). This may occur even without water stress conditions. Under these 
situations, we have concluded that factors of soil fertility, pH, 'and soil-bome pests such as 
nematodes, maybe callsing reductions in photosynthesis or changes in partitioning, or both. 
In the soil profile defined for the site, you will find a coefficient (PHFAC3) that can be 
adjusted 10 inerease or reduce the erop growth rate during the linear phase 10 6t the 
observed early season biomass accumulation prior 10 mid-seedfiU. Make changes 10 
PHF AC3 only after estimating the other genetic coefficients, because lüe cycle length and 
pod growth traits have an impact on the rate of dry matter accumulation. For Florida soils 
we have used a PHFAC3 of 0.84, but lor soybean we have observed values up to 1.0 Cor 
lowa and IUinois soils which presumably are more fertile and have few pests. For peanuts 
grown on infertile soils in India, we have found PHFAC3 vaJues as low as 0.60 to 0.70. 
(Note: Values oí 1.00 for PHFAC3 in the soil pro6le file SPROFll.E.BN2 are merely 
default values given by the DSSAT son retrievaJ program.) Users should begin with 
PHF AC3 set at 1.00 and subsequently calIbrate their own PHF AC3 in the range 0.50 10 1.00 
to match the slope of erop dry weight accumulation. If you have drought stress, do not vary 
PHF AC3 because drought will override any effects. Even for well-watered experiments, you 
should ron subsequent experiments to verify the stability of the selected value for PHF AC3 
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in a second year or time of year. (Current efforts are being made to include soil nutrient 
effects explicitly in our GRO models as well as effects of certain nematodes.) 
In J:lI.m situations where you have two cultivars growing in tbe same field environment, and 
one has a steeper slope of dry matter accumulation (not caused by stand or fertility 
differences), you may wish to vary the LFMAX among the cultivars to best 6t the slope of 
total crop dry matter accumulation. Use cantion in varying LFMAX; always change the 
PHF AC3 first ü you have singlé cultivar experiments or the cultivars are not grown in the 
same field in the same growing season. 
The LFMAX coefficient serves several functions. First LFMAX allows one to simulate 
differences in biomass accumulation among bean genotypes as described above. Secondly, 
it allows 000 10 consider meaningfulleal level inputs into the modeL We measured values 
of ligbt-saturated leal pbotosynthesis clase 10 1.00 mg m-l S·l for the bean cultivars in tbe 
1986 Gainesville studies. Use of LFMAX = 1.00 gives approximately the correa magnitude 
of biomass acmmulation. Lastly, a LFMAX coefficient was necessary 10 allow us to 
simulate bean, soybean, and peanut grown on the same soils (with the same PHF AC3 = 
0.84). Peanut has a crop growth rate (CGR) abaut 40 % greater than that of soybean and 
bean and has a higher LFMAX. Published literature indicates that peanut has higher Iigbt-
saturated leal pbotosynthesis . 
• 
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Chapter13 
MODEL APPLICATlONS 
Altbough this is the first official release version of BEANGRO, the model is already being 
used in several projects. In Guatemala, a U.S. ALO. project has been initiated in 
collaboration with the Instituto de Ciencia y Tecoologia Agricolas (lerA) to study bean 
farming systems in Jutiapa, a region in Southeastem Guatemala. This study involves the 
calibration and validation of BEANGRO and two other IBSNAT models, CERES-Maíze 
and CERES-Sorghum, and the construction oí models of representative farming systems 
(Hoogenboom and Thomton, 1990; Hoogenboom et al., 199Oa; Thomton and Hoogenboom, 
1990). 
The University of Florida, in collaboration with the University oC Puerto Rico, is developing 
a user-oriented regional agricultura! planning, information, and decision support system 
named AEGIS Agricultural and Environmental Geographic Information System (Lal et al, . 
1990). BEANGRO will be used in this project to predict potential bean production in 
Puerto Rico. . 
In USDA Project W-150 entitled "Genetic Improvement ofBeans (Phoseolus vulgaris L.) for 
Yield. Pest Resistance and Food Value," an International Dry Bean Modeling Nursery is 
being established at several sites in Omada, U.SA and Central and South America. The 
objective is to grow the same cultivars at alllocations and to study the potential of using 
BEANGRO as a breeding tool to help better understand the Genotype • Environment 
interaction (Hoogenboom et al, 199Oe). 
The model can also be used to study the potential impact of global climate change on 
agricultura! production. Previous investigations with SOYGRO have shown that there is 
great potential íor using crop models in this area (Boote et al., 1989b; Curry et al., 
199Oa, 199Ob). 
eollaboration currentIy also exists with Centro Agronomico Tropical de Investigacion y 
Ensenanza (CATIE) in Costa Rica and bean researcbers in Brazil and Rwanda. 
Users are also encouraged to contact IBSNAT and to subscribe to Agrotecbnology Transfer, 
in whicb many articles are published related to mSNAT and the crop models, see for 
instance a recent article on general applications oí BEANGRO (White and Hoogenboom, 
1991). 
We hope that our existing network oí bean researcbers and BEANGRO users will expand 
as a result of the relcase of BEANGRO Version 1.01. Picase contact Dr. Hoogenboom at 
the University oí Georgia or Dr. White at CIA T if you are interested in sharing your results 
and experience. We look forward to receiving any comments about BEANGRO. 
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AppendixA 
DIRECTORY USTING OF DISTRIBUTlON DlS'KE'ITES 
Prouam Disk 




13 10-01-91 1:01. 
68 10-01-91 1:01. 
165910 10-01-91 1,01. 
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Data Disk 
TabIe 8. DirectoI)' of BEANGRO V1.01 disk 2: "Data Disk." 
-
DIR 893 10-01-91 1,01. 
11TH OIR 540 10-01-91 1:01. 
SPROFILE 8112 37040 10-01-91 1;011 
CIKlI'PARII IIIIQ 5188 10-01-91 1,01. 
GEMETI CS l1li9 7325 10-01 -91 1,01. 
ca>A0112 W86 13576 10-01-91 1,01. 
ca>AOl1Z 1187 13576 10-01 -91 1,01. 
CCl'A86Z9 1115 5365 10-01-91 1,01. 
CCl'A86Z9 BII6 625 10-01-91 1,01. 
CCPA86Z9 BII7 674 10-01-91 1,01. 
CCl'A86Z9 .. 1561 10-01-91 1;01. 
CCl'A86Z9 8IIA 1129 10-01-91 1,01. 
CCPA86Z9 .. 35053 10-01-91 1,01. 
CCPA86Z9 IIIC 829 10-01-91 1,01. CCl'A86Z9 _ 829 10-01-91 1:011 
EIIGOO112 1187 13576 10-01-91 1:01. 
IGQII0409 U89 8132 10-01-91 1,01. 
I GQIJII903 BII4 111 10-01-91 1:01. 
I GQIJII903 BII5 786 10-01-91 1,01. 
I GQIJII903 BII6 78 10-01-91 1:01. 
IGQIJII903 1117 174 10-01-91 1:01. 
IGQIJII903 .. 391 10-01-91 1:01. 
IGQIJII903 8IIA 264 10-01-91 1,01. IGQIJII903 _ 4067 10-01-91 1:01. 
UIIQ05Q8 W86 9136 10-01-91 1:01. 
UfGA01tZ W85 16131 10-01-91 1;01. 
UFGA0112 W86 20516 10-01-91 1,01. 
UFGA8501 1115 2665 10-01-91 hOl. 
UFGA8501 BII6 729 10-01-91 hOl. 
UFGA8501 .. 1041 10-01-91 1,01. 
UFGA8501 8IIA 753 10-01-91 hOI. 
UFGA8501 _ 6597 10-01-91 1,01. 
UFGA8601 BII5 mI 10-01-91 1:01. 
UFGA8601 BII6 3537 10-01-91 1:01. 
UFGA8601 .. 1361 10-01-91 1,01. 
UFGA8601 8IIA 941 10-01-91 1;01. 
UFGA8601 1118 14206 ID-DI -91 1,01. 
UFGA8601 lile 691 10-01-91 1,01. 
UfGA8601 BIIO 691 10-01-91 1,01. UFGA8601 _ 1515 10-01-91 1,01. 
INTRO DAT 1914 10-01-91 1,01. 
SIII DIR 145 10-01-91 1,01. 
DUlI 111 4468 10-01-91 1,01. 
DUl2 111 7590 10-01-91 1,01. 
0UT3 111 9580 10-01-91 1:01. 
DUl4 1M 2061 10-01-91 1,01. 
0U15 1M 516 ID-DI -91 1:01. 
DUl8 111 477 10-01-91 1,01. 
0UT9 IN 468 10-01-91 1,01. 
DUlP IN 4550 10-01-91 1,01. 
BEANGRO Vrrsion 1.01 - page ~ 
Graphic;g Disk 
Table ,. Directory oí BEANGRO VI.Ol disk 3: "Graphics Disk." 
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Table 11. File "BNEXP.DIR." 
CCI>A86Z9 3 tuLTlVAAS, Z ROW IIIDTNS, Z DENSITlES CCl'AOI12.1186 SPIIOFILE.BNZ 
CCl'A8629.1114 CCPA8629.BN5 CCPA8629.BN6 CCl'A8629.BN7 CCI>A86Z9.B118 Gl!NETlCS.BN9 
CCl'A8629.BNA CCPA8629.BNB 1IJT1.BN 1IJ12.BN IIJ13.BN 1IJ14.BN 1IJ15.BN 
1GQU8903 ICTA'OSTIIA, RABIA DE GATO, TURBO, I 11 ¡ 1989 IGCIIJ0409.\189 SPIIOFILE.BN2 
1GQU8903.B114 1GQU8903.BN5 1GQU8903.BN6 1GQU8903.BN7 1GQU8903.B118 Gl!NETlCS.BN9 
1GQU8903.BNA 1GQU8903.BNB 1IJT1.BN 1IJ12.BN 1IJ13.BN 1IJ14.BN IIJTS.BN 
UFGA8501 , tuLTlVAAS, IRR. & IIOIIIRRIGATED UfGAOI1Z.1IB5 SPRDfILE.BN2 
UfGA8501.B114 UFGA8501.BN5 UFGA8501.BN6 UFGA8501.BN7 UFGA8501.BN8 GENETICS.BN9 
UFGA8501.BNA UFGA8501.BNI 1IJT1.BN 1IJ12.BN 1IJ13.1II1IJ14.111 1IJ15.BN 
lIfMII601 2 aLTI_. 5 IBIGATlIII l'IB'IlIlIIT$ Ul'GA011Z.1116 _ILE._ 
1IfMII601.114 "'-1.115 UF&A8601._ "'-'.117 UffiillN01._ CEJETICS._ 
1IfMII601._ ...-,._ CUT' .• CIJT2 •• 1IJ13 •• CUT' .• IIJTS •• 
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Weatber Direct<ny 
Table IZ_ File "WTH.DIR." 
CCPA CIAT, PA\.IIIIA, COlOlllIA 1986 
CCPA CIAT, PA\.IIIIA, COlOIIIIIA 1987 
eBOO CIIPAF, GOIAIIIA, IllAZIL 1987 
IGQIJ QUEZADA, GUATEllALA 1989 
uan KAJOIIII FARM. II\IIIUIIDI 1986 
UfIiA IiAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, USA 1985 
UFIiA IiAINESVILLE, FLORIOA, USA 1986 
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01-01-86 12-31-86 CCPA011Z_W86 
01-01-87 12-31-87 CCPAOI12.W87 
01-01-87 12-31-87 EBGOOIIZ.W87 
04-01-81) 09-30-81) IGQIJ0409.W89 
05-01-86 12-31-86 UllKA0508.W86 
01-01-85 12-31-85 UFGAOI12.Y85 
01-01-86 12-31-86 UFIiAOI12_W86 
FU PI - Dailv Weatber Data 
Table 13. File "CCPA1012W86" (Data for only tbe first 50 days are shown). 
CCPA 3.48 76.37 12.07 0.00 
CCPA 86 1 17.60 29.0 18.1 0.0 
CCPA 86 2 20.90 30.0 16.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 3 18.20 30.0 19.0 0.0 
CCPA 86 4 17.90 29.8 18.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 5 16.90 28.5 19.2 18.1 
CCPA 86 6 17.80 28.2 18.3 0.0 
CCPA 86 7 17.40 29.0 19.0 0.0 
CCPA 86 8 18.50 30.0 19.0 0.0 
CCPA 86 9 19.80 30.8 20.2 0.0 
CCPA 86 10 19.30 30.2 19.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 11 19.20 31.0 20.0 0.0 
CCPA 86 12 18.80 30.8 19.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 13 17.70 30.0 19.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 14 17.40 31.0 19.6 2.7 
CCPA 86 15 20.70 30.0 19.0 9.9 
CCPA 86 1611.70 25.5 20.2 0.0 
CCPA 86 17 18.80 29.3 20.0 4.7 
CCPA 86 18 13.80 28.0 19.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 19 15.20 28.5 19.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 20 13.80 28.0 20.0 2.3 
CCPA 86 21 20.40 30.0 20.2 0.0 
CCPA 86 22 19.10 30.5 20.4 0.0 
CCPA 86 23 20.80 30.4 20.2 0.0 
CCPA 86 24 14.20 26.0 18.9 22.0 
CCPA 86 25 21.00 30.0 17.3 0.0 
CCPA 86 26 14.80 29.7 19.8 5.8 
CCPA 86 27 9.50 23.4 19.2 0.4 
CCPA 86 28 20.70 28.6 16.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 29 21.60 29.6 17.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 30 20.20 30.7 18.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 31 11.50 26.6 20.3 1.0 
CCPA 86 32 19.90 30.0 17.0 0.0 
CCPA 86 33 15.30 29.0 18.0 0.0 
CCPA 86 34 15.00 28.0 19.5 0.0 
CCPA 86 35 16.00 27.5 19.0 0.0 
CCPA 86 36 19.80 29.0 19.4 0.0 
CCPA 86 37 20.80 30.1 18.5 0.0 
cepA 86 38 20.50 30.2 19.5 0.0 
cepA 86 39 20.70 30.0 18.2 0.0 
cepA 86 40 17.90 29.2 18.0 0.0 
cepA 86 41 14.50 26.4 19.3 0.0 
cepA 86 42 21.20 31.0 18.4 14.8 
cepA 86 43 14.50 27.0 18.5 7.9 
cepA 86 44 18.40 27.0 18.5 1.9 
cepA 86 45 21.20 28.5 19.5 5.9 
cepA 86 46 20.30 29.0 19.0 0.0 
cepA 86 47 19.80 29.0 19.0 11.8 
cepA 86 48 8.10 23.0 18.8 11.6 
CCPA 86 4915.60 27.1 19.0 0.0 
CCPA 86 50 23.80 29.5 16.8 0.0 
XUl. XlOllG. PARFAC. PARDAl 
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FQ rEZ - son Profi1e PrQperties 
Table 14. File ·SPROFILE.BN2." 
01 OEEP SILTY CUY 
.11 6.00 .30 85.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E-03 32.5 6.67 .04 1.00 
10. .513 .680 .760 .680 1.000 1.35 1.74 2.5 1.1 6.5 .00 
15. .513 .679 .759 .679 .819 1.36 1.66 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
15. .514 .679 .759 .679 .607 1.36 1.45 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
15. .514 .679 .759 .679 .607 1.36 1.45 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
30. .516 .677 .757 .677 .368 1.17 1.09 2.0 2.6 6.5 .00 
30. .519 .675 .755 .675 .202 1.38 .65 1.7 2.2 6.5 .00 
30. .521 .674 .754 .674 .111 1.38 .29 1.4 1.8 6.5 .00 
30. .522 .673 .753 .673 .061 1.39 .09 1.1 1.3 6.5 .00 
30. .522 .673 .753 .673 .033 1.39 .01 .8 .9 6.5 .00 
-1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
02 MEOIUM SILTT CUY 
.11 6.00 .20 87.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E·03 32.5 6.67 .04 1.00 
lO. .513 .680 .760 .680 1.000 1.35 1.74 2.5 1.3 6.5 .00 
15. .513 .679 .759 .679 .819 1.36 1.66 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
15. .514 .679 .759 .679 .607 1.36 1.45 2.2 1.0 6.5 .00 
15. .516 .677 .757 .677 .407 1.37 1.12 2.0 2.7 6.5 .00 
15. .516 .677 .757 .677 .407 1.37 1.12 2.0 2.7 6.5 .00 
30. .518 .676 .756 .676 .247 1.37 .73 1.8 2.3 6.5 .00 
30. .520 .674 .754 .674 .135 1.38 .37 1.5 1.9 6.5 .00 
-1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
03 SllALLOW SILTY CUT 
.11 6.00 • lO 89.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E-03 32.5 6.67 .04 1.00 
lO. .513 .680 .760 .680 1.000 1.35 1.74 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
ID. .513 .679 .759 .679 .819 1.36 1.66 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
lO. .514 .679 .759 .679 .607 1.36 1.45 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
10. .'16 .677 .757 .677 .449 1.36 1.16 2.1 2.7 6.5 .00 
15. .516 .677 .757 .677 .449 1.36 1.16 2.1 2.7 6.5 .00 
'1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
04 DEEP SI L T l(WI 
.12 6.00 .40 77.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E'03 93.1 6.67 .04 1.00 
ID. .106 .262 .362 .262 1.000 1.37 1.16 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
15. .106 .262 .362 .262 .819 1.37 1.10 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
15. .107 .262 .362 .262 .607 1.37 .97 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
15. .107 .262 .362 .262 .607 1.37 .97 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
30. .108 .261 .361 .261 .368 1.38 .72 2.0 2.6 6.5 .00 
30. .110 .260 .360 .260 .202 1.38 .43 1.7 2.2 6.5 .00 
30. .m .259 .159 .259 .111 1.39 .20 1.4 1.8 6.5 .00 
30. .112 .258 .158 .258 .061 1.39 .06 1.1 1.3 6.' .00 
30. .112 .258 .358 .258 .033 1.39 .01 .8 .9 6.' .00 
·1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
05 MEOIUM SILT L_ 
.12 6.00 .30 79.00 6.9 11.9 1.0 1.32E·03 93.1 6.67 .04 1.00 
10. .106 .262 .362 .262 1.000 1.37 1.16 2.5 1.3 6.5 .00 
15. .106 .262 .362 .262 .819 1.37 1.10 2.4 3.2 6.' .00 
15. .107 .262 .362 .262 .607 1.37 .97 2.2 3.0 6.' .00 
15. .108 .261 .361 .261 .407 1.38 .75 2.0 2.7 6.5 .00 
15. .108 .261 .361 .261 .407 1.38 .75 2.0 2.7 6.5 .00 
30. .110 .260 .360 .260 .241 1.38 .49 1.8 2.1 6.5 .00 
30. .111 .259 .359 r .259 .135 1.39 .24 1.5 1.9 6.5 .00 
,1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
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Table 14 ContiDued. File ·SPROFlLE.BN2." 
06 SHALlOW SILT LOAM 
.12 6.00 .20 81.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E·03 93.3 6.67 .04 1.00 
10. .106 .262 .362 .262 1.000 1.37 1.16 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
10. .106 .262 .362 .262 .819 1.37 1.10 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
10. .107 .262 .362 .262 .607 1.37 .97 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
lO. .108 .261 .361 .261 .449 1.311 .77 2.1 2.7 6.5 .00 
15. .108 .261 .361 .261 .449 1.311 .77 2.1 2.7 6.5 .00 
·1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
07 OEEP IWIIlY LOAM 
.13 6.00 .50 611.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E·03 911.3 6.67 .04 1.00 
lO. .086 .220 .320 .220 1.000 1.61 .70 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
15. .086 .220 .320 .220 .819 1.61 .66 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
15. .086 .220 .320 .220 .607 1.61 .58 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
15. .086 .220 .320 .220 .607 1.61 .58 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
30. .087 .219 .319 .219 .3611 1.61 .43 2.0 2.6 6.5 .00 
30. .088 .218 .31a .218 .202 1.62 .26 1.7 2.2 6.5 .00 
30. .089 .218 .318 .218 .111 1.62 .12 1.4 1.8 6.5 .00 
30. .089 .218 .318 .218 .061 1.62 .04 1.1 1.3 6.5 .00 
30. .089 .217 .317 .217 .033 1.62 .01 .8 .9 6.5 .00 
·1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
08 _11M IWIIlY LOAM 
.13 6.00 .50 70.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E·03 911.3 6.67 .04 1.00 
lO. .086 .220 .320 .220 1.000 1.61 .70 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
15. .086 .220 .320 .220 .819 1.61 .66 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
15. .086 .220 .320 .220 .607 1.61 .58 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
15. .087 .219 .319 .219 .407 1.61 .45 2.0 2.7 6.5 .00 
15. .087 .219 .319 .219 .407 1.61 .45 2.0 2.7 6.5 .00 
30. .088 .219 .319 .219 .241 1.62 .29 1.8 2.3 6.5 .00 
30. .089 .218 .318 .218 .135 1.62 .15 1.5 1.9 6.5 .00 
·1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
09 SHALLOII IWIIlY LOAM 
.13 6.00 .40 74.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E-03 911.4 6.67 .04 1.00 
10. .086 .220 .320 .220 1.000 1.61 .70 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
10. .086 .220 .320 .220 .819 1.61 .66 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
10. .- .220 .320 .220 .11)1 1.61 .58 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 10. .087 .219 .319 .219 
.-
1.61 .46 2.1 2.7 6.5 .00 
15. .087 .219 .319 .219 
.-
1.61 .46 2.1 2.1 6.5 .00 
·1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10 DEEP lWIIl 
.15 4.00 .11) 65.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E·03 111.9 6.67 .04 1.00 
10. .032 .107 .267 .107 1.000 1.66 .29 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
15. .032 .107 .267 .107 .819 1.66 .28 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
15. .032 .107 .267 .107 .607 1.66 .24 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
15. .032 .101 .267 .107 .11)7 1.66 .24 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
30. .032 .107 .267 .107 .3611 1.66 .18 2.0 2.6 6.5 .00 
30. .033 .106 .266 .106 .202 1.66 .11 1.7 2.2 6.5 .00 
30. .033 •. 106 .266 .106 .111 1.66 .05 1.4 1.8 6.5 .00 
30. .033 .106 .266 .106 .061 1.66 .01 1.1 1.3 6.5 .00 
30. .033 .106 .266 .106 .033 1.66 .00 .8 .9 6.5 .00 
-l. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
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Table 14 Continued. File "SPROFlLE.BN2." 
11 MEDIUN SANO 
.15 4.00 .50 70.00 6.9 13.91.0 1.32E-03 112.0 6.67 .04 1.00 
10. .032 .107 .267 .107 1.000 1.66 .29 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
15. .032 .107 .267 .107 .819 1.66 .28 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
15. .032 .107 .267 .107 .607 1.66 .24 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
15. .032 .107 .267 .107 .407 1.66 .19 2.0 2.7 6.5 .00 
15. .032 .107 .267 .107 .407 1.66 .19 2.0 2.7 6.5 .00 
30. .033 .106 .266 .106 .247 1.66 .12 1.8 2.3 6.5 .00 
30. .034 .IOS .265 .IOS .135 1.66 .06 1.5 1.9 6.5 .00 
·1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
12 SHALLOII SANO 
.15 4.00 .40 75.00 6.9 13.9 1.0 1.32E·03 112.0 6.67 .04 1.00 
10. .032 .107 .267 .107 1.000 1.66 .29 2.5 3.3 6.5 .00 
10. .032 .107 .267 .107 .819 1.66 .28 2.4 3.2 6.5 .00 
10. .032 .107 .267 .107 .607 1.66 .24 2.2 3.0 6.5 .00 
10. .032 .107 .267 .107 .449 1.66 .19 2.1 2.7 6.5 .00 
15. .032 .107 .267 .107 .449 1.66 .19 2.1 2.7 6.5 .00 
-1. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
13 Wolplo, HI Walplo (Clayey, kaollnltle, Isohyperth, Tropeptle Eutrustox) 
0.14 5.00 0.60 60.00 22.0 7.01.0 1.32E·03 60.1 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5. 0.220 0.350 0.550 0.350 1.000 1.00 2.27 .0 .0 6.3 0.0 
10. 0.230 0.350 0.550 0.350 1.000 1.00 2.27 .0 .0 6.3 0.0 
15. 0.240 0.350 0.550 0.350 0.800 I.OS 1.10 .0 .0 5.8 0.0 
20. 0.250 0.370 0.480 0.370 0.400 1.17 1.41 .0 .0 5.8 0.0 
20. 0.260 0.380 0.460 0.380 0.200 1.22 0.59 .0 .0 6.0 0.0 
20. 0.250 0.380 0.460 0.380 O.OSO 1.22 0.36 .0 .0 6.0 0.0 
20. 0.260 0.400 0.480 0.400 0.020 1.17 0.27 .0 .0 6.0 0.0 
-1. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 .0 .0 0.0 0.0 
14 Galnesvllle Mlllhopper Fine SOnd (L_,sllle,hyperth Arenle PIleudult) 
0.1802.00 00.650 60.00 21.0 29.91.0 1.32E-03 114.2 6.67 0.04 0.84 
5. .026 .096 .230 .096 1.000 1.30 2.00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10. .025 .086 .230 .086 0.500 1.30 1.00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. .025 .086 .230 .086 0.250 1.40 1.00· .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .025 .086 .230 .086 .350 1.40 0.50 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .028 .090 .230 .090 .100 1.45 0.10 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .028 .090 .230 .090 .050 1.45 0.10 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .029 .130 .230 .130 .000 1.45 0.04 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .070 .258 .360 .258 .000 1.20 0.24 .0 .0 .0 .00 
-1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0.0 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15 Mlllhopper Mlllhopper Fine SOnd (L_,.ilie,hyperth Gr .... Paleudultl) 
000.18 OS.OO 00.50 66.00 21.0 29.9 1.0 1.32E-03 114.2 6.67 0.04 0.84 
5. .023 .086 .230 .086 1.000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 7.4 
10. .023 .086 .230 .086 0.500 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 7.4 
15. .023 .086 .230 .086 0.250 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 15.8 
15. .023 .086 .230 .086 0.250 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 28.0 
15. .023 .086 .230 .086 0.100 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 28.0 
30. .021 .076 .230 .076 0.100 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 27.6 
30. .020 .076 .230 .076 0.050 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 17.5 
30. .027 .130 .230 .130 0.000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 0.3 
30. .070 .258 .360 .258 0.000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .10 
-1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
16 Gainesvi lle L.ke Fine 5end OIyperthennfc, coeted Typic Guartzipa--.ts) 
000.1800.00 00.50 66.00 21.0 29.91.0 1.32E-03 114.4 6.67 0.04 0.84 
5. .020 .089 .230 .089 1.000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10. .019 .068 .230 .068 0.500 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. .019 .068 .230 .068 0.250 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. .026 .075 .230 .075 .250 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. .026 .075 .230 .075 .100 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .025 .073 .230 .073 .100 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .022 ~069 .230 .069 .050 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .023 .on .230 .on .000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .035 .085 .230 .085 .000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
-1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
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Table 14 Contlnued. File ~SPROFlLE.BN2.· 
17 OUlncy. F1 Orengeburg Sandy 1_ (f-IO-V.lIl1c.therlllc TI'I' Pol-.lts) 
.13 9.00 00.27 84.00 21.0 29.91.0 1.32E-03 85.1 6.67 0.04 0.95 
S. .125 .198 .294 .198 1.000 1.49 1.73 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10. .125 .198 .294 .198 .874 1.49 1.73 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10. .125 .198 .294 .198 .874 1.49 1.73 .0 .0 .0 .00 
09. .117 .226 .323 .226 .351 1.4' .40 .0 .0 .0 .00 
09. .117 .226 .323 .226 .351 1.41 .40 .0 .0 .0 .00 
lO. .138 .250 .332 .250 .310 1.44 .20 .0 .0 .0 .00 
11. .138 .250 .332 .250 .310 1.44 .20 .0 .0 .0 .00 
38. .167 .281 .331 .281 .302 1.57 .14 .0 .0 .0 .00 
43. .182 .291 .334 .291 .077 '.59 .16 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. .162 .272 .320 .272 .036 1.61 .09 .0 .0 .0 .00 
28. .154 .263 .319 .263 .006 1.58 .03 .0 .0 .0 .00 o,. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
la _.tt .... KS Haynle (Coorse·.llty •• lxed ... I",, ___ ._I. TI'I' lIdUluwnt) 
0.14 5.00 0.60 60.00 12.0 32.01.0 1.32E-03 8S.0 6.67 0.04 1.00 
15. 0.072 0.225 0.275 0.225 1.000 1.15 0.61 .0 .0 .0 .00 
lS. 0.070 0.240 0.290 0.240 0.700 1.16 0.61 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.040 0.154 0.194 0.154 0.200 1.21 0.59 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.032 0.091 0.141 0.091 0.050 1.23 0.29 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.032 0.087 0.137 0.087 0.030 1.31 0.24 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.032 0.087 0.137 0.087 0.010 1.31 0.20 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.032 0.087 0.137 0.087 0.010 1.31 0.20 .0 .0 .0 .00 
-l. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
19 Swlft. ~ WOOd MoUnt.in 1_ (Orthl. 8roon Cherno."l 
0.12 8.00 0.50 60.00 2.2 36.2 1.0 1.32E·03 94.1 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5. 0.096 0.230 0.250 0.230 1.000 0.00 1.10 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10. 0.096 0.230 0.250 0.230 0.800 0.00 1.10 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. 0.112 0.250 0.260 0.250 0.700 0.00 0.61 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. 0.094 0.220 0.230 0.220 0.500 0.00 0.61 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. 0.103 0;220 0.230 0.220 0.250 0.00 0.59 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. 0.103 0.220 0.230 0.220 0.150 0.00 0.15 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. 0.102 0.250 0.220 0.250 0.080 0.00 0.10 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.102 0.250 0.220 0.250 0.050 0.00 0.10 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.102 0.250 0.220 0.250 0.050 0.00 0.10 .0 .0 .0 .00 
'1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
20 Roth_t«l ROl_t«l 
0.14 6.00 0.50 60.00 14.0 21.0 1.0 1.32E·03 73.8 6.67 0.04 1.00 
10. 0.110 0.280 0.330 0.280 1.000 1.10 1.16 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. 0.150 0.320 0.420 0.320 0.900 1.20 1.00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
20. 0.220 0.370 0.420 0.370 0.700 1.25 0.68 .0 .0 .0 .00 
20. 0.220 0.370 0.420 0.370 0.500 1.25 0.26 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.220 0.370 0.420 0.370 0.200 1.25 0.25 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.220 0.370 0.420 0.370 0.100 1.25 0.20 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.220 0.370 0.420 0.370 0.050 1.25 0.20 .0 .0 .0 .00 
'1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
21 AI_. SYR Tel HedytI (Palexerolllc cn..-rert; hlgh AW!:l 
0.14 6.00 0.50 72.00 16.4 11.5 1.0 1.32E-03 63.5 6.67 0.04 1.00 
10. 0.210 0.340 0.357 0.340 1.000 1.30 0.50 .0 .0 .G .00 
15. 0.210 0.350 0.367 0.350 0.700 1.30 0.50 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.230 G.360 0.380 0.360 0.500 1.30 0.50 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.260 0.380 0.400 0.380 0.150 1.30 0.40 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.270 0.390 0.410 0.390 0.040 1.30 0.35 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.300 0.380 0.400 0.380 0.020 1.30 0.30 .G .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.300 0.375 0.390 0.375 0.010 1.30 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.300 0.375 0.390 0.375 O.OZO 1.30 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
20. 0.300 0.375 0.390 0.375 0.001 1.30 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
-1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0" .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
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22 Al_. m Tel Hadya (Pal.x.roll le Ch...-xe .... rt; 1 .... AlIC) 
0.14 6.00 0.50 72.00 16.4 11.5 1.0 1.322-03 63.5 6.67 0.04 1.00 
10. 0.210 0.280 0.357 0.280 1.000 1.30 0.50 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15. 0.210 0.280 0.367 0.280 0.700 1.30 0.50 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.230 0.290 0.380 0.290 0.500 1.30 0.50 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.260 0.350 0.400 0.350 0.150 1.30 0.40 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.270 0.350 0.410 0.350 0.040 1.30 0.35 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.300 0.350 0.400 0.350 0.020 1.30 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.300 0.350 0.390 0.350 0.010 1.30 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 41.300 0.350 0.390 0.3SO 0.020 1.30 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
20. 0.300 0.350 0.390 0.350 41.001 1.30 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
-1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
23 florence. se Norfolk .Lo.;' Sane! 
0.14 5.00 0.60 60.00 16.8 20.0 1.0 1.322-03 88.2 6.67 0.04 1.00 
10. 0.075 0.210 0.250 0.210 1.000 1.55 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10. 0.075 0.210 0.250 0.210 1.000 1.55 0.30 .0 .0 .0 .00 
21. 0.100 0.240 0.290 0.240 0.800 1.67 0.17 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 41.210 0.310 0.350 0.310 0.400 1.54 0.01 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30. 0.210 0.320 0.360 0.320 0.100 1.54 0.01 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25. 0.180 0.280 0.320 0.280 0.100 1.68 0.01 .0 .0 .0 .00 
25.0.180 0.280 0.320 0.280 0.100 1.74 0.01 .0 .0 .0 .00 
·1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
24 Mari ...... , FL Norfolk 5andy LOIIII (F·I_,.llfe.the ... le Typ Paloudulta) 
.1a 6.00 .10 77.00 20.0 30.01.0 1.322-03 90.9 6.67 0.04 0.84 
5. .061 .145 .312 .145 1.000 1.38 1.29 .0 .0 5.5 .00 
5. .061 .145 .312 .145 1.000 1.38 1.29 .0 .0 5.5 .00 
lO. .050 .141 _302 .141 .775 1.42 .47 .0 .0 5.5 .00 
18. .056 .165 .270 .165 .448 1.52 .28 .0 .0 5.5 .00 
20. .198 .304 .359 .304 .300 1.48 .25 .0 .0 5.1 .00 
21. .198 .304 .359 .304 .300 1.48 .25 .0 .0 5.1 .00 
16. .197 .305 .335 .305 .100 1.64 .12 .0 .0 5.1 .00 
17. .197 .305 .335 .305 .100 1.64 .12 .0 .0 5.1 .00 
17. .184 .292.332 .292 .100 1.61 .06 .0 .0 5.0 .00 
18. .184 .292 .332 .292 .100 1.61 .06 .0 .0 5.0 .00 
26. .210 .318 .339 .31' .020 1.67 .OS .0 .0 5.0 .00 
28. .227 .335 .3SO .335 .000 1.66 .06 .0 .0 4.9 .00 
28. .227 .335 .3SO .335 .000 1.66 .06 .0 .0 4.9 .00 
,1. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .00 .00 .41 .0 .0 .00 
25 Ralelfh. Me Norfolk 5andy Clay Loa. (F·l •• fllc •• the .... Typ. Paloudult.) 
000.14 03.00 00.23 60.0 16.8 20.0 1.0 1.321:,03 106.9 6.67 0.04 0;95 
5.0 0.042 0.169 0.392 0.169 1.000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10.0 0.042 0.169 0.392 0.169 1.000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
10.0 0.042 0.169 0.392 0.169 .779 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
08.0 0.044 0.177 0.358 0.177 .349 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
13.0 0.056 0.165 0.396 0.165 .209 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15.0 O.ISO 0.291 0.377 0.291 .070 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15.0 0.150 0.291 0.377 0.291 .070 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30.0 0.150 0.291 0.377 0.291 .017 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
30.0 0.150 0.291 0.377 0.291 .000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
-1.0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
26 CUt_o 10 Ida Silt L .... 
000.1206.00 00.30 60.00 12.0 32.0 1.0 
5. .135 .290 .485 .290 1.000 
10. .135 .290 .485 .290 1.000 
15. .135 .290 .4$5 .290 .175 
15. .106 .228 .514 .228 .138 
15. .106 .228 .514 .228 .138 
30. .IOS .254 .517 .254 .188 
30. .133 .290 .507 .290 .250 
30. .108 .283 .505 .283 .213 
30. .108 .291 .542 .291 .100 
-1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 























6.67 0.04 1.00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 ~OO 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .0 
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27 su.otra. INO Sltlung ( no $Ublo!l ICldlty. Ultl801 ) 
0.14 5.00 0.60 60.00 22.0 7.01.0 1.32E·03 32.5 
5. .321 .441 .550 .448 1.000 1.00 2.27 .0 
10 .353 .472 .550 .472 1.000 1.00 2.27 .0 
15. .377 .497 .550 .497 0.750 1.05 1.10 .0 
20. .349 .482 .520 .482 0.350 1.17 1.41 .0 
20. .349 .492 .520 .492 0.150 1.22 0.59 .0 
30. .321 .416 .490 .476 0.100 1.22 0.36 .0 
30. .321 .441 .490 .441 0.001 1.17 0.27 .0 
'1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
28 _tra. INO Sltlung ( """'"'11 ocldlty, Ultlaol ) 
0.14 5.00 0.60 60.00 22.0 7.0 1.0 1.32E·03 
5. .321 .441 .550 .441 1.000 1.00 2.27 
lO .353 .472 .550 .472 0.800 1.00 2.27 
1S. .377 .497 .550 .497 0.100 1.05 1.10 
20. .349 .482 .520 .482 0.010 1.17 1.41 
20. .349 .492 .520 .492 0.000 1.22 0.59 
30. .321 .476 .490 .476 0.000 1.22 0.36 
30. .321 .441 .490 .448 0.000 1.17 0.27 
'1..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 










6.67 0.04 1.00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.. o .0 .00 













6.67 0.04 1.00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .00 
.0 .0 .0 
000.1403.00 0.50 80.0 30.0 8.0 1.0 1.32E·03 97.1 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5.0 0.060 0.200 0.430 0.200 1.000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
12.0 0.060 0.200 0.430 0.200 1.000 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
08.0 0.060 0.200 0.430 0.200 0.515 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
lS.0 0.076 0.192 0.430 0.192 0.458 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15.00.124 0.220 0.430 0.220 0.400 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15.00.160 0.220 0.430 0.220 0.286 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15.0 0.160 0.200 0.430 0.200 0.172 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15.00.160 0.200 0.430 0.200 0.057 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
15.0 0.160 0.200 0.430 0.200 0.057 .00 .00 .0 .0 .0 .00 
'1.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
30 ,..1., .. CIGII)Silty Cl-r L..-(Flne·.llty •• lxed.laohyperth.A4!I. HlPludoll) 
0.09 11.02 0.40 84.00 24.0 0.0 1.0 1.32.,003 74.7 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5 0.204 0.340 0.392 0.340 1.000 1.45 2.19 '9.0 '9.0 6.9 0.0 
10 0.204 0.340 0.392 0.340 1.000 1.45 2.19 '9.0 '9.0 6.9 0.0 
10 0.209 0.345 0.390 0.345 0.750 1.45 1.21 '9.0 '9.0 7.2 0.0 
10 0.209 0.345 0.390 0.345 0.500 1.45 1.21 '9.0 '9.0 7.2 0.0 
15 0.191 0.335 0.390 0.335 0.350 1.49 0.53 '9.0 '9.0 8.0 0.0 
15 0.115 0.323 0.395 0.323 0.200 1.58 0.20 '9.0 '9.0 8.2 0.0 
15 0.185 0.323 0.395 0.323 0.150 1.58 0.20 '9.0 '9.0 B.2 0.0 
19 0.201 0.321 0.408 0.321 0.100 1.54 0.10 '9.0 ·9.0 B.l 0.0 
23 0.191 0.325 0.410 0.325 0.050 1.58 0.09 '9.0 '9.0 8.2 0.0 
15 0.159 0.288 0.399 0.288 0.000 1.50 0.09 '9.0 '9.0 8.3 0.0 
22 0.110 0.242 0.402 0.242 0.000 1.69 0.10 '9.0 '9.0 8.3 0.0 
25 . 0.047 0.177 0.351 0.177 0.000 1.59 0.08 '9.0 '9.0 8.0 0.0 
25 0.050 0.193 0.410 0.193 0.000 1.45 0.12 '9.0 '9.0 8.5 0.0 
·1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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31 Popeyon L_ (Fine·I_ •• lxed.loothe .. le Typle (Ancliel Dyotrondeptl 
D.09 8.n 0.60 84.00 18.0 0.0 1.0 1.32e·003 108.2 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5 0.075 0.215 0.406 0.215 1.000 0.58 16.80 '9.0 ·9.0 5.7 0.0 
8 0.075 0.215 0.406 0.215 1.000 0.58 16.80 -9.0 -9.0 5.7 0.0 
8 0.039 0.175 0.371 0.175 0.750 0.55 15.80 -9.0 -9.0 4.9 0.0 
9 0.039 0.175 0.371 0.175 0.500 0.5515.80 -9.0 -9.0 4.9 0.0 
9 0.050 0.164 0.302 0.164 0.500 0.52 6.87 -9.0 -9.0 5.1 0.0 
13 0.043 0.139 0.302 0.139 0.350 0.48 3.80 -9.0 -9.0 5.3 0.0 
14 0.043 0.139 0.302 0.139 0.200 0.48 3.80 '9.0 '9.0 5.3 0.0 
16 0.041 0.130 0.302 0.130 0.150 0.51 2.19 -9.0 -9.0 5.3 0.0 
20 0.044 0.140 0.302 0.140 0.100 0.62 1.88 '9.0 -9.0 5.3 0.0 
22 0.040 0.128 0.302 0.128 0.050 0.64 1.51 -9.0 -9.0 5.2 0.0 
13 0.045 0.145 0.302 0.145 0.000 0.51 1.66 -9.0 -9.0 5.2 0.0 
19 0.037 0.117 0.302 0.117 0.000 0.48 1.31 -9.0 -9.0 5.2 0.0 
20 0.037 0.117 0.302 0.117 0.000 0.48 1.31 -9.0 -9.0 5.2 0.0 
24 0.033 0.104 0.302 0.104 0.000 0.40 1.65 -9.0 -9.0 5.6 0.0 
·1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
32 P.lmlr. ("1"lClar (Fine-ollty._lxed.loohyperthenoie Aquie Hapludolll 
0.09 11.34 0.40 84.00 24.0 0.0 1.0 1.32e·003 71.8 6.67 0.04 0.85 
5 0.221 0.355 0.395 0.355 1.000 1.36 3.11 -9.0 -9.0 7.5 0.0 
7 0.221 0.355 0.395 0.355 1.000 1.36 3.11 -9.0 '9.0 7.5 0.0 
9 0.227 0.360 0.394 0.360 0.750 1.37 3.00 -9.0 -9.0 7.5 0.0 
9 0.227 0.360 0.394 0.360 0.750 1.37 3.00 -9.0 -9.0 7.5 0.0 
12 0.239 0.3n 0.391 0.3n 0.500 1.46 2.00 -9.0 -9.0 7.3 0.0 
8 0.205 0.339 0.398 0.339 0.500 1.56 1.26 -9.0 -9.0 8.0 0.0 
8 0.205 0.339 0.398 0.339 0.350 1.56 1.26 -9.0 -9.0 8.0 0.0 
8 0.137 0.274 0.410 0.274 0.250 1.52 0.45 -9.0 -9.0 8.2 0.0 
9 0.137 0.274 0.410 0.274 0.200 1.52 0.45 -9.0 -9.0 8.2 0.0 
7 0.053 0.200 0.397 0.200 0.150 1.44 0.16 -9.0 -9.0 8.1 0.0 
lO 0.199 0.318 0.381 0.318 0.100 1.30 0.19 -9.0 -9.0 8.1 0.0 
lO 0.198 0.319 0.406 0.319 0.100 1.32 0.15 -9.0 -9.0 8.1 0.0 
26 0.174 0.297 0.383 0.297 0.050 1.53 0.12 -9.0 -9.0 8.2 0.0 
24 0.182 0.308 0.379 0.308 0.000 1.59 0.18 -9.0 -9.0 8.2 0.0 
13 0.144 0.268 0.369 0.268 0.000 1.71 0.10 -9.0 -9.0 8.3 0.0 
28 0.091 0.208 0.335 0.208 0.000 1.67 0.07 -9.0 -9.0 8.3 0.0 
-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
33 Qullleh.. Ciar (Fine.KIollnltle.leohyperth. OKle Dyotropeptl 
0.09 6.75 0.60 76.00 24.0 0.0 1.0 1.32e-003 20.0 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5 0.351 0.470 0.485 0.470 1.000 1.17 2.90 -9.0 -9.0 7.3 0.0 
3 0.351 0.470 0.485 0.470 1.000 1.17 2.90 -9.0 -9.0 7.3 0.0 
9 0.356 0.475 0.490 0.475 0.750 1.24 2.92 -9.0 -9.0 6.5 0.0 
13 0.374 0.491 0.506 0.491 0.750 1.19 2.45 -9.0 -9.0 4.7 0.0 
8 0.395 0.510 0.525 0.510 0.500 1.13 1.48 -9.0 -9.0 4.7 0.0 
8 0.395 0.510 0.525 0.510 0.350 1.13 1.48 -9.0 -9.0 4.7 0.0 
lO 0.415 0.527 0.542 0.527 0.250 1.07 0.76 '9.0 -9.0 4.8 0.0 
11 0.415 0.527 0.542 0.527 0.200 1.07 0.76 -9.0 '9.0 4.8 0.0 
15 0.427 0.536 0.551 0.536 0.150 1.08 0.36 -9.0 '9.0 4.8 0.0 
16 0.427 0.536 0.551 0.536 0.100 1.08 0.36 '9.0 -9.0 4.8 0.0 
26 0.437 0.549 0.564 0.549 0.050 1.01 0.23 -9.0 '9.0 5.0 0.0 
28 0.441 0.553 0.568 0.553 0.000 1.00 0.15 -9.0 -9.0 5.3 0.0 
28 0.428 0.541 0.556 0.541 0.000 0.99 0.14 -9.0 -9.0 5.3 0.0 
18 0.371 0.488 0.503 0.488 0.000 1.10 0.08 -9.0 -9.0 5.4 0.0 
-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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34 Pal.' .... (M2$)Sllty Clay L_Fine-sHty.";xed.'ochl'P"rth.Aqulc IhIplu:lolO 
0.09 11.02 0.40 84.00 24.0 0.0 1.0 1.32.'003 74.7 6.67 0.04 O.as 
5 0.204 0.340 0.392 0.340 1.000 1.45 2.19 -9.0 -9.0 6.9 0.0 
10 0.204 0.340 0.392 0.340 1.000 1.45 2.19 '9.0 '9.0 6.9 0.0 
lO 0.209 0.345 0.390 0.345 0.750 1.45 1.21 -9.0 -9.0 7.2 0.0 
10 0.209 0.345 0.390 0.345 0.500 1.45 1.21 '9.0 '9.0 7.2 0.0 
15 0.198 0.335 0.390 0.335 0.350 1.49 0.53 '9.0 -9.0 8.0 0.0 
15 0.185 0.323 0.395 0.323 0.200 1.58 0.20 -9.0 '9.0 8.2 0.0 
15 0.11S 0.323 0.395 0.323 0.150 1.58 0.20 '9.0 -9.0 8.2 0.0 
19 0.201 0.328 0.408 0.328 0.100 1.54 0.10 -9.0 -9.0 8.1 0.0 
23 0.198 0.325 0.410 0.325 0.050 1.58 0.09 -9.0 -9.0 8.2 0.0 
15 0.159 0.288 0.399 0.288 0.000 1.50 0.09 -9.0 '9.0 8.3 0.0 
22 0.110 0.242 0.402 0.242 0.000 1.69 0.10 ·9.0 '9.0 8.3 0.0 
25 0.047 0.177 0.351 0.177 0.000 1.59 0.08 -9.0 '9.0 8.0 0.0 
25 0.050 0.193 0.410 0.193 0.000 1.45 0.12 '9.0 '9.0 8.5 0.0 
·1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35 CUI. CUI. SIndy Clay L ..... Uutl_. Guat_la) Profll. 
0.13 10.38 0.40 76.00 25.0 2.0 1.0 1.32 .. 03 66.1 6.67 0.04 0.75 
5 0.157 0.263 0.341 0.263 1.000 1.60 2.62 '9.0 '9.0 7.1 -9.0 
10 0.157 0.263 0.341 0.263 1.000 1.60 2.62 '9.0 '9.0 7.1 -9.0 
8 0.192 0.303 0.345 0.303 0.750 1.42 2.14 '9.0 '9.0 6.9 '9.0 
9 0.192 0.303 0.345 0.303 0.750 1.42 2.14 '9.0 '9.0 6.9 -9.0 
15 0.258 0.366 0.381 0.366 0.500 1.38 2.16 '9.0 '9.0 5.5 '9.0 
15 0.258 0.366 0.381 0.366 0.500 1.38 2.16 '9.0 -9.0 5.5 -9.0 
13 0.249 0.362 0.377 0.362 0.500 1.59 0.97 -9.0 -9.0 5.6 -9.0 
25 0.251 0.364 0.319 0.364 0.350 1.59 0.97 '9.0 '9.0 5.6 '9.0 
·1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
36 CATlE T ...... I.I ... Clay UINE ISOHYPEltH. IlALI.O'IS. rn ..... lTltOPEPn 
0.13 11.80 0.40 76.00 25.0 2.5 1.0 1.32a-03 56.2 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5 0.247 0.375 0.401 0.375 1.000 1.23 3.27 -9.0 -9.0 5.1 -9.0 
13 0.247 0.375 0.401 0.375 1.000 1.23 3.27 -9.0 '9.0 5.1 -9.0 
15 0.263 0.391 0.406 0.391 0.750 1.21 1.05 -9.0 -9.0 5.2 -9.0 
12 0.262 0.391 0.406 0.391 0.500 1.23 0.53 -9.0 -9.0 5.4 -9.0 
13 0.262 0.391 0.406 0.391 0.500 1.23 0.53 '9.0 -9.0 5.4 -9.0 
lO 0.257 0.387 0.402 0.387 0.350 1.26 0.38 '9.0 -9.0 5.4 '9.0 
11 0.257 0.387 0.402 0.387 0.350 1.26 0.38 '9.0 -9.0 5.4 -9.0 
26 0.249 0.3111 0.399 0.378 0.200 1.21 0.29 -9.0 -9.0 5.1 '9.0 
-, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
37 __ f1NE,lIll11l).ISOHYPERT_IC VERTlC _LUSTOI.L 
0.13 7.08 0.60 84.00 20.0 o_o 1.0 1.32.'003 57.6 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5 0.326 0.444 0.459 0.444 1.000 1.60 2.36 ·9.0 -9.0 5.7 '9.0 
25 0.326 0.444 0.459 0.444 1.000 1.60 2.36 '9.0 '9.0 5.7 '9.0 
20 0.020 0.062 0.302 0.062 0.500 1.71 2.36 '9.0 '9.0 5.7 -9.0 
·1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
38 s Fernando L~-SK!LETAL.MIXED.ISOHYPERTHERIIIC TYPIC USTIFLUVENT 
0.1311.25 0.40 80.00 20.0 0.01.01.32.-003 75.0 6.67 0.04 0.80 
5 0.191 0.299 0.369 0.299 1.000 1.27 2.25 -9.0 -9.0 7.0 -9.0 
10 0.191 0.299 0.369 0.299 1.000 1.27 2.25 -9.0 -9.0 7.0 '9.0 
30 0.160 0.273 0.352 0.273 0.750 1.11 0.87 '9.0 '9.0 6.7 -9.0 
27 0.244 0.361 0.376 0.361 0.500 1.30 1.20 '9.0 -9.0 6.7 '9.0 
23 0.170 0.285 0.355 0.285 0.350 1.13 0.67 '9.0 '9.0 6.9 -9.0 
25 0.095 0.207 0.332 0.207 0.200 1.02 0.36 '9.0 '9.0 7.0 -9.0 
30 0.163 0.266 0.363 0.266 0.150 1.28 0.60 '9.0 '9.0 7.1 -9.0 
·1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 14 Continued. File "SPROFlLE.BN2." 
39 Aounelon CLAfEf-SKElETAl,MIXED,ISOKYPERTNERMIC USTIF~NT 
0.14 11.59 0.60 88.00 20.0 0.0 1.0 1.3Ze·OO3 71.2 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5 0.211 0.334 0.409 0.334 1.000 1.35 3.31 '9.0 -9.0 6.4 '9.0 
15 0.217 0.334 0.409 0.334 1.000 1.35 3.31 ".0 ".0 6.4 ".0 
25 0.163 0.254 0.369 0.254 0.750 0.98 1.10 -'.0 -'.0 6.5 -'.0 
11 0.251 0.372 0.407 0.372 0.500 1.36 0.81 -'.0 -9.0 6.4 -9.0 
17 0.251 0.372 0.401 0.372 0.500 1.36 0.81 '9.0 -9.0 6.4 '9.0 
22 0.135 0.234 0.313 0.234 0.200 0.93 0.58 -9.0 '9.0 6.7 -9.0 
22 0.135 0_234 0.313 0.234 0.200 0.93 0.58 -9.0 -9.0 6.7 -9.0 
22 0.135 0.234 0.313 0.234 0.200 0.93 0.58 -9_0 '9_0 6_7 -9.0 
-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 GoI",,¡., a •• CLAYEf, OXIDIC, HfPERTHERMIC Tl'PIC IfAPLCIRTHOX 
0.14 7.56 0.80 88.00 20.0 0.0 1.0 1.32e·OO3 48.8 6.67 0.04 1.00 
5 0.291 0.412 0.421 0.412 1.000 1.15 1.50 0.3 -9.0 5.0 -9.0 
13 0.291 0.412 0.427 0.412 1.000 1.1S 1.50 0.3 -9.0 5.0 -9.0 
20 0.329 0.446 0.461 0.446 0.500 1.15 1.31 -9.0 -9.0 4.9 -9.0 
18 0.332 0.450 0.465 0.450 0.500 1.17 0.93 '9.0 -9.0 5.1 '9.0 
29 0.326 0.444 0.459 0.444 0.350 1.39 0.85 -9.0 -9.0 S.3 -9.0 
23 0.253 0.375 0.390 0.375 0.100 1.07 0.68 '9.0 -9.0 5.7 '9.0 
23 0.253 0.375 0.390 0.375 0.100 1.07 0.68 -9.0 '9.0 5.7 '9.0 
23 0.253 0.375 0.390 0.375 0.000 1.07 0.68 -9.0 -9.0 5.7 '9.0 
26 0.253 0.375 0.390 0.375 0.000 1.07 0.68 -9.0 '9.0 5.7 '9.0 
25 0.240 0.361 0.3~ 0.361 0.000 1.15 0.47 -9.0 -9.0 5.7 '9.0 
25 0.240 0.361 0.376 0.361 0.000 1.13 0.47 '9.0 '9.0 5.7 '9.0 
25 0.240 0.361 0.376 0.361 0.000 1.13 0.47 -9.0 -9.0 5.7 '9.0 
25 0.240 0.361 0.376 0.361 0.000 1.13 0.47 ·9.0 '9.0 5.7 '9.0 
25 0.237 0.358 0.313 0.358 0.000 1.50 0.32 -9.0 -9.0 6.0 '9.0 
25 0.237 0.358 0.313 0.358 0.000 1.50 0.32 -9.0 -9.0 6.0 -9.0 
25 0.237 0.358 0.313 0.358 0.000 1.50 0.32 -9.0 -9.0 6.0 -9.0 
25 0.237 0.358 0_313 0.358 0.000 1.50 0.32 -9.0 -9.0 2.2 -9.0 
-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
41 S82PROO7OO2 CLAVEl,ICAOI.INnIC,ISOIIYPERT_IC TROPEPTIC _ 
0.14 7.23 0.50 84.00 20.0 0.0 1.0 1.3Ze-03 37.5 6.67 0.04 1.00 
S 0.209 0.321 0.441 0.426 0.500 1.37 1.62 -9.0 '9.0 5.7 '9.0 
8 0.209 0.321 0.441 0.426 0.500 1.37 1.62 -9.0 '9.0 5.7 -9.0 
12 0.226 0.348 0.439 0.424 0.500 1.33 1.60 -9.0 -9.0 5.1 -9.0 
10 0.251 0.373 0.448 0.433 0.200 1.26 0.48 -9.0 -9.0 5.6 -9.0 
10 0.251 0.313 0.448 0.433 0.200 1.26 0.48 '9.0 '9.0 5.6 -9.0 
10 0.242 0.316 0.482 0.467 0.200 1.45 0.38 '9.0 -9.0 5.6 '9.0 
10 0.242 0.316 0.482 0.467 0.200 1.45 0.38 '9.0 '9.0 5.6 -9.0 
12 0.237 0.336 0.488 0.473 0.200 1.48 0.34 -9.0 -9.0 5.5 '9.0 
13 0.237 0.336 0.488 0.473 0.200 1.48 0.34 -9.0 '9.0 5.5 -9.0 
17 0.221 0.314 0.462 0.441 0.116 1.50 0.23 '9.0 '9.0 5.6 -9.0 
18 0.221 0.314 0.462 0.447 0.116 1.50 0.23 -9.0 -9.0 5.6 -9.0 
'1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0_000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
42 COlllOOd. IISU FINe·lOAMY. "IXED, IESle TrPIC IfAPLAIIUOU. 
0.09 20.49 0.05 84.00 20.0 0.0 1.0 1.3Ze·03 89.9 6.67 0.04 0.85 
5 0.076 0.194 0.317 0.194 1.000 1.52 2.42 '9.0 -9.0 6.5 '9.0 
11 0.076 0.194 0.317 0.194 1.000 1.52 2.42 '9.0 '9.0 6.5 -9.0 
12 O.O~ 0.194 0.317 0.194 1.000 1.52 2.42 -9.0 -9.0 6.5 -9.0 
12 0.019 0.208 0.325 0.208 0.750 1.70 0.36 -9.0 -9.0 7.4 -9.0 
13 0.019 0.208 0.325 0.208 0.750 1.70 0.36 -9.0 '9.0 7.4 -9.0 
13 0.165 0.296 0.391 0.296 0.500 1.45 0.31 -9.0 -9.0 1.7 -9.0 
20 0.164 0.296 0.395 0.296 0.500 1.55 0.23 -9.0 -9.0 8.0 '9.0 
13 0.118 0.243 0.359 0.243 0.350 1.58 0.10 -9.0 -9.0 8.1 -9.0 
26 0.168 0.304 0.403 0.304 0.200 1.50 0.12 -9.0 -9.0 8.2 -9.0 
21 0.168 0.304 0.403 0.304 0.100 1.50 0.12 -9.0 -9.0 8.2 '9.0 
·1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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· FU F4 - CrQP Residues 
Table 15. File "IGQU8903.BN4." 
I GQU8903 1 600 15 75 60 
I GQU8903 2 600 15 75 60 
I GCIU8903 3 600 15 75 60 
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FU ES - Soil Profile Initja! Conditions 
Table 16. File "CCPA8629.BN5 (Only the first two treatments are shown)." 
01 CCPA1!629 
5. 0.340 12.0 15.0 6.9 
lO. 0.340 12.0 15.0 6.9 
lO. 0.345 12.0 15.0 7.2 
lO. 0.345 12.0 15.0 7.2 
15. 0.335 12.0 15.0 8.0 
15. 0.323 11.0 4.0 8.2 
15. 0.323 11.0 4.0 8.2 
19. 0.328 7.0 4.0 8.1 
23. 0.325 7.0 4.0 8.2 
15. 0.288 7.0 4.0 8.3 
22. 0.242 7.0 4.0 8.3 
25. 0.177 7.0 4.0 8.0 
25. 0.193 7.0 4.0 8.5 
-1. ·1. ·1. ·1. ·1. 
02 CCPA1!629 
5. 0.340 12.0 15.0 6.9 
lO. 0.340 12.0 15.0 6.9 
lO. 0.345 12.0 15.0 7.2 
lO. 0.345 12.0 15.0 7.2 
15. 0.335 12.0 15.0 8.0 
15. 0.323 11.0 4.0 8.2 
15. 0.323 ".0 4.0 8.2 
19. 0.328 7.0 4.0 8.1 
23. 0.325 7.0 4.0 8.2 
15. 0.288 7.0 4.0 8.3 
22. 0.242 7.0 4.0 8.3 
25. 0.177 7.0 4.0 8.0 
25. 0.193 7.0 4.0 8.5 
-l. -l. -1. -l. -l. 
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FU ,E6 - IrriWion ManaiCments 
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pn .E7 - Fertj!jw Inputs 
Table 18. File ·CCPA8629.BN7". 
01 CCPA8629 
269 15.0 4.0 99 
-1 -1.00 '1.0 -1 
02 CCPA8629 
269 15.0 4.0 99 
., '1.0 '1.0-1 
03 CCPA8629 
269 15.0 4.0 99 
·1 -1.0 ·1.0-1 
04 CCPA8629 
269 15.0 4.0 99 
-1 -1.0 -1.0'1 
05 CCPA8629 
269 15.0 4.0 99 
-1 -1.0 '1.0-' 
06 CCPA8629 
269 '5.0 4.0 99 
-, -1.0 ".0-1 
07 CCPA8629 
269 '5.0 4.0 99 
-, -'.0 ".0·1 
08 CCPA8629 
269 07.5 4.0 99 
-, -'.0 -1.0-' 
09 CCPA8629 
269 07.5 4.0 99 
-, -'.0 -1.0-' 
10 CCPA8629 
269 07.5 4.0 99 
., -'.0 -'.0" 
11 CCPA8629 
269 07.5 4.0 99 
-, -'.0 -'.0-' 
12 CCPA8629 
269 07.5 4.0 99 
-, -'.0 ".0·' 
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fU.f.8 - Treatment MaDa¡u:ment 
Table 19. File ·CCPA8629.BN8.· 
CCPA11629 01 Porrillo Sin. 0.3 ....... by 15 pi/al! 
239 269 15.00 0.300 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 02 PorrH lo Sin. 0.3 ....... by 30 pl/aZ 
239 269 30.00 0.300 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 03 porrillo Sin. 0.6 ....... by 15 plla2 
239269 15.00 0.600 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 04 Porrll lo Sin. 0.6. r ... by 30 plfaZ 
239 269 30.00 0.600 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 05 BAT 477 0.3 • rOll by 15 plfaZ 
239 269 15.00 0.300 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 06 BAT 471 0.3 • rOll by 30 pl/aZ 
239 269 30.00 0.300 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 07 BAT 471 0.6 • rOll by 15 pllaZ 
239 269 15.00 0.600 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 08 BAT 471 0.6 • rOll by 30 pl/aZ 
239 269 30.00 0.600 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 09 BAT 881 0.3 • rOll by 15 pl/al! 
239 269 15.00 0.300 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 10 BAT 881 0.3 • r ... by 30 pi/al! 
239 269 30.00 0.300 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 11 BAT 881 0.6 • r"" by 15 pi/al! 
239 269 15.00 0.600 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
CCPA11629 12 BAT 881 0.6 • rOll by 30 pi/al! 
239 269 30.00 0.600 2.00 2 00 1.00 00.30 
30 01 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 01 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 01 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 01 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 02 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 02 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 02 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 02 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 05 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 05 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 05 
50.0 00.00 O 
30 05 
50.0 00.00 O 
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AppendixC 
CULDVAR ANO CROP COEFFICIENT FILES 
FU,EI) - Cultiyar-Specific Coefficients 
Table 20 File "GENETICS.BN9.· 
01 Porrillo Sintetlco 03 01 VARIETY I,PMOT. P 3,TEMP 1 
12.17 18.00 0.20 CSOVAR,ClDVAR, THVAR 
3.50 OS.OO 0.05.00 27.0 04.0 11.00 12.0 17.00 PHTIRS(J),J.l,9 
26.00 09.00 12.0 22.0 PHTARS(J),J.l0,13 
45.00 20.0 5.2 SIIVAR,SOVAR,SOPOVR 
33.0 66.0 0.230 PCIOYAR, FI.\IW(,_ 
0.400 133.0295.00 1.20 TRI Flll,SI2ELF,nAYAR,LFIIAX 
1.00 1.00.040 78.0 XFRT,OETVEG,CIIMCI8,THRESH 
02 BAT 477 01 01 VARIETY 2,PIIOT. P I,TEIIP 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSOVAR,CLDVAR, THVAR 
3.50 OS.OO 0.0 5.00 26.0 03.0 10.00 11.0 15.00 PHTHRS(J),Jcl,9 
26.00 10.00 10.022.0 PHTARSCJ),J'10,13 
45.00 20.0 5.2 SHVAR,SOVAR,SDPDVR 
30.0 60.0 0.230 POOVAR,FllllAX,SOPRO 
0.400 133.0295.00 1.20 TRIFlll,SI2ElF,SLAVAR,lFIIAX 
1.00 1.0 0.040 78.0 XFRT ,DETVEG,CIIMCI8. TARESH 
03 S .. farer 01 01 VAlIETY 3,PIIOT. PI, TEIIP 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSOVAR,CLDVAR,THVAR 
3.50 OS.OO 0.0 5.00 21.0 03.0 11.00 12.022.00 PHTHRS(J),J'I.9 
32.00 09.00 07.0 15.0 PHTHRSU),J'10,13 
35.00 17.0 5.0 SHVAR.SDVAR.SOPOVR 
18.0 36.0 0.230 PCIOYAR.FllllAX,_ 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.00 TRIFOI,SI2ELF,SlAVAR,LFIIAX 
1.00 1.0 0.040 78.0 xnT ,OETVEG,CIIMCI8, THlESH 
04 C·20 01 01 VARIETY 4,PMOT. P 1, TEIIP 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSDVAR.CLDVAR, THVAR 
3.50 OS.OO 0.0 5.00 28.0 03.0 11.00 12.0 25.00 PHTHRSCJ),J'I,9 
35.00 09.00 07.0 20.0 PHTHRS(J),J'10,13 
39.00 17.0 5.0 SHVAR.SDVAR,SOPOVR 
15.0 30.0 0.230 POOYAR,FLIIIAX._ 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.00 TRIFOI,SIZELF,SLAVAR,lFIIAX 
1.00 1.0 O.OSO 78.0 XFRT.OE1VEG,CIIMCI8,THRESR 
05 tAT 8111 01 01 VARIETY 5,PIIOT. P 1, TEIIP 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSOVAR.CLOVAR, THVAR 
3.50 05.00 0.0 5.00 28.0 03.0 11.00 12.0 15.00 PHTHRS(J),J",9 
26.00 09.00 10.022.0 PMTHRS(J),J.l0.13 
27.00 16.0 5.0 SHVAR,SOYAR.SOPOVR 
31.0 62.00.230 _,FLIIIAX._ 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.20 TRIFlll.SI2ELF.SlAVAR,LFIIAX 
1.00 1.0 0.040 82.0 xm .00TVEG.CIIMCI8, TItRESM 
06 ICTA-Oootuo 01 01 VARIETY 6, PIIOT. GRP 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSDVAR,ClOVAR. TRVAR 
3.50 05.00 0.0 5.00 25.0 03.0 10.00 12.0 19.00 PRTHRSCJ),J·l.9 
30.00 09.00 00.0 22.0 PHTHRS(J).J'1D,13 
28.00 015.0 5.4 SHVAR.SOVAR.SOPOVR 
30.0 60.0 0.230 POOVAR.FLIIIAX,_ 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.20 TRIFlll,SI2ELF,SLAVAR,LFIIAX 
1.00 1.0 0.050 78.0 XFRT,OETVEG,CIIMCI8,TARESH 
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Table 20 Coatlnued. File "GENETICS.BN9." 
07 .... 1. de Dato 03 01 VAIUETY 7, PIIOT. GIIP 3 
12.17 18.00 0.30 CSDVAR.CUlVAR. TIIVAR 
3.50 05.00 0.0 5.00 20.0 04.0 10.00 12.0 25.00 PMTNR$(J).J·',9 
30.00 08.00 00.0 05.0 PMTNRS(J),J.,0.13 
50.00 020.0 5.4 $llVAR.SOVAR,SD_ 
35.0 70.0 0.230 POOYAR,FLIIIAX.SDPIlO 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.20 TRIFOL.SIZELF,Sl..AYAR,LFMAX 
1.00 1.00.050 78.0 XFRT,OETVEG,CIMOB,TNRESM 
08 Turbo 111 03 01 VARIETY 8. PIIOT. GRP 3 
12.17 18.00 0.35 CSDVAR.CUlVAR. THVAR 
3.50 05.00 0.0 5.00 28.0 03.0 09.00 12.0 19.00 PHTNRS(J).J.l.9 
30.00 09.00 00.0 05.0 PHTMRS(J),J.,0,13 
21.00 018.0 5.4 SHYAR.SOVAR.SDPOVR 
20.0 40.0 0.230 POOVAR.FLIIIAX.SDPRO 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.20 TRI FOL. SIZELF. SLAVAR. LFMAX 
1.00 1.00.050 78.0 XFRT.OETVEG,CIMOB,THRESH 
09 CUorent_ 01 01 VARIETY 9,PIIOT. PI, TEII' 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSDYAR.CLDVAR, THVAR 
3.50 OS.OOV.O 5.00 23.0 03.0 12.00 13.017.00 PHTHRS(J).J=I,9 
27.00 09.00 09.0 22.0 PHTHRS(J),J.l0.13 
40.00 30.0 3.2 SIIVAR,SDVAR,SDPOVR 
40.0 80 0.230 POOVAR, FllllAX.SDPRO 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.20 TRIFOL,SIZELF,SLAVAR,LFMAX 
1.00 1.0 0.040 78.0 .FIT .OETVEG,CIMOB. TNRESH 
10 carloca 01 01 VARIETY 10.PIIOT. P 1, TEII' 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSDYAR,CUlVAR, TIIVAR 
3.50 05.00 0.0 5.00 25.0 04.0 11.00 12.0 17.00 PHTNRS(J),J",9 
31.00 09.00 12.022.0 PHTNRS(J).J.,0.13 
30.00 15.0 4.0 SHVAR,SOVAR.SDPOVR 
23.0 46.0 0.230 PODYAR,FLIIIAX.SDPRO 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.20 TRIFOL,SIZELF.Sl..AVAR.LFMAX 
1.00 1.0 0.040 78.0 XFRT.OETVEG.CIMOB.TNRESH 
11 lsabell. 01 01 VAlIETY 1',PIIOT. P I.TEII' 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSDVAR,CLDVAR, TIIVAR 
3.50 05.00 0.0 5.00 21.0 02.5 08.00 09.0 15.00 PHTHRS(J).J.,.9 
32.00 09.00 00.0 22.0 PHTHRS(J),J.l0,13 
".00 19.0 2.5 SIIVAR,SDVAR,SDPOVR 
24.0 60.0 0.235 POOVAR.FLIIIAX.SDPRO 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.00 TRI FOL, SI ZELF .SLAVAR.LFMAX 
1.00 1.0 0.050 72.0 XFRT,DETYEG,CIMOB,THRESH 
12 Mlnltou 01 01 VAlIETY 12.PIIOT. P I.TEII' 1 
12.17 18.00 0.00 CSDVAR,CUlVAR. TIIVAR 
3.50 05.00 0.0 5.00 24.0 01.0 13.00 14.0 18.00 PHTNRS(J).J*I.9 
38.00 09.00 00.0 15.0 PHTHRSU).J.,0.13 
50.00 20.0 2.5 SIIVAR,SDYAR.SDPOVR 
25.0 50.0 0.235 PODYAR,FLIIIAX.SDPRO 
0.400 133.0 295.00 1.00 TRI FOL.SIZELF,Sl..AVAR.LFMAX 
1.00 1.0 0.050 72.0 XFRT.OETVEG.CIMOB.THRESH 
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Table 20 Continued. File "GENETICS.BN9.· 
13 ICA Linee 24 08 al YAlIIETY 13,PIIOT. P 8, TEMP 2 
12.17 18.00 0.45 CSOVAlt,CUlVAIt, THYAIt 
3.50 04.00 0.0 5.00 28.0 03.0 06.00 08.0 12.00 PIITMRS(J),Ja',9 
29.00 09.00 0.025.0 Pl!THRS(J),J-10,13 
56.00 19.0 3.2 SHYAIt,SIlYAIt,SOPOYR 
20.0 40.0 0.235 POOYAIt,FL~,SIlPRO 
0.400 133.0 310.00 1.00 TRIFOL.SIZELF,SLAYAlt,LfMAX 
1.00 1.00.050 72.0 XFRT,DETVEG,CIIMOII,TIUIESH 
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FU ,EQ • Crop-Specific Coefficiems 
Table Zl Fue "CROPPARM.BNO." 
330 CXl28A$ 
411.27 40.30 1.67· '0.0173 PAIIMAX,PHTMAX,PHFAC1,PHFAC2 
'1.599 5.449 '2.8498 6 6 CIIIT1,CIIIT2,ClIIT3,IIPHOTO,NIJIAXT 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 21.0 1.0 31.0 1.045.0 0.0 50.00.0 XPHOTO,YPNOTO 
0.0 0.0 8.0 0.030.0 1.0 35.0 1.0411.0 0.0 60.0 0.0 XIJIAXT,YLMAXT 
1.501.77 30 PHPT1,PHPT2,NLITe 
0.00.00.1 0.1243 0.2 0.1917 0.3 0.2564 0.4 0.3183 0.5 0.3773 
0.60.4336 0.70.41170 0.8 0.5376 0.9 0.5855 1.00.6305 1.1 0.6728 
1.2 0.7122 1.3 0.7488 1.4 0.7826 1.5 0.8137 1.6 0.8419 1.8 0.8899 
2.0 0.9267 2.2 0.9523 2.4 0.9667 2.6 0.9717 2.8 0.9785 3.0 0.9837 
3.5 0.9918 4.0 0.9959 4.5 0.9979 5.0 0.9989 7.5 1.0000 8.0 1.0000 
0.0541 0.20 0.8 EFF $CV KDIF 
0.43000 0.35000 0.22000 lFANGO 
3.SE·04 0.0040 IlESlOC,R30C2 
I.SO 1.32 1.28 1.16 1.52 AGRLF,AGRSTM,AGRRT ,AGRS02,AGRSH 
.235 .640 .030 .020 .040 .035 SDPIIOS,PCAllSO,PLlPSD,PLIGSD,POASO,PMINSO 
2.478 2.478 RN03C,RNH4C 
1.2423.106 2.174 .929.05 1.13 RCH20,RLIP,RLIG,ROA,RMIN 
0.68 ALPHBR 
0.2100.070 0.120 0.050 PROlFI,PROlFF,PROSTI,PROSTF 
0.100 0.100 0.200 0.080 PRORTI,PRORTF,PROSHI,PROSNF 
3.00 0.25 0.15 _TE,SENRT2,SENDAY 
0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 08.0 0.25 30.0 0.50 XSTAGE,SENPOR 
3.0 0.1 5.0 0.3 10.0 0.80 30.0 0.80 XSE_,SE_ 
0.60 0.30 FRSTNF,FRLFF 
1.00 0.00 ATOP,STRCON 
7 IMPT 
0.0 .35 1.8 .55 4.0 .60 6.5 0.55 8.5 0.45 9.5 .40 12.0 0.30 30 •• 30 XLEAF,YlEAF 
0.0 .15 1.8 .25 4.0 .30 6.5 0.35 8.5 0.45 9.5 .SO 12.0 0.60 30 •• 60 XSTEM,YSTEM 
240. 300. 133.0 flNREF,SLAREF,SIZREF 
0.3 0900. 250.0 '0.0350 0.50 COIIGIII ,Sl.NIAX,SlAMlN,SLAPAR, THICO 
1.0 VIlSINK 
0.0 O. 0.04 !l. 1.83 93. 2.8197. 4.3500. 6.8 1000. 9.6 1500. XYGItCIII,YVREF 
25.009000 0.025 0.1 0.05 RTDEPI,RFACI,RTSEN,RLOSM,RTSOF 
0.0 2.50 3.0 2.SO 6.0 I.SO 30.0 1.00 XRTFAC,YRTFAC 
0.90 1.0 0.100 lO 0.0 SETNAN,_,RfLIMB,LIIGSII,SHTHIC 
5.00 20.00 1.00 CONSOl,COIIS02,COIIS03 
O.ISO 0.30 I/TNEII,PORPT 
'2.22 '5.00 FREEZ1,FREEZ2 
01.50 IIIoIUEPl 
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Table 21 Continued. FIle ·CROPP ARM.BNO •• 
2 6 IIDYTEII,IIDEVIIT 
0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 DEVIIT 
-50. 5.0 30.0 45.0 aa.o 90.0 l/EGDVl 
·50. 5.0 20.0 30.0 60.0 90.0 _VAl 
-50. 5.0 15.0 60.0 aa.o 90.0 RePOYBl 
,50. 5.0 18.0 23.0 60.0 90.0 l/ECIlV2 
,50. 5.0 18.0 23.0 60.0 90.0 RePOVA2 
·50. 5.0 18.0 23.0 60.0 90.0 REPDYB2 
11 1 233"" 4 4 4 8 3 3 NTYACCCJJ),JJ-l,14 
1 1 22" 5 6 6 6 6 6 11 66 NPRIORCJJ),JJ.',14 
10 IIXYTEII 
-50. 00.00 7.00 14.00 27.00 32.22 37.78 40.56 40.91 aa.o XTEIIPO 
oo. 00.00 00.00 01.00 01.00 0.828 0.5OS 0.061 0.000 00.0 YTEIIPO 
6 NXFTEM 
00.00 10.00 20.00 26.00 32.00 60.00 XXFTEII 
00.00 00.00 01.00 01.00 01.00 01.00 YXFTEII 
00.00 -1.00 1.0 XF~, TUllSEN, TURT"R 
" .SWfAC 
00.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 XSWfAC 
0.00 1.00 01.00 01.00 'SWfAC 
S 1.50 NSLATM, TURSLA 
-50.00 00.00 14.00 24.00 60.00 XSLATM 
00.5000.50 00.50 01.00 01.00 'SLATM 
12 Iil'GSLW 
0.0 0.001 0.0015 0.002 0.0025 0.003 
0.0035 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.010 XPGSLW 
0.162 0.679 0.790 0.867 0.923 0.966 
1.000 1.027 1.069 1.100 1.141 1.167 YPGSLW 
14 IIVSHT 
'1.00 0.00 1.~ 2.67 4.25 6.75 8.00 
9.511 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 20.00 40.0 IIVSHT 
0.00 0.0442 0.0084 0.0260 0.0437 0.1000 0.1000 
0.1139 0.1300 0.1300 0.1300 0.1300 0.1000 0.0250 YVSHT 
5 IMEII 
'50.00 00.00 15.00 20.00 60.00 XMEII 
00.55 00.55 00.55 01.00 01.00 V_ 
6 NHWTUII 
-1.00 00.00 00.50 0.75 1.00 1.00 XHNTUR 
00.1000.1000.50 00.75 01.00 01.00 YMUR 9 '''AA 
,1.0 00.00 OS.OO 7.50 10.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 aa.oo _AA 
04.004.00 02.00 01.50 01.25 01.05 01.00 01.00 01.00 '''AA 
8 NlllDL 
'1.000.00 04.00 08.00 12.00 16.00 20.00 24.00 XHWOL 
01.001.00 01.00 01.00 01.00 01.00 01.00 01.00 YHWDL 14 _ 
·1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 6.00 
8.00 10.08 12.00 14.00 16.00 20.00 40.0 XVSWII 
0.00 0.0250 0.0250 0.0250 O.OSOO 0.0750 0.0750 
0.0750 O.OSOO 0.0250 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 YVSWH 
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AppendixD 
FIELD MEASURED DATA FILES 
FII ,EA - Measured PhenolQ&,Y and Growth SuwwaTV Data 
Table 22 File"CCPA8629.B~" 
CCPA86Z9 01 3328. 0.1882 17611. 5.89 6.61 6231. 1502. 307 341 
000 000 4225. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 02 4204. 0.1917 2193. 5.59 7.18 7809. 1957. 306 340 
000 000 5400. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 03 2786. 0.1987 1402. 5.10 6.15 5487. 1474. 306 340 
000 000 3559. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 04 3692. 0.1770 2086. 6.24 6.n 7326. 1881. 305 342 
000 000 4747. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 05 2667. 0.2015 1324. 5.29 7.99 5537. 1327. 304 342 
000 000 3373. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 06 3676. 0.1867 1969. 5.54 6.n n99. 1783. 304 343 
000 000 4591. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 07 3548. 0.1930 1838. 5.27 6.64 7113. 1588. 305 342 
000 000 4570. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 08 3896. 0.2097 1858. 4.75 6.70 7701. 1747. 304 344 
000 000 4979. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 09 3083. 0.1900 1623. 4.40 5.64 6181. 1661. 308 343 
000 000 3797. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 10 3323. 0.1760 1888. 5.05 7.44 65611. 1843. 308 344 
000 000 4097. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 11 3467. 0.2037 1702. 4.50 5.47 6407. 1562. 308 342 
000 000 4194. 00.00 
CCPA86Z9 12 3260. 0.1812 1799. 4.n 6.17 6306. 1643. 307343 
000 000 4013. 00.00 
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FII EH - Measured CrQp Data 
Table 23 File "CCP A8629.BNB. " (Only the first two treatments are shown). 
I:N~T21~ ¡~ 6s~T~_~D¡3P~4 EXPT_NO: 29 TEAR : 19116 TRT_NO: 1 
2119 5.1 1.12 0.0 104.00 D.OO 250.00 354.00 0.00 0.00 446.84 
2119 5.1 0.83 0.0 98.00 0.00 242.00 340.00 0.00 0.00 342.36 
2119 5.0 0.58 0.0 64.00 0.00 152.00 216.00 0.00 0.00 379.23 
2119 4.8 0.69 0.0 78.00 0.00 204.00 282.00 0.00 0.00 337.23 
296 2.21 0.0 402.00 0.00 790.00 1192.00 0.00 0.00 279.29 
296 1.62 0.0 304.00 0.00 556.00 860.00 0.00 0.00 291.98 
296 1.43 0.0 202.00 0.00 444.00 646.00 0.00 0.00 320.99 
296 1.35 0.0 154.00 0.00 438.00 592.00 0.00 0.00 308.17 
305 5.38 0.0 1086.00 0.00 1214.00 2300.00 0.00 0.00 442.91 
305 4.46 0.0 1004.00 0.00 1128.00 2132.00 0.00 0.00 395.24 
305 4.52 0.0 826.00 0.00 1062.00 1888.00 0.00 0.00 425.33 
305 4.91 0.0 988.00 0.00 1182.00 2170.00 0.00 0.00 . 415.49 
311 5.67 68.0 1312.00 0.00 1296.00 2612.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 437.80 
311 4.55 122.0 1580.00 0.00 1728.00 3318.00 . 10.00 10.00 0.00 263.25 
311 1.42 36.0 1016.00 0.00 1008.00 2026.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 140.42 
311 3.93 60.0 1286.00 0.00 1566.00 2856.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 250.87 
316 7.25 488.0 1888.00 0.00 1658.00 3792.00 246.00 246.00 0.00 437.29 
316 6.35 492.0 1962.00 0.00 1678.00 3894.00 254.00 254.00 0.00 378.69 
316 7.73 406.0 1664.00 0.00 1364.00 3212.00 184.00 184.00 0.00 566.44 
316 5. lO 290.0 1472.00 0.00 1218.00 2832.00 142.00 142.00 0.00 419.04 
328 8.39 542.0 2712.00 1344.00 2432.00 8354.00 3210.00 1866.00 '1.87 345.05 
328 .4.59 548.0 1946.00 1408.00 1480.00 6224.00 2798.00 1390.00 50.32 309.83 
328 7.15 390.0 2320.00 998.00 1724.00 6574.00 2530.00 1532.00 39.45 414.84 
328 2.72 234.0 1296.00 490.00 606.00 2888.00 9116.00 496.00 49.70 449.40 
335 1.89 272.0 1306.00 1870.00 610.00 4652.00 2736.00 866.00 68.35 309.17 
335 2.89 386.0 1538.00 2308.00 1068.00 6108.00 3502.00 1194.00 65.91 270.41 
335 7.08 400.0 2520.00 3062.00 1726.00 9198.00 4952.00 1890.00 61.83 410.42 
335 5.65 238.0 1866.00 1322.00 1414.00 5814.00 2534.00 1212.00 52.17 399.78 
343 1.19 228.0 1186.00 2032.00 368.00 4254.00 2700.00 668.00 75.26 322.71 
343 2.23 328.0 1684.00 3984.00 744.00 7374.00 4946.00 962.00 80.55 299.70 
343 2.31 328.0 1560.00 3608.00 666.00 6724.00 4498.00 890.00 80.21 346.23 
343 ' . 0.90 316.0 1576.00 3686.00 240.00 6572.00 4756.00 1070.00 77.50 375.45 
·1 
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Table 23 Continued. File "CCPA8629.BlVB." 
INST ID:CC SITE ID: PA EXPT_NO: 29 TEAI! : 1986 TRT_NO: 2 
11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8-9 13 14 
289 4.3 1.26 0.0 140.00 0.00 352.00 492.00 0.00 0.00 357.50 
289 4.4 1.34 0.0 160.00 0.00 358.00 518.00 0.00 0.00 375.68 
289 4.3 1.00 0.0 122.00 0.00 2n.00 394.00 0.00 0.00 368.29 
289 4.5 1.38 0.0 154.00 0.00 356.00 510.00 0.00 0.00 388. n 
296 2.22 0.0 364.00 0.00 692.00 1056.00 0.00 0.00 320.56 
296 2.98 0.0 584.00 0.00 908.00 1492.00 0.00 0.00 327.75 
296 3.16 0.0 522.00 0.00 834.00 1356.00 0.00 0.00 379.09 
296 3.24 0.0 540.00 0.00 890.00 1430.00 0.00 0.00 364.46 
305 4.96 0.0 1188.00 0.00 1156.00 2344.00 0.00 0.00 429.29 
305 5.18 0.0 1208.00 0.00 1294.00 2502.00 0.00 0.00 400.44 
305 4.51 0.0 846.00 0.00 990.00 1836.00 0.00 0.00 455.69 
305 4.84 0.0 976.00 0.00 1080.00 2056.00 0.00 0.00 447.71 
311 3.61 86.0 1508.00 0.00 1612.00 3128.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 223.69 
311 6.86 84.0 1762.00 0.00 1576.00 3344.00 6.00 6.00 0.00 435.08 
311 3.41 104.0 1502.00 0.00 1578.00 3086.00 6.00 6.00 0.00 215.86 
311 4.11 100.0 1664.00 0.00 1788.00 3458.00 6.00 6.00 0.00 229.65 
316 7.73 450.0 2058.00 0.00 1660.00 3946.00 228.00 228.00 0.00 465.44 
316 7.35 374.0 2098.00 0.00 1606.00 3900.00 196.00 196.00 0.00 457.n 
316 6.41 484.0 1990.00 0.00 1422.00 3718.00 306.00 306.00 0.00 450.78 
316 7.23 466.0 2224.00 0.00 1768.00 4248.00 256.00 256.00 0.00 408.74 
328 5.11 468.0 1896.00 1300.00 1320.00 5842.00 2626.00 1326.00 49.50 386.99 
328 4.44 384.0 1812.00 932.00 1186.00 4936.00 1938.00 1006.00 48.09 374.12 
328 6.80 304.0 2456.00 962.00 ln4.00 6714.00 2534.00 15n.00 37.96 394.19 
328 5.91 470.0 2032.00 924.00 1370.00 5384.00 1982.00 1058.00 46.62 431.11 
335 3.60 414.0 1836.00 2430.00 1000.00 63n.OO 3536.00 1106.00 68.n 359.73 
335 4.66 448.0 2388.00 3154.00 1298.00 8504.00 4818.00 1664.00 65.46 358.78 
335 5.39 318.0 2312.00 1822.00 1556.00 7022.00 3154.00 1332.00 57.77 346.42 
335 6.n 330.0 2326.00 2162.00 1424.00 7494.00 3744.00 1582.00 57.75 471.56 
343 1.64 398.0 1954.00 4178.00 626.00 7890.00 5310.00 1132.00 78.68 261.n 
343 1.06 276.0 1624.00 3008.00 218.00 5794.00 3952.00 944.00 76.11 485.29 
343 1.47 442.0 2142.00 5124.00 358.00 9042.00 6542.00 1418.00 78.32 410.33 
343 1.93 454.0 2106.00 4506.00 606.00 8508.00 5796.00 1290.00 77.74 319.00 
·1 
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FU ,Be· Measured Soil Water and Weather Data 
Table 24 File "CCPA8629.BNC" 
IIIST_ID :cc SITE_ID, PA EXPT_NO' 29 
·1 
YEAR : 1986 TRT_NO: 1 
IIIST_ID 'cc SHE_ID: PA EXPT_NO: 29 
-, 
TEAI! : 1986 TRT_NO, 2 
IIST_ID ,ce SITE_ID, PA EXPT_NO' 29 
-1 
YEAR : 19116 TIT_NO' 3 
IIST_ID ,ce SHE_IO, PI. EXPT_NO' 29 
-1 
lEAl! , 19116 TIT_NO' 4 




SITE_ID, PA EXPT_NO: 29 YEAR : 1986 TIT_NO: 6 
IIST_ID ,ce SITE_ID, PA EXPT _NO, 29 YEAR , 1986 TU_NO, 7 
-1 
IIST_ID ,ce SITE_IO, PA EXPT _NO' 29 YEAR , 1986 TIT_NO. 11 
-1 
IIIST_ID .ce SITE_ID: PA EXPT_NO. 29 YEAR • 19116 TRT_NO. \) 
-, 
IIST_ID .ce SITE_ID. PA EXPT_NO: 29 YEAR : 1986 TRT_NO: 10 
-, 




SITE_ID: PA EJlPT_IIO: 29 YEAR : 1986 m_NO: '2 
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F1I.En - Mewmred Soil and Plan! Nitro&eD 
Table 25 File ·UFGA8601.BND.· 
IIST_IO :Uf SITE_IO: GA EXPT _lID: 01 YI:M : 19116 TRT_IID: 
-1 
IIST_IO :UF SITE_IO: GA EXPT _lID: 01 lEAl! • 19116 TRT_IID: 2 
-1 
IIST_IO .UF SITE_IO: GA EXPT _lID: 01 YI:M • 19116 TRT_IID. 3 
-, 
INST_IO .UF SITE_ID: GA EXPT_IID. DI YI:M • 19116 TIT_IID. 4 
-1 
IMST_ID .UF SITE_ID. GA _T_IID. 01 YEAI! : 19116 TIT_IID: 5 
-1 




SITE_ID: GA _T_IID. 01 YI:M : 19116 TIT_IID: 7 




SITE_ID. GA EXPT _lID. 01 lEAl! : 19116 TRT_IID: 9 
INST_ID .UF 
·1 
SITE_IO, GA EXPT_IID: 01 rEAl! : 19116 TIT_IID: 10 
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FIl·Er - Measured Photosynthesjs 
Table U File ·UFGA8601.BNP" (Data for only tbe first six treatments are shown). 
IMST ID :UF liTE_ID: GA 
391011 
EXPT_ND: 01 lEAl! : 1986 TIIT_ND: 
093. 0.04 0.044 
098. 0.09 0.OS5 
lOS. 0.27 0.071 
112. 0.52 0.089 
119. 1.43 0.158 
IZó. 2.62 0.359 
133. 4.09 0.682 
140. 4.56 0.928 
147. 4.93 1.021 
154. 4.65 0.953 
161. 1.93 0.821 




SITE_IO: GA EXPT_ND: 01 lEAl! : 1986 TIT_ND: 2 
IIST_ID :UF 
-1 
SITE_IO: GA EXPT .110: 01 rEAl! : 1986 TU_lO: 3 
IIST.ID :UF 
-1 
SITE_IO: GA EXPT.ND: 01 lEAl! : 1986 TRT_ND: 4 
IMST_ID :Uf 
1 9 















3 9 la 11 
SITE_IO: 6A EXPT.ND: 01 YEAR : 1986 TIIT_ND: 6 
093. 0.04 0.041 
098. 0.10 0.060 
lOS. 0.27 0.074 
H2. 0.63 0.098 
n9. 1.51 0.176 
126. 3.06 0.365 
133. 5.21 0.710 
140. 3.90 0.644 
147. 4.OS 0.732 
154. 3.24 0.791 
161. 2.09 0.775 
168. 1.19 0.784 
-1 
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AppendixE 
GRAPHICS IABEL FILES 
Table 27 File "GLABELDAT.· 
l. V~.tlw Groorth St_ 
V·STAIlE 2. Luf 11m ¡_ 
LAI 
3. IlUllber of Pod$ 1/112 
pa) 110-112 
4. St_ Dry \lelllht (kgJha) 
STIII-kgJha 
5. Seed Dry \lelllht (q¡¡,.) 
SEED-""". 
6. Luf Dry \lelllht (kg!ha) 
LEAF-kll/h. 
7. car..py Dry \lelght (kg/ho) 
CAIIOPY lIT 
8. Pod Dry \lelllht (kgfha) 
pa)-q¡¡,. 
9. Shall Dry \lelght (kgJhal 
seu -""". IO.lIoot Dry \lelllht (kgJha) 
RIlO'I-kgJha 
II.iIuIIber of Seedo tI/1I2 
SEED ..... 112 
12.IIa.--t 1_ (s.ed/Tcpl 
IWtVEST 111) 
13.Shetllng X ($oedIPod*IOOI 
SllELLlIIG-X 
14.Speclflc Luf Am (cIf2!al 
,LA clf2!G 
15.Seed Sil. (..,aeed) 
Sl!ED SZ-", 
16.lIlt_ X In car..py 
NITlIOGEN·X 
17.lIetnl ... D""'IIht St ..... Indlcotor 
TUIIFAC 
18.Conopv Helght (.) 
CM NT-. 
19.car..py Wlclth (a) 
CM \IITH-. 
ZO.Root L""IIth Denolty Layer 1 _cal 
Root LO L1 
21.Root L ..... th Denolty Layer 2 _cal 
Root LO L2 
22.Root L ..... th Denolty Layer 3 _cal 
Root LO L3 
U.lloot L ..... th o-Ity Layer 4 _cal 
Root LO L4 
24.Root Length o-ity Layer 5 _cal 
Root LO L5 
25.Root L""IIth oenslty Layer 6 _cal 
Root LO L6 
Cro.p Dala 1 ahels 
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Soil Water and Weatber Data I.abels 
Table lB File "GLA.BEL2DAT." 
1. AVV. T_iratian ( ... ¡ 
TRAflSP·. 
2. Avv. Soil & Pl .... t Ev_ratlon (.) 
EVAP - • 
3. AVV. Pot. Ev_trantplratlan (.) 
I'OT El-. 
4. Solar Radlat!an (MJ) 
UD - MJ 
5. Deyl .... th (h) 
DATL - h 
6. MoxIIUM Alr Teoperature (C) 
MAlCT-C 
7. Mini ... Alr Teoperature (Cl 
MIN T - e 
8 .• llnfall ( .. ) 
tlAlN - .. 
9. Irrlgetlan (.) 
IIIRIG •• 




12 SOIl E_ratian <.) 
EVAP - .. 
13 Tronsplratlan ,.., 
TtlANSP-. 
14 E~T.....,.plratian <.1 
ET-.. 
15.Ext .... tabl. Soll !/ater (.1 
PE$II - .. 
16.S011 !/ater Content Layer 1 ai!/ai! 
SIIC Ll 
17.Soil \/ater Content Layer 2 ai!/ai! 
SIIC L2 
18.SoII !/ater Content Layer 3 ai!/ai! 
SIIC L3 
19.5o11 \/ater Content Layer 4 ai!/ai! 
SIIC L4 
2O.SOI1 !/ater eontent Layar 5 ai!/ai! 
SllCL5 
21.SoI1 \/ater Content Layer 6 ai!/ai! 
SWC L6 
22.SoII !/ator eontent Layer 7 ai!/ai! 
SIIC L7 
23.SOI1 !/ater Content Layer 8 ai!/ai! 
SIIC La 
24.Soil !/ater Content Layer 9 ai!/ai! 
SIIC L9 
25.SOI1 _.r Cantent Layar lO CIIl/ai! 
SIIC l10 
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.. 
P1aDt Nitro¡en Data Labels 
Table 19 File "GLABEL3.DAT." 
01.Mltrogen s in Leoves 
LEAF-lIII 
02 •• ltrogen S In St_ 
5TE11-lIII 
03_Nltrogen S In Roota 
ROOT-lIII 
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Photosynthesis Data Labels 
Table 30 File "GLABELP.DAT." 
1. Dllly Phot. Synth. Attlve Rad.(E) 
PAA - E/d 
2. Phot. Synth. Att. Rad. at 12.00 
PAA-..-, 
3. 'Fro.tlon Diffuoe Rad. ot 12.00 
FRD I F-noon 
4. LllIht Interception ot 12.00 
INTERC·X 
5. Grce. Dolly Con. PhOt08ynthes¡. 
PGCAII'gC02 
6. Old Gros. Dolly Con. Phot08ynthesis 
POOlI).gC02 
7. canopy Photooynthes¡. at 12.00 
PG1Z-111UCD2 
8. 1Iax. Loof Phot08ynthotle Rote 
lFIIX-1IIUCD2 
9. LNf A_ 1"" 
LA! 
10.Conopy llelllht (lO) 
CM HT'" 
".cancpy Wldth (lO) 
CM WITH-IO 
12.llt_ X In Conopy 
NITIlOGEII-X 
13.Relotive Drought Stres. Indlcltor 
SWFAC 
14.Vegetatlve Grcwth Stl,. 
Y'STAGE 
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Haryest and PeYelopmental SUIDIDa!)' Data Labels 
Table 31 File "GLABEL4.DAT." 
15 14 7 8 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 I I I 
2. _¡ ... ·Fl_I ... Dur.tlon 
3. _¡ ... ·""turlty o ...... Uon 
4. Total .-losa,kg/h. 
5. Wltrogen atres. In veget.t;ve .t ... 
6. Wltrogen at .... In N!pI"Oductlve ot ... 
7. Total litrogen ~ak •• l:tllha 
8 •• .-. of 1 •• I .. tlono 
9. ClllUlatlve Irrlptlon-_ 
10 IIIIt ... al .... In vegetatl"" at ... 
11 IIIIt .... atmo in reprocb:ti,.. ot ... 
12 Total Eyapo-tranaplratlon-.. 
13 Total •• ¡"fall, .. 
14 Tot.1 BI ...... t/h. 
15 Gr.in Yield,t/he 
16 Pod yleld.t/h. 
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AppendixF 
OUTPUT FILES 
OUT! ; Output Echo and SurnmIUY 
Table 32 File "OUTl.BN." 
BEAIIGRO VI.Ol 
.... -
INPUT _, tUII NO. 1 SIIlILATlOII BESINS : AUG Z1 
INST_ID: ce SITE_ID: PA ElCI'T_NO: 29 lEAl: 19116 TIT_NO: 
EXPERlMEIT : 3 CULTIYARS, 2 ROW WIDTftS, 2 DENSITIES 
lIEA'lMENT : Porrillo Sin. 0.3 ....... 11\1 15 pl/.z 
IEATNER SET ,CIAT, PALMIRA, COUIIIIIA 19116 
VARIETY : Porrillo Sinteth:o PNOTDPERIOD GRP: 3 TEMPERATUIIE SRP: I 
IRRI&ATIOII : ACCORDII' TO THE 'IEUI SCltEIlIII.E 
PLANTlNO DATE: SEP 26 PLANTSIMZ: 15.CO ROW $PAeING: .3001II PLANT $PAtING: .222a 
SOIL PROFILE DATA Silty tlay L_Flne·.ilty,.txed,laoIIyperth.Aquic IIIplu:loll) 
SOll ALIIfIIO : .09 U:ll.0 SIICOII: .40 DlRVE NO.: 84.0 'NFAO:l.00 
OEPTN__ LL DUL SAT EXTI IIIT ROOT SWCII 
.00· .05 .204 .340 .392 .136 .340 1.000 .000 
.05, .15 .204 .340 .392 .136 .340 1.000 .000 
.15· .25.209 .345 .390 .136 .345 .T50 .000 
.25, .35.209 .345 .390 .136 .345 .500 .000 
.35· .50 .1118 .335 .390 .137 .335 .350 .000 
.50, .611 .185 .323 .395 .138 .323 .200 .000 
.611· .110 .185 .323 .395 .138 .323 .150 .000 
.110· .99 .201 .3211 .408 .127 .3211 .100 .000 
.99, 1.22 .1118 .325 .410 .127 .325 .050 .000 
1.22' 1.37 .159 .288 .399 .129 .288 .000 .000 
1.37- 1.59 .110 .242 .402 .132 .242 .000 .000 
1.59- 1.84 .047 .177 .351 .130 .177 .000 .000 
1.84' 2.09 .050 .193 .410 .143 .193 .000 .000 
SUII.. 313.6 593.2 824.2 279.5 593.2 
RUII 110. 1 SlllILATlOII DUTPUT 
ce PA 19116 Porrillo 19116 
IlATER 8ALAllCE COMPONENTS DItOUGHT 
DATE CIIOP GRtlIITH 81_SS LAI v- ES EP ET tlAlN IUIS STRESS 
ASE $TASE KGlHA STASE........ _ PNOTO TURGOR 
........ --....... ----..... --------.. _-------.. ---------------------------------
_26 O SOIIINO O. • 00 • 0 51 • O. 51. 10 • 30. .000 .000 
_30 4 ENERGEIICE 11. • 02 . 0 fH • O. fH • 92. 30. .000 .000 
_30 4 EJI) ~UVEN. 11. • 02 • 0 fH • O. fH • 92. 30. .000 .000 
OCT 6 10 FL<JWeR IIID 24. • 05 • 9 95 • O. 95 • 124. 30. .000 .000 
OCT 7 11 UIIIFOLIOL. 211. • 07 1.0 99. O. 99. 137. 30 • .000 .000 
-
3 38 FL<JWeRINO 1918. 4.07 11.3 155. 42. 1'!6. Z16. 30. .000 .031 
-
8 43 FIRST POI) Z178. 5.32 9.7 157. 58. 216. 324. 30. .000 .000 
_15 50 FULl POI) 41117. 5.99 11.8 160. 85. 245. 327. 30. .000 .000 
_16 51 FIRST SEEO 4436. 6.08 12.1 161. 19. 250. 327. 30. .000 .000 
_16 51 E/iI) _ 4436. 6.08 12.1 161. 19. 250. 327. 30. .000 .000 
_21 56 ENO POI) 5442. 5.60 12.1 162. 107. 270. 329. 55. .000 .000 
_26 61 EllO LEAF 6363. 4.88 12.1 165. 125. 290. 355. 55. .000 .000 
_30 65 PHYS. MAT 6920. 4.30 12.1 166. 136. 302. 368. 55. .000 .000 
OEC 9 74 HARV. MAT 603T. • 28 12.1 184. 154. 338. 375 • 55. .000 .000 
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Tahle 32 ContiDued. File ·OUT1.BN.· 
_ 110. , 
ce PI< 1986 Porrillo 1986 
PREDICTED IlEASlIRED 
.................. -_ ........... 
fU)WERING DATE 307 307 
flRST POO 312 O 
FUl.L POO 319 O 
PllYSIOL. IlATURITY 334 341 
POO YLO (ICG!IIA) 4417.00 4225.00 
SEED TUI (KG/IIA) 3368.00 3328.00 
SHELLING PERCEMTAGE 76.24 78.77 
lIT. PER SEED (G) .198 .188 
SEED _ (SEEDIM2) 1699.00 1768.00 
SEEDS/POO 5.20 5.89 
JlAl(IU LAI 6.10 6.61 
8111MAS5 (KG/IIA) AT R8 6037.00 6231.00 
STALK (ICG!IIA) AT R8 1532.00 1502.00 
IlAllVEST IMOEX .558 .534 
[Seed TUI ond HI on ORTWEIGHT IASIS1 
Irriptfon _ry 
•• 
2 IRRIGATION APPLICATIONS 8 1.00 EFFICIENtT. 
~AGE 1) 55 
_._ 30. 25. 
DRf lEAl! 'lELO I 3367.8 ICG!IIA I 3006.0 LBS/AClE 1 
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mm ; Crop Data 





SITE_ID: PA EXPT_IO' 29 YEAR, 1986 TU_lO. 1 
, 3 CUl.TlVAR$, 2 _ WIDTIIS, 2 DENSllIES 
, Perrillo Sin. 0.3. row by 15 pi/al 
, CIAT, PAlIlRA, COUIIIIIA 1986 







, Sllty Clay Loom(Flne·ailty,.ixed,ioohyperth.Aquic Hapludoll) 
, Perrillo s!ntetico PHOTOPERIIIl _: 3 
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Tahle 33 ContiDuecL File ·OUT2.BN.· 
llOOT SEEO IfARVEST SltELL SLA seeo KIT WATER CAIIHT CAIMI 
"" lIT 110 lID II SIZE II STREn ..
.0 .0 .000 .0 .0 .0 .00 1.00 .00 .00 •• 
.0 .0 .000 .0 .0 .0 .00 1.00 .00 .00 •• 
.0 .0 .000 .0 .0 • 0 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .. 
12.2 .0 .000 .0 249.1 .0 3.36 1.00 .05 .03 -, 
14.2 .0 .000 .0 278.5 .0 3.36 1.00 .116 .04 .. 
17.0 .0 .000 .0 304.5 .0 3.36 1.00 .07 .04 •• 
20.3 .0 .000 .0 333.8 .0 3.36 1.00 • 08 .05 •• 
23.3 .0 .000 .0 358.6 .0 3.36 1.00 .09 .116 .. 
26.9 .0 .000 .0 373.7 .0 3.36 1.00 .09 .08 .. 
32.0 .0 .000 .0 376.0 .0 3.36 1.00 .11 .10 •• 
37.6 .0 .000 .0 399.7 .0 3.36 1.00 .12 .12 .. 
53.5 .0 .000 .0 373.9 .0 3.36 .89 .14 • 16 .. 
68.6 .0 .000 .0 380.1 .0 3.36 .90 .16 .19 .. 
93.9 .0 • 000 .0 375.3 .0 3.36 .16 .19 .23 .. 
158.9 .C) .000 .11 349.11 .0 3.36 .T1 .21 .26 .. 
181.1 .0 • 000 .0 360.5 .0 3.36 1.00 .25 .30 .. 
208.3 .0 .000 .0 368.8 .0 3.36 1.00 .30 .30 .. 
234.5 .0 .000 .0 381.5 .0 3.36 1.00 .35 .30 .. 
272.3 .11 .000 .0 374.1 .C) 3.36 1.00 .41 .30 .. 
299.9 .0 .000 .0 375.1 .0 3.36 1.00 .46 .30 •• 
336.0 .0 .000 .0 381.0 .0 3;36 1.00 .51 .30 •• 
373.1 .0 .000 .0 374.7 .0 3.36 1.00 .58 .30 •• 
405.4 .0 .000 .0 371.4 .0 3.36 1.00 .64 .30 .. 
439.0 .0 .000 .0 359.5 .0 3.36 1.00 • 72 .30 .. 
465.7 .0 .000 .0 348.1 .0 3.36 1.00 .80 .30 .. 
484.6 .C) • 000 .0 336.8 .0 3.36 1.00 .87 .30 .. 
500.8 164.9 .000 .0 325.3 .0 3.36 1.00 .95 .30 .. 
495.0 502.1 • 019 11.2 320.8 18.2 3.35 1.00 1.03 .30 .. 
487.5 841.6 .057 23.6 316.8 35.8 3.29 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 
469.3 1181.9 • 112 35.6 316.8 53.3 3.21 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 
451.8 1512.7 .182 48.3 316.8 72.4 3.12 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 
435.6 1672.8 • 256 59.2 316.8 97.5 3.02 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 
420.7 1699.0 .303 64.5 316.8 117.6 2.91 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 
406.3 1699.0 • 357 69.4 316.8 145.3 2.78 1.00 1.07 .30 •• 391.7 1699.0 .445 73.0 316.8 171.7 2.60 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 
377.8 1699.0 • 502 75.0 316.8 188.9 2.30 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 362.' 1699.0 • 534 75.9 316.' 196.9 1.79 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 345.7 1699.0 • 551 76.1 :S16.' 197.8 1.12 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 
337.2 1699.0 .558 76.2 316.8 198.2 1.12 1.00 1.07 .30 .. 
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Table 32 Continned. File "OUT2BN.· 
ROOT LENGT" DEN51TT 
Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
.04 .04 .04 .00 .00 .00 
.04 .04 .04 .00 .00 .00 
.04 .04 .04 .00 .00 .00 
.04 .04 .04 .00 .DD .00 
.04 .05 .04 .00 .00 .00 
.04 .06 .05 .01 .DD .00 
.05 .07 .06 .01 .DD .00 
.06 .08 .07 .02 .00 .00 
.07 .09 .07 .02 .00 .00 
.07 .10 .08 .03 .01 .00 
.07 .12 .09 .04 .02 .00 
.06 .15 .12 .06 .03 .00 
.10 .18 .14 .07 .04 .01 
.13 .22 .17 .10 .06 .01 
.11 .34 .26 .15 .10 .03 
.25 .47 .36 .22 .15 .06 
.32 .53 .40 .25 .17 .07 
.40 .61 .46 .29 .19 .09 
.47 .67 .51 .32 .22 .10 
.54 .73 .56 .35 .24 .12 
.63 .82 .62 .40 .27 .14 
.72 .90 .68 .44 .30 .15 
.80 .98 .74 .48 .33 .17 
.89 1.05 .80 .52 .35 .19 
.97 1.13 .85 .55.38 .20 
1.01 1.17 .88 .57 .39 .21 
1.06 1.21 .91 .59 .41 .22 
1.09 1.23 .93 .60 .42 .22 
1.06 1.20 .90 .59 .41 .22 
1.03 1.16 .88 .57 .39 .21 
.99 1.12 .84 .55 .38 .20 
.96 1.08 .al .53 .37 .20 
.92 1.04 .79 .51 .35 .19 
.89 1.01 .16 .50 .34 .1a 
.86 .97 .73 .48 .33 .18 
.83 .94 .11 .46 .32 .11 
.18 .90 .68 .44 .31 .16 
.68 .81 .65 .43 .29 .16 
.63 .85 .64 .42 .29 .16 
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otm ; Soil Water and Weatber Data 









tITE_ID: PA EXPT_NO: 29 YEM, 1_ TRT_NO: 1 
: 3 CULTIVARS, 2 ROW WIDTHS, 2 OENSITIIS 
• Porrillo Sin. 0.3. "'" by 15 pl/ll2 
• CIAT, PlUJIIRA, COLClllaIA , _ 
SOIL TYPE 
VARIETY 
: Sllty Cley L08I(Flne-sflty,.lxed,isohyperth.Aqulc Kopludoll) 
: Porrillo Slnt.tlc. PHOTOPERIOD GROUP: 3 
I RIIIIM. T1C»1 : ACCDRDING TO THE FIELO SCHEDULE 
JUL ••.....•••••• DAILY •......••••••. 
DAY EP ET EO SR PHOTIlP _ MIN 
239 .0 5.4 5.4 19.80 12.08 31.5 17.7 
240 .0 5.8 6.0 22.00 12.08 31.0 18.2 
242 .0 1.1 5.1 18.90 12.07 30.0 19.5 
244.0 .7 3.9 14.50 12.06 28.8 19.2 
246 .0 5.1 5.1 18.90 12.06 29.5 18.7 
248 .0 4.6 5.922.10 12.05 30.8 16.5 
250 .0 .8 5.721.00 12.04 31.5 18.5 
252.0 .6 5.6 20.30 12.04 32.7 18.4 
254 .0 .5 3.5 12.80 12.03 29.5 20.0 
256.0 .5 5.4 19.50 12.03 31.5 19.8 
2S8 .0 .4 5.7 20.70 12.02 31.6 19.2 
260.0 .4 5.3 19.30 12.01 30.9 19.0 
262 .0 .4 5.520.00 12.01 32.1 18.9 
264 .0 .4 5.721.00 12.00 30.5 19.1 
266 .0 .3 4.7 17.60 11.99 28.9 20.0 
268 .0 .4 4.3 16.40 11.99 28.6 18.8 
270 .0 4.2 4.2 16.20 11.98 27.4 17.1 
272 .0 3.2 3.2 12.30 11.97 26.5 19.1 
274 .0 6.1 6.222.50 11.97 31.0 20.5 
276 .1 6.1 6.1 23.00 11.96 29.4 18.5 
278 .2 4.6 6.2 23.00 11.95 50.7 19.0 
280 .1 4.2 4.2 15.90 11.95 28.3 18.9 
282 .1 2.2 2.2 8.90 1'.~ 23.9 16.0 
284 .2 3.0 3.0 11.80 11.93 25.0 19.4 
286 .4 3.3 4.5 17.40 11.93 28.1 18.5 
288 .3 2.8 2.8 tl.2O 11.92 26.0 18.8 
290 1.1 3.7 5.220.10 11.92 30.1 19.0 
292 1.4 3.3 4.5 17.80 11.91 28.1 19.7 
294 1.7 4.4 4.4 18.00 11.90 28.7 1S.0 
296 2.8 4.0 5.0 20.20 11.90 50.0 20.5 
298 2.4 4.6 4.6 19.30 11.89 28.0 17.8 
300 2.6 4.3 4.3 18.60 11.89 28.1 18.2 
302 1.4 2.0 2.0 9.00 11.88 25.1 18.2 
304 3.7 4.9 4.921.40 11.88 28.8 18.0 
RAIN IRRIG RUIIOfF 
20.8 .0 2.1 
20.8 .0 2.1 
21.1 .0 2.1 
21.3 .0 2.1 
52.9 .0 4.2 
53.9 .0 4.2 
53.9 .0 4.2 
53.9 .0 4.2 
53.9 .0 4.2 
53.9 .0 4.2 
53.9 .0 4.2 
53.9 .0 4.2 
53.9 .0 4.2 
54.0 .0 4.2 
54.2 .0 4.2 
59.0 .0 4.2 
70.9 30.0 9.0 
91.9 30.0 9.8 
99.0 30.0 9.8 
107.8 30.0 9.8 
112.0 30.0 9.8 
136.7 50.0 9.8 
159.4 30.0 12.1 
162.1 30.0 12.1 
165.6 30.0 12.1 
169.0 30.0 12.1 
172.3 50.0 12.1 
179.1 30.0 12.1 
182.7 30.0 12.1 
182.7 30.0 12.1 
219.6 30.0 13.3 
220.8 30.0 13.3 
223.9 30.0 13.3 





































• •• _ •• ---~~~.-.... => 
CE$ CEP CET" 
5.4 .0 5.4 z> 
11.2 .0 11.2" 
14.3 .0 14.3.' 
16.0 .0 16.0-' 
22.4 .0 22.4 .. 
31.3 .0 31.3 .. 
33.1 .0 33.1 .. 
34.4 .0 34.4" 
35.5 .0 35.5·. 
36.5 .0 36.5 •• 
37.4 .0 37.4 &> 
38.2 .0 38.2-' 
39.0 .0 39.0 *> 
39.8 .0 39.8" 
40.7 .0 40.7 "" 
45.0 .0 45.0 •• 
55.5 .0 55.5 -. 
> 64.1 .0 64.1 •• 
75.0 .0 75.0-' 
83.5 .1 83.6 •• 
90.4 .3 90.7 •• 
98.9 .5 99.4·. 
IOS.5 .7 106.2 -. 
112.8 1.0 113.8 *> 
119.6 1.9 121.5 .. 
124.4 2.6 127.0 •• 
128.5 4.6 133.1 •• 
133.1 6.7 139.8 ,.,. 
137.8 9.6 147.4 "" 
140.6 14.4 154.9 .. 
144.7 18.4 163.2 .. 
147.9 23.0 170.9 .. 
150.1 27.4 177.5 .. 
152.6 34.3 186.9 •• 
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Table 33 CoDtiDaed. File ·OUT3.BN.· 
306 3.7 4.7 4.721.10 11.87 28.5 15.0 269.0 30.0 16.2 611.2 154.0 39.1 193.1 ..,. 
308 3.6 4.3 4.3 18.70 11.87 29.1 19.2 301.6 30.0 22.1 69.0 155.4 45.2 200.7 ., 
310 4.2 4.8 4.821.10 11.86 30.0 16.5 301.6 30.0 22.1 92.8 156.6 52.2 208.8 .. 
312 3.6 4.1 4.1 17.60 11.86 29.0 19.4 324.1 30.0 22.9 93.6 157.5 58.1 215.6 o> 
314 3.9 4.3 4.3 18.90 11.85 29.2 18.2 325.' 30.0 22.9 101.9 158.3 65.4 223.8 O> 
316 3.5 3.9 3.9 16.30 11.85 30.4 20.5 327.3 30.0 22.9 105.2 159.1 73.2 232.3 •• 
318 4.8 5.2 5.2 22.60 11.84 30.0 17 •• 327.3 30.0 22.9 106.0 159.9 81.0 240.9 ... 
320 4.2 4.6 4.6 19.70 11.84 30.5 18.0 327.3 30.0 22.9 106.0 160.7 89.4 250.1 => 
322 2.4 2.6 2.6 11.60 11.83 25.8 19.6 328.5 30.0 22.9 106.0 161.3 96.0 257.2 .. 
3243.9 4.3 4.3 18.40 11.83 30.5 19.0 328.6 55.0 21.7 106.0 162.0 104.2 266.2 .. 
326 3.4 3.7 3.715.90 11.83 29.4 20.0 337.7 55.0 21.7 106.0 162.7 110.7 273.3 •• 
328 3.8 4.3 4.3 18.60 11.82 28.6 19.0 354.8 55.0 25.1 106.0 163.5 117.6 281.1 •• 
330 4.1 4.7 4.720.30 11.82 30.0 17.9 354.8 55.0 25.1 106.0 164.5 125.3 289.8 -. 
332 3.0 3.5 3.5 15.40 11.82 27.0 18.5 365.1 55.0 25.1 106.0 165.2 129.3 294.5 •• 
334 2.4 2.9 2.9 12.70 11.81 27.4 19.3 367.6 55.0 25.1 106.0 166.3 135.9 302.2 •• 
336 2.7 3.6 3.6 15.60 11.81 28.2 18.0 367.6 55.0 25.1 106.0 168.0 142.7 310.8 -. 338 2.7 5.0 5.0 20.40 11.81 30.6 18.6 372.0 55.0 25.1 106.0 171.4 147.5 319.0 •• 
340 1.5 3.1 3.715.00 11.81 28.5 20.0 372.0 55.0 25.1 106.0 175.4 150.5 325.9 .. 
342 .9 4.4 4.4 17.00 11.80 29.9 19.5 375.4 55.0 25.1 106.0 180.8 152.2 333.1 .. 
343 1.6 4.5 4.717.80 11.80 30.0 19.9 375.4 55.0 25.1 106.0 183.7 153.9 337.6 .. 
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Table 34 ContiDued. File ·OUT3.BN.· 
TorAl. SOIL IlllTER CClllTEIIT II/DEPTH 
PESII S\I1 SII2 S\I3 S\I4 SII5 S\I6 SII7 S\IIl SII9 S\I10 
m.9 .276 .365 .372 .372 .368 .338 .32.9 .330 .326 .288 
280.7 .176 .347 .361 .361 .355 .332 .327 .330 .326 .288 
274.3 .150 .330 .350 .353 .344 .330 .327 .330 .327 .288 
271.3 .147 .320 .345 .349 .339 .327 .326 .330 .327 .290 
294.3 .282 .365 .372 .372 .363 .337 .330 .332 .328 .291 
280.1 .157 .337 .358 .360 .349 .334 .330 .332 .327 .290 
273.2 .149 .325 .348 .350 .340 .327 .325 .330 .327 .290 
270.9 .147 .317 .344 .347 .337 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
2/11.7 .145 .310 .341 .346 .337 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
268.8 .144 .305 .338 .345 .337 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
267.9 .144 .301 .335 .343 .337 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
267.0 .143 .297 .333 .342 .336 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
266.3 .142 .293 .331 .341 .336 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
265.5 .142 .290 .32.9 .340 .335 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
264.9 .142 .288 .327 .339 .335 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
265.4 .165 .285 .325 .338 .334 .325 .325 .330 .327 .290 
291.9 .219 .347 .367 .370 .361 .343 .336 .334 .32.9 .m 
302.8 .253 .348 .367 .370 .361 .358 .351 .344 .334 .297 
287.4 .207 .330 .352 .357 .348 .341 .340 .339 .332 .295 
281.5 .216 .330 .346 .350 .341 .332 .333 .335 .330 .294 
277.8 .188 .319 .342 .347 .338 .32.9 .330 .335 .330 .295 
m.8 .299 .366 .372 .362 .341 .328 .32.9 .333 .330 .295 
305.3 .291 .349 .367 .370 .361 .359 .349 .342 .333 .298 
298.8 .229 .330 .352 .361 .352 .348 .350 .347 .338 .303 
m.6 .188 .317 .343 .351 .344 .339 .344 .346 .339 .307 
287.7 .179 .308 .338 .346 .339 .332 .337 .342 .338 .308 
276.0 .180 .295 .32.9 .342 .336 .326 .329 .335 .332 .299 
271.3 .232 .286 .322 .337 .333 .325 .326 .331 .32.9 .294 
266.1 .217 .276 .312 .331 .330 .324 .326 .330 .328 .291 
257.4 .170 .264 .296 .320 .324 .321 .326 .330 .328 .290 
284.8 .326 .362 .366 .350 .324 .319 .325 .330 .328 .290 
2'18.3 .295 .330 .348 .349 .32.9 .31' .325 .330 .328 .290 
274.' .310 .315 .335 .340 .326 .316 .324 .330 .328 .290 
283.5 .338 .360 .361 .348 .326 .314 .323 .330 .328 .290 
301.0 .342 .360 .364 .367 .364 .356 .337 .334 .32.9 .291 
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319.3 .341 .361 .364 .367 .365 .364 .366 .369 .342 .301 
287.4 .311 .328 .339 .345 .340 .335 .338 .343 .331 .293 
301.5 .353 .361 .364 .367 .352 .337 .337 .341 .334 .298 
286.8 .329 .334 .344 .349 .339 .329 .330 .335 .331 .295 
276.4 .324 .314 .327 .336 .330 .322 .324 .331 .328 .292 
267.0 .290 .293 .311 .325 .322 .318 .322 .330 .327 .291 
257.9 .262 .269 .293 .312 .314 .314 .320 .330 .327 .291 
251.9 .263 .260 .211 .300 .306 .309 .318 .329 .327 .291 
267.2 .354 .360 .328 .2118 .296 .303 .314 .328 .327 .291 
269.2 .356 .362 .353 .297 .290 .300 .313 .328 .327 .291 
277.1 .331 .343 .349 .353 .331 .301 .311 .327 .327 .291 
268.4 .301 .311 .332 .339 .326 .299 .309 .326 .327 .291 
274.6 .338 .348 .340 .341 .329 .299 .308 .326 .327 .291 
268.8 .329 .329 .331 .332 .322 .297 .307 .325 .327 .291 
260.3 .285 .307 .317 .323 .315 .295 .305 .324 .327 .291 
256.5 .296 .294 .307 .315 .309 .293 .304 .324 .326 .291 
249.5 .223 .282 .300 .311 .306 .293 .303 .323 .326 .291 
245.8 .192 .274 ;296 .307 .304 .292 .303 .323 .326 .291 
241.3 .140 .269 .291 .304 .301 .291 .303 .322 .326 .291 
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QUf4 ; CrOJ! NitrQi!ffi (%) 
Table 35 File ·OUT4.BN.· 
_GRO Y1.01 
--
PI 1 Porrll lo 1986 
INST_ID: CC SITE_IO: PA EXPT_NO: 29 lEAl: 1986 TIT_NO: 1 
EXPERINEIT : 3 CULTIVARS, 2 ROW UIDTHS, 2 PENSITIES 
TREATNENT : Porrillo Sin. 0.3. ro. by 15 pl~ 
_THER SEY : CIAT, PAUlIRA, COUMIIA 1986 
$OIL TYPE : Silty Cloy L_Flne·.llty,lIIxed,l"""-'"th.~lc IIIIpludoll) 
YARIETY : Porrillo Slntetlco PNOlCIPElloo _: 3 
IRRIGATlON : ACODRDING TO lHE FIEL!) SClIEDUlE 
JUI. LEAF STEN RODT SHELL RED 
OAY lIII lIII lIII lIII lIII 
269 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
270 ' .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
272 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
274 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
276 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
278 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
280 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
282 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
2é4 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
286 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
2llI 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
Z90 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
292 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
294 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
296 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
298 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
300 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
302 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
304 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
306 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
308 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
310 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
312 3.36 1.92 1.60 .00 .00 
314 3.36 1.92 1.60 3.20 .00 
316 3.36 1.92 1.60 3.20 .00 
318 3.36 1.92 1.60 3.20 .00 
320 3.36 1.92 1.60 3.20 .00 
322 3.32 l .• 1.60 3.15 3.68 
324 3.25 1.81 1.60 3.06 3.68 
326 3.16 1.74 1.60. 2.97 3.68 
328 3.07 1.66 1.60 2.87 3.68 
330 2.97 1.511 1.60 2.75 3.68 
332 2.85 1.50 1.60 2.63 3.68 
334 2.7t 1.42 1.60 2.51 3.68 
336 2.47 1.33 1.60 2.38 3.68 
338 2.08 1.23 1.60 2.25 3.68 
340 1.40 1.12 1.60 1.87 3.611 
342 1.12 1.02 1.60 1.75 3.68 
343 1.12 .97 1.60 1.70 3.611 
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Table 36 File ·OllT5.BN.· 
FLO IlAT TlOSS .SV NSR ~ NIR IR_ I/SY WSR tET CRAIN "" 
811, 38 65 0..00.00 .0 2 55. .00 .00 338. 375 al> 
IION YlELO POYLO PLTPOP NF N-te TlTLE .,. 
6.04 3.37 4.42 15.00 o O. Porrillo 1986 •• 
AUN IN SI lEAl EX TR IR CULTIVAR WEAT"ER FILE SOIL TYPE ROWSP .> 
1 ce PA 1986 29 1 2 Porrillo CCPAOI12.W86 Pal.lr. (MJN .300.> 
Ic-I.AI STEMII $0$2 SOlIO SDPQI SR "1 SIM PLT 
6.10 1.53 .20 1699. 5.20 76. .56 239 269 
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Table 37 FUe ·OUTP.BN.· 
BEAIIGRO V1.01 
• ..... 
RUII 1 Porrillo 1986 
INST_ID, ce SITE_ID: PA ElCP'UIO, 29 YEM, 1986 TRT_IIO' I 
EXPERINENT , 3 CULTIVARS, 2 ROW VIDTRS. 2 OENSITIES 
nEATNENT : Porrillo Sin. 0.3 • rCOl by 15 pl/ll2 
MEATIE. SET : cIAr, PAlNIRA. COl0N8IA 1986 
SOIL TYPE : Silty cloy L_FI .. ·.llty •• lxed.IMhyperth.AquI< Hopludoll¡ 
VARIETY , porrillo S;ntet;oo PHOTOPERIOD _, 3 
10lGA1I0II , ACODRDIIIIl 10 THE FlELD SCIIEDULE 
JUL PAR PAR·12 F.olf IMTCT PHOTG PGOIJ) !>G·12 LFIIAX LAI CANHT CANWH MIT SWFAC V'STAGE 
DAY E/dtoy -l. rfi';02/d rfi';02Id -sC02/s • • 
" 269 45.78 .00 .000 .0 .000 .000 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 271) 32.11 .00 .000 .0 .000 .000 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 
272 24.38 .00 .000 .0 .000 .000 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 
274 44.60 207\).37 .421 1.1 .561 .m .02 1.15 .02 .05 .03 3.36 1.00 .16 
276 45.592117.D .402 1.5 .762 1.222 .03 1.14 .03 .06 .04 3.36 1.00 .44 
278 45.59 2118:67 .400 2.2 1.078 1.71)7 .04 1.16 .04 .07 .04 3.36 1.00 .73 
280 31.51 1465.43 .662 3.8 1.373 2.163 .05 1.10 .07 .08 .05 3.36 1.00 1.03 
2112 17.64 820.71 .877 6.2 1.480 2.150 .06 .\14 .10 .09 .06 3.36 1.00 1.55 
284 23.39 1088.71) .805 8.2 2.452 3.827 .10 .99 .15 .09 .08 3.36 1.00 2.07 
286 34.49 1606.21 .602 10.7 4.369 6.830 .17 1.10 .22 .11 .10 3.36 1.00 2.64 
288 22.20 1034.42 .821 18.1 5.487 6.858 .22 1.02 .34 .12 .12 3.36 1.00 3.18 
290 39.84 11157.37 .499 22.4 10.346 12.360 .39 1.16 .49 .14 .16 3.36 1.00 3.72 
292 35.28 1645.67 .583 33.7 14.430 15.958 .56 1.10 .73 .16 .1' 3.36 1.00 4.27 
2114 35.68 1664.99 .574 48.1 20.893 21.571) .83 1.12 1.05 .19 .23 3.36 1.00 4.80 
296 40.04 1869.42 .489 58.4 28.659 28.541 1.13 1.16 1.32 .21 .26 3.36 1.00 5.28 
298 38.25 1786.99 .521 68.5 33.71' 33.789 1.35 1.09 1.83 .25 .30 3.36 1.00 5.84 
300 36.87 1723.00 .546 79.2 40.71)7 40.107 1.69 1.10 2.40 .30 .30 3.36 1.00 6.39 
302 17.84 834.10 .871 87.0 30.146 29.127 1.39 .99 2.92 .35 .30 3.36 1.00 6.\14 
304 42.42 1984.22 .435 90.0 52.612 50.768 2.24 1.12 3.44 .41 .30 3.36 1.00 7.50 
306 41.82 1957.29 .444 92.1 54.340 S1.823 2.35 1.11 3.78 .46 .30 3.36 1.00 7.99 
308 37.06 1735.42 .533 \14.6 55.775 SO.752 2.47 1.13 4.39 .SI .30 3.36 1.00 a.57 
310 41.82 1958.98 .439 96.3 59.871 D.236 2.64 1.15 4.119 .58 .30 3.36 1.00 '.13 
312 34.88 1634.71 .572 97.3 58.069 50.471) 2.62 1.13 5.32 .64 .30 3.36 1.00 9.72 
314 37.46 1756.16 
."9 97.9 61.124 52.490 2.73 1.13 5.61 .72 .30 3.36 1.00 10.30 
316 32.31 1515.16 .618 98.3 57.545 49.764 2.61 1.17 5.79 .80 .30 3.36 1.00 10.92 
318 44.79 2101.56 .371) 98.3 64.815 55.965 2.80 1.15 5.88 .87 .30 3.36 1.00 11.50 
320 39.05 1832.55 .482 98.5 64.161 54.793 2.79 1.16 6.08 .95 .30 3.36 1.00 12.10 
322 22.99 1079.44 .794 98.8 48.056 41.571 2.20 1.02 6.00 1.03 .30 3.35 1.00 12.10 
324 36.47 1712.77 .529 98.4 62.759 53.898 2.73 1.16 5.74 1.07 .30 3.29 1.00 12.10 
326 31.51 1480.52 .625 98.2 58.161 50.387 2.57 1.14 5.45 1.07 .30 3.21 1.00 12.10 
328 36.87 1732.44 .517 97.7 61.979 D.959 2.68 1.11 5.17 1.07 .30 3.12 1.00 12.10 
350 40.24 11191.30 .448 97.1 62.224 55.192 2.66 1.15 4.88 1.07 .30 3.02 1.00 12.10 
332 30.52 1435.15 .641 96.7 54.410 48.259 2.43 1.06 4.59 1.07 .30 2.91 1.00 12.10 
334 25.17 1183.al .748 96.1 46.098 41.808 2.15 1.07 4.30 1.07 .30 2.78 1.00 12.10 
336 30.92 1454.45 .631 90.5 44.240 42.642 2.07 1.10 2.36 1.07 .30 2.60 1.00 12.10 
338 40.43 1902.35 .437 73.1 30.224 30.212 1.50 1.16 1.28 1.07 .30 2.30 1.00 12.10 
340 29.73 1399.03 .653 52.9 10.564 10.544 .83 l. " .67 1.07 .30 1.79 1.00 12.10 
342 33.69 1585.82 .572 34.7 .000 .000 .48 1.1' .37 1.07 .30 1.12 1.00 12.10 
343 35.28 1660.56 .539 28.3 .000 .000 .37 1.16 .28 1.07 .30 1.12 1.00 12.10 
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DEFINITIONS 
FII F.O - Crop Specific Coefficients 



















!/nit. of glucoee I'1IqUlred to "'""'*"'" ... unit of leaf tl..-. 
!/nito of glucoee l'1IqUired to pr ............... It of root tl"-' 
!/nIto of glucoee requlred to procb:e ano .... it of .- when proteln l •• ""Ilable through 
.Inlng. 
Units of al ..... e requlred to "'""'*"'" ano .... it of ohell. 
!/nito of glucose requlred to "'""'*"'" ·ene .... It of .t .... 
Welght of selld ""lcII CIII be ..... f ..... one gr .. of proteln, If the proteln l. used to _Iy 
enereY lIIld carbon .keletona ...... U .. proteln tor the oelld, g/g. 
Mexl_ tr""tlon .h ...... In ""rtltloning fr .. tap 1II'000th to rooto if _re ... ter stress 
occura .. 
Y-Intereept of the _tlon ""lcII relltes the """"tlon In 1"" Ilhotosynthate (PG) to _rege 
CW10PY nitrogen content4 
linear coefflelent of the _ti .... ""lcII relotes the reciJctlon In gros. p!urtosynthete (PG) 
to _rote c_ nitrogen contento 
CIUodrstlc cOlfflclent of the _tlon ""Ieh relotes the reciJctlon In grosa Ilh.tosynthete (PG) 
to a""rote"- nltrogen contento 
.... e I ine ~ concentrotlon In olr. 
Pr_tl .... of the total dlfferenee bet_ .".1_ IU_Ie "I .. f .... pe<" .... It I .. f a ... 
(SUI) and current SUI ""IcII the "- CIII edd In one dey (0.3). 
Y'lntercept of the "-'tlc _tlon ""Ieh relltes the """"tion In the .".1_ .- and 
ohell growth rates to dolly _rote t_rlture. 
linear coefflclent .f the quedratlc _tion ""Ieh relltes the reciJctlon In the .".1 __ 
and ohell ,rowth rat .. to dolly _rote t __ ture. 
CIUodretlc coefflclent of the _tlon ""Ieh relat .. the .......,Uon In the .".1_ .- and 
ohell ,rowth rates to dolly _rote t_oture. 
Relotl"" response 01 _tatl"" and repr ..... tI"" _IGpIent to t_rature. 
Phetosynthetlc lIght ..... effielency, .. l ~/ .. I PAR. 
Speclflc l •• , 1 ... ($lA) of 1_ of standard dr,tlean cultj""r when planta -rae .. ",,11 ... 
for other cultlvars are .. lcul.ted In _tlne VARn, "",. 
T_rature bel ....... Ieh plent l. ciooooged by fl'llUlng, 1_ are kllled, C. 
T_roture bel ... ""Ieh aU arowth .tapa, planto lre klUed, C. 
Fr""tion of doily lne ..... In _tetl"" ... ight ""Ieh .... to 1_ .fter the dey on ""Ieh 
the .".1 __ r of V·.t .... occuro (lIIlIAf). 
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FRSTIIF Fractian of dolly dry weight Increue In vegetatl"" plant parta ""Ieh goes to st_ .fter the doy on 
""Ieh the ..,.i_ "-r of V·at_ occun (IIDLEAF). 
KDIF Extlnctlan coefflelent for dlffuso llght. 
LFAIIGD Leaf angle distributian. 
LNGSH N"-r of physlologlcal doys en indivicbol ahoU ,.-s. physiologieal doys. 
II)EVRT NLllDer of poi"t. on telllperature response curve far vegetetive and reproductive developlent. 
IIDYTEM IIL111ber of tllllPltrature response cunes. 
NHWDL N"-r of polnta in the curve for response of canopy holght and wldth to doylength. 
NHWPAR lIumer of pol"t. in the curve for resporwe of canopy height ..:1 width to r.tiation. 
NHWTEM lIu.ber of poi"t. in the curve for response of canopy height 8nd width to t~r.ture. 
IIHWTUR lIu.ber of poi"t. in the curve far response of canopy height and width to water atress (turgor). 
NLlTE N"-r of ontrles In tablo relatlng lfght Intoreeptian to no .... l izod loaf aroa indox (LAI). 
IIPGSLW IIUllber of poi"t. in the curve for rel'iltfve recb:tfon of photosynthesis as • f...-.c:tion of speciffc luf 
welght. 
IIPHOTO IlUlber of poi"t. in the curve far relatfve recb:tion of photosynthesia as • f...-.c:tian of tmperature. 
NPRIOR "oferonce" ot_ "-r for the forthe .. lng ot_. 
NSLATII _r of pointa In tho curve for effect of t_roture an opecifie loaf aroa. 
IISWfAC IIU11ber of peired VIIluea in .rray which deac:ribea the .ffect of the ratio of aoil root .. ter • ....,ly to 
tronoplrative _. an the relatlve rate of _Ing (pod _Itlan) (PNUTGRO only). 
NTTACC Type of ODdlflero affectlng developaentol rate for o ,Iven atege durlng vegetativo and reproductivo 
developaent (physlologlcal ti.). 
1 • Teoporature • Vegetativo Growth 
2 • T_ature • leprocIuctive Developaent unttl Flowerlng 
3 • PIIotoperlod _ T_oture • ReprocIuctlve Developaent unttl Flowering 
4 • PIIotoperiod and Teoperature • 11 • R5 , Teoperoture 15 • 17 
5 • Teoporatura • leproductivo Developaent betweon Flowering _ PIIysiological Maturity 
a . Nane 
NYSHT N"-r of polnta In the curve for canopy helght .. a functlan of V· .. tlO. 
NYSPT NLlllber of points in the cu~ for vegetative partftianing as • f~tian of y· .. tge. 
IIVSUH _r of polnto In tho curve for canopy wldth .. a functlan of V·at_. 
IIlCFTEII N"-r of pairod ".Iuos in array descrlbing t_rature effect an partltianing to frulta (XFRUIT). 
NXYTEII NUlber of pointa In the eurve for teaperature effect on pod addltlon (YTEMPD & f(XTEMPD». 
P_ Value of PAR above ""Ieh there la no further Incr .... In photosynthesla • ..,1 .. ,.,2. 
PHFACl L lneor eoefflelont of oquotion rolatlng _i_ ,rOS8 photosynthato (PG) por .. ter oquare to PAR. 
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PIIFAC2 CIuodr.tlc CM1flclent of _ti ........ l.tlns¡ _1_ , ...... photosynth.te (1'0) por ... ter square to 
photosynthetieaUy ectl .... rodl.tl .... (PAR). 
PHPTl rhe leaf •• u Inll ... (LA!) .t ..nicb 63 S of lillht !a !ntercepted ¡f planta ..... evenly .paced. 
1'111'12 Inter"""" of _tien .... I.tlng r.tio of ¡ntr ....... _Ing to Intar ...... _Ins¡ to luf aru ¡ndex (LA!) 
r"",,!red to Intercapt 63 " of lillht. 
PHT_ _1 __ of CH:O ..nlcb can be proca.ced par ,¡. If photosynthetlcally ective rodiet!on (PAR) l. 
ebove the val! ... of PAR ebove wILIch th ...... la no further increase in photosynthesl. (PARMAX) and all 
other flctora .re optl_l. IIIC .... day). 
PLlGSIl Frectlon 01 11",ln In .aed. 
PLIPSD Frectlon of Ilpld in .aed. 
PIIINSO FrllCtien of .iner.la In aaed. 
POASO FrllCtlon of o.pni. ecldo In .aed. 
PORPT Ratio of patlole to totol l ... f .. llIht. 
PROlFF P"-tlon of prot .. ln In 1_ at the end of the _. aft .. r aU possible proto;n ha. been 
tr_loeatod to _. 
PROlfl P"-tlen of proteln in 1_ dUrlng tlssue growth • 
..-U Pr_tlon of prote!n 1" root. at the end of the ..... on. .ftar aU pos.lbl" protoln hao been 
tr_loe.ted to _. 
PRIlRTI Proport;on of proteln In roots <ltrlns¡ tI.oue ,rowth. 
PROSHF Prq:iortlon of proteln In _lis at the end of the _. after 811 posalble proleln hao been 
tr_loeatod to _. 
PROSHI Proportlon of proteln In _11. <ltrlns¡ t;ssue ,rowth. 
PROSTF Proportion of protei" In .t_ at the end of the ..... on. after all posalble proteln has been 
tr_loeated to a_. 
PROSTI Propott;on of proteln In st_ <ltrlng tl.au.. growth. 
R3OC2 iIr_ CH:O uaod por gr. CN:O flxod for proteln tUl"lllMlr .osta In _Intenenoe respiration <ltrins¡ 1 
hour at 30 "c. 
RCH20 Ene!'fY coat to bulld I , of cerbohydrat .. tiesue. 
REPGVAl Sée REPGVA2 
REPGVA2 T-.paratute response curve for reproduct!ve devel_t (VI to R!) for t...,..ratute ,roup IVlTE" 1 or 
2. 
REPGVll Sée REPGVII2 
REPDV112 T...,..ratute """""""" curve for reproductlve devel_t (Rl to R7) for t...,..rature ,roup I\lRTE" 1 or 
2. 
RESlOC Gr_ CH:O usod per ,r .. top dry ... illht In .. int_ respiratlon dUrlns¡ I hour et 30 ·C. 
RFACl Root l_th par unlt root ... llIht •• 1. 
RFLWAB Relatlve fl..... abortlon rate. 
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IIlnl""" root I_th donslty In a 11-. layer, bel<'" w.leh d...,..,t-lncU:ed __ l. !'IOt aU_, 
..... 
E_ oost to bulld 1 g of ¡j¡nln In ti.-. 
-IIY cost to bulld 1 S of lipida In ti ..... . 
E_ cost to build 1 11 of orineral, In tia .... . 
EnarllY cost to bulld 1 g of proteln in tI ..... 'uslng _1 ..... aubstrate. 
EnerllY cost to bufld 1 g of proteln In ti ..... uslng nltrate es aubstrate. 
EnerllY cost to build 1 g of or¡enle ""Ida In ti.-_ 
Oepth of roota on dey of plent __ , CM. 
"",,1_ f_tlon of root I_th _eed In a 11.-. 1_ per physlologlesl dey ...... water content In 
a 11.-. ,_ falll bel ... Z5 " of extr""tllbl .. 1011 ... te., fr""tlon per pilyslologl ... l dey. 
F.""tlon of ul.tlng root len;th w.leh .... be _eed per pilyslolOlic.1 dey, f.""tlan per 
pilyslologiesl da,. 
lf ratio of total pototntlal daitV root ... ter uptate fr .. the IOIl-plant ayst ... (TRIoIJ) to ""tUlI 
t_irotlon (EPI) recb:" bel ... thi8 VIIlus, I .. f expanslon la recU:ed • 
.... U.rl'" coefffclent for rediatlon. 
lIeferenee VIII .. for proteln conoenn.Uan In c_lcul_tlng SOPlO. 
"""1_ fr .. tlon of exl.tlng leaf wlght w.leh can be aeneaced on dey •••• funetlan of ...... r .... ter 
In_ 4 dsyI .. rller. 
"""1_ proportlon of total IlIf wlght ••• funetlon 01 Y-.t_ ( __ (1) w.leh con be HneIeed li.Ie 
to Wlter stress. 
Tha preporUon of lllf toelght gl'OWl ""Ieh ,,111 _ been HneIeed by a 111.-. I/-at_ (XSTAGE( 1) if 
no ... t .. r st.- ha _red prIor to thll Y-.t_ (mAGE(I) -- no_1 _atl,.. __ _ 
not _ If prior water .trsss ha "I...ady reduced 1111 wlght by .ore _ thl. _t. 
Factor by w.leh I.f wlght l ... Itlplled to det_lne _cenee ... h dey after pilyslolOllcal 
_turl ty ("7). 
factor by w.ieh preteln .Ired froa 1_ each dey l ... 1 tlplied to deteralne .ensscenes. 
Threohhold for the ratio of aupply of eHzO ... !lllble for growth of a cohort of podwalla to eohort 
dsaond for eHzO. If thll ratio exc_ SEllIAX, then .... are .et In all poda of th. cohort and none 
of th. ore IIborted. 
Rate of oac:ondarv ahall growth (thickenlng) Ifter tha rIPld expanslon phi •• (LIIOS") untll tha pod 
_tureo, rUe '0 a f_tlon of *the .... ¡_growth rate of en !ndlvlul pod for VIIrlety I (SHVAR(n). 
1he 11 .. of • _1 I4lPIr node leaf (nodea 8 - 10) of .tandard cultivar, ..,2'I.f. 
lhe _1_ apeclf!c leef areo (SLA) for MIl lee"... w.en 11 ........... 1011 (near!, ,ero) redlatlon but 
optl_ ... ter and taaperature .tor _ standard cultl""r, ""1. 
lha .Inl_ apeclflc leef a ... (SIA) for """ 1 ....... w.en.ll""'" ordor Inflnltely "Igh radl at Ion, 
optl_ ... ter and t_oture for the Itandsrd ""Itl".r, ... 'S. 
Ettett of radlatlon on StA. 
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Table 38 Continued. Crop-Specific Coefficients "DefinitiODS.· 
SLMEF Spoclfic luf areo ($LA) fer rww lu_ cturi,. peak _tatl"" IrowtII for a .t .... rd cultivar. "';/1. 
UMAX Rel.tI"" lrdividual .eed lroorth rete. 
STRCIlII Coefficlent deseribl,. the decraaae in rate of ""enoIOlle.1 _I_t ... f ..... tion of aoil water 
defielt. 
lHICKII Rate of MCOrdary I •• f thickaning. 
TURSEN Conatant ""ieh _.rlboa the _tlal ah.". of ahlft In ""rtitlonl,. to frults ve ...... the ratio of 
ooil-r.ot ... ter "_ly to octusl plant trensplr.tive -.d. (Mot used In _GRO). 
TUIIStA Eff..,t of ... ter stress on spoclf'. leef a_. 
TUllTHIl R.tio of ... ter "-Iy/trensplratlvo -.d at ""ieh th. _1_ incraase in portltlonl,. to fruito 
(XFIIIIAX) oc........ (Mot used In BEAIIGROl. 
VEGlWl Su VEGDV2. 
VEGDV2 l..".....t ..... reaponae curve for _tetive _I_t for t_rature group IVRTEM 1 or Z. 
VlSIN' V_tatl"" st ... beyond ""ieh .ink·tt.ited luf .ro. _ion can no longer Ilait ""otooynth .. ¡. er 
leof oree IrOlith. 
IITNEII llelght of _ plant .t ti .. of __ o 11. 
XFIIIIAX _1_ Increoae In portltlonl"" to frulta 1_ urder ... ter .t ....... ...,¡"" no prabl_ In pod 
unl,.. (Mot uoed In _GRO). 
XIIII)L Deylength .oordlnat .. (X-.. :lI) for effact of doylength on canopy height ard .. fdth. 
XHIoPAI! R""'.tlon • .ordinat .. (X-axfo) for effect of r""latlon on canopy holght ard .. Idth. 
XHllTEII T_ature coordlnat .. (X-.xls) fer effect of t_ature on conopv helght ard .. Idth. 
XHIITUR IIIter Ifr ... coordlnat .. (X-.xla) fer effect of wate. atreoa on canopy helght ard .. ldth. 
XI.W V-IUlle .t ""le:" portitlonl,. to leevea Is fl.EAl'(I). 
XPGSLII Chango In ""otooynthoala .. a functlon of _ifle I.f ... Ight. 
XPIIOTO T_atu •• at ""feh t_.t ..... tocter for reducl,. f'/IOtooynthesl. Is VPIIOTO(I). '1:. 
XRTFAC Y·at"",.t ""1eI! rato of ;nc ..... In root depth por physlolOlllcel day fs YRTFAC(I) .. constant rate 
throughout the _ now. 
_ Y-at"", et ""Ieh _1_ t ... tlon of _I.tlvo leef growth vulnarobl. to loo. dua to water otr ... i. 
SE_(I). 
XStATN F .. toro that reduce _"le luf oree (SLA) es a fU'lCtion of t_r.t ....... 
XSTAGE Y·n_ by "",eh SEIII'OII(I) fr_lon of .uaulltlve l.f 8roorth .. 111 hove been ._ If no water 
alreaa _red. 
XSTEII Y-U"", .t ""Ieh porti tionl",," to ot_ lo YSTEII(l). 
XSllFAC Arrey of valueo deserlbl"" the ratio of ooll-root ... ter _Iy to trenspirative daoard. at "",eh th .. 
rate of pod addltlon ia reducad by a ,lven proportlon (YSWFAC). (Not....,.¡ In IIEAIIGRO). 
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Arroy of t_rlture volues ""Ieh describes the effect of t_reture on the reletlve rete of pod 
8d<Iition (YTEIFD • O TO 1). ·C. 
y·u_ by ""ieh .... 1_ I .. f eree growth per pl.,t oinee _rgence i. YVGROII(J). 
Effect of Y·.t_ on conopy height. 
Effect of Y·.t_ on conopy width. 
Arroy of t_reture ""Iuoo in teble lookup _crlbing effect of t_reture on pertitioning to podo 
(YXFTEII • O TO 1). oC. 
Doylength coordlnet .. (Y·.,.I.) for effect of doylength on conopy helght _ wldth. 
Rodl.tlon coordlnet .. (Y·.,.I.) for effect of rodl.tlon on conopy helght _ wldth. 
T_reture coordlnot .. (Y·.,.Is) for effect of t_reture on conopy helght _ wldth. 
water stress coordinates (Ywaxis) for effect of water stress on canopy height anc:I width. 
P.rtltlonlng froctlon to looves et Y-.tege XlEAF(I). 
Effoct of opeclfle I .. f welght on photOBynth .. l. (Y-coordlnete of XPGSllI)_ 
Foctor by ""Ieh photooyntheol. l. reduced If t_reture lo XPItOTD(I). between O _ 1. 
R.te of lne ..... In root depth per degree doy et Y-ot_ XRTFAC( J). 
T_retureo eorreopondlng to XSUTII. 
P.rtltlonlng foctor for ot .. growth .t Y-.t_ XSTEII(I). 
Arroy _rlblng the rel.th. (O to 1) rete of pod 8d<IItlon (_Ing) ""Ieh occur •• t • glven r.tlo 
of ootl-root .. ter ...... Iy to troneplr.ttve _ (XSllFAC). (Not uoed In IIEAIIGRO). 
The rol.tl ... r.te of pod 8d<IItton (O to 1) el t_r.ture (XTEIIPD) VIIrl ... 
1IIx1_ loof .... 11"-' per pl.,t by otMderd cultlvor by Y-U_ JMlROII(I) • .-2,pl_. 
Referente volue for .... 1_ loof .... grown per pl.,t by Y-ot_ JMlROII(I) • .-2,pl.,t. 
Y-coordlnete for conopy helght ••• functlon of y-.t_. 
Y-coordlnete for conopy wldth el I functlon of Y-ot_. 
Arroy descrlblng the rol.tlve pertttlonlng to podo (O to 1 effect on XFRUIT) el t_r.ture lner ...... 
oC. . 
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Subroutines 























































Hourly canopy photooynthesl. 
taoput .. canopy helght ond wldth 
Cl .. r. ocroen (vldao dloplay) 
St_tal ~tlon wlth hlgh COz 
C~ .. froctlon dlffuae radlatlon 
DeteMllnes ~ fr .. fraezl"ll 
Phenology 
"'In ealll"ll provr_ of IIEAIIGRO 
carbon bol ..... rote ond atote varlabl .. 
Inltlallze plont varlabl .. ot Vl 
Hourly llght Interceptlon 
Hourly radlatlon 
Hourly t~rature 
Selecta por_ter file 
Selecta weather file 
Inltlellze varletal tralta ond phenology 
Inltlallze 8011 proflle 
Oloplaya Introductory panel 
Select varlety por_ter. 
Reada erop por_ter file 
Select __ otudy _rleont & troot.ent 
Select ·0011 fertll Ity" optlons PGfAC3 
Select output f_ 
5ensltlvlty """Iyalo 
Select ond Inltlollze 0011 proflle 
controlo Inltlollzotlon ...... outlnes 
l...,ut cultlvor descrlptlon 
l...,ut weather on o dolly baolo 
controlo Irrlptlon 
tonvert colandor doy (OO-... -n) to jullon doy 
Trolta for ol"llle I .. f photooyntheol. 
~ullon doy to colandor doy 
Echo l...,ut to oc ...... 
OUtput fl .. 1 horveot doto to ocr_ 
OUtput h_ro for output fll .. 
OUtput ti. url. for C, HzO, N 
Generat .. weather .... ry output 
R_e of IIght Intereeptlon to row ond plont _1"11 
... 1 n photooynthn lo colll"ll rout I ne 
Integrotl", loop, dlurnel photooyntheola 
Hourly ol",le I .. f photooynth .. lo 
Controlo gl"Ollth ond _I_t ...... outl".. 
Pod ond _ C & • _Iatlon 
Depth of root 1", 
Seneacence ... fll"'M:tion of ..,., ti, end .. ter .t ...... 
Soler COIWtWlt 
TI. of aunrlle & ounoet 
Lookup f ..... tlon for llneor Interpolatlono 
Vegetatlve growth ond portltlonl", 
Verlfl .. l...,ut fr .. kayboord 
Wlter bolance - evopotronoplratlon 
c..pute hourly _ther fr .. dolly .ano 
5ensltlvlty """Iyalo _Ifyl", weather fll .. 
C~e _Ifled t_ature, C02' preclpltotlon 
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